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PREFACE

From the beginning of formal education, parents and pupils and teachers

have been interested in, and concerned about what and how children learn.

In the past, when pupils did not perform at what adults regarded as

acceptable levels the blame was often placed on the pupils' lack of ability

or unwillingness to apply him or hei.self-to the academic tasks that were set

out Of course, teachers received a share of the blame ds well.

More recently, notice has been taken of the role that parent and.peer

attitudes may play in influencing students to value, and to prosper ih an

educational syStem.

Even so; in addressing the issue of how to increase learning, the focus

of analysisl.ha been on the unique interchange between teacher and pupil as

it takes place Within the schopl classroom.

In theast 20 years, federal and state governments have begun funding

specific programs intended to ameliorate what some have seen as persistent

problems of the 'schooling procesS. Riding along with this external funding

has come a new focus for educational analysis, 'lamely the extent to.which

pupil achievement is, influenced by educational prograA and by school dis-

trict level. actions.

This shift in level of analysis has been accompanied by a new set of

questions adi?ed to concern with pupil.motiNation, teacher behavior, peer

interactions, ald'parentencouragem:h. These concerns _pith program deli-

very processes adequacy of implementation assessed by administrative moni-

toring, and testing Of student achievement, which had historically been a

measuring tool'sO that teachers could determine pupil fachievement, became

folded into the newer fieldsof program evaluation.
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Program evaluation used tests to assess pupil programs and'other.evalu-

ative techniques -- classroom visitation, surveys, opinionnaires-, to

scribe program inputs. Ideally, data about the educational messages deli--

vered to students and student learning from those messages should lead

school personnel to a determination of where action should be taken to

enhance student learning.

This book is our attempt to analyze the bridges that a district can

build between test and evaluation data on the one hand, and school district

instructional decision making on the other. Our analysis is not focused on

the teacher in the classroom, nor on the principal in the school building:

Neither is it )n the administrator of the special program. Rather, it is on

the personnel in the school district's central office. We have selected

this level because we'believe many, but certainly not all, pupil achievement

problems can be and, indeed, mist be, addressed at that level. Given the

way our public school system is presently structured, the ultimate opera-

tional responsibility for pupil achieveMent must rest at the district

level.

This book, focusing on the district level, represents a relatively new

approach to this problem of improving pupil achievement.

We suppose that if there were any word that would typify the book's

spirit and structure, it would be the word synthesis. This synthesis is re-
.

presented in several ways; the subject matter, the operational level, and

the contributors. To elaborate: First, the subject matter represents a

synthesis of several fields of inquiry. We attend to the characteristics of

and interrelationships between testing, evaluation and instruction on the

one hand, and organizational theory on the other. Second, at the,-



operational level, we try to integrate theory and practice,,or put another

way, analysis with action. There is no formula or pre-fabricated program

that will guarantee a school district an effective way to link testing, and

evaluation with instruction to improve pupil achievement. Developing such a

program depends upon analyzing each district's unique problems, make-up

setting and devising a program to meet local realities. Third, the book's

contributors represent experiences gained through detailed observation and

academic searchings coupled with experiences gained through daily struggle

with ,designing, developing, and implementing programs for linking testing

and evaluation with instruction in school districts.

Blending and synthesizing ideas generated from diverse experiences has
c

been sometimes difficult, but always, stimulating. While our own knowledge

and interest in this topic has grown dramatically.in the process of conduct-

ing our research and working with a wide array of individuals, the ultimate

successof the book will rest on whether or not our work helps school.

districts to better develop and implement more effective'instructiOnal'

programs.

*a,
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CHAPTER 1'

What This Book is About

t

This book is about how school districts can help their students learn

more.

This book says that school district personnel who work in many areas --

curriculum, instruction, supervision, staff development -- tan. coordinate

their activities so as.to focus on instructional improvement.

This book says that data derived from tests, when properly used, ana-

lyzed, interpreted, can be useful in helping district personnel in many.

areas work with school and community people to assess the adequacy of the

instructional program and to improve it. 4.

Many districts, at present, collect a lot oo ata. Much of it remains

merely data, undigested, unused, or worse, transformed into misinformation.

Low test scores, when reported by the media, and read by the public may

appear to be an accurate assessment of the lack of quality of schools and

the inadequacy of student achievement. The problem, then, is framed by the

question, "How to we raise test scores?"

Chapter to presehts a scenario of a week in a relatively small
school district where test scores have just been released to the news-
papers. The ongoing activities, daily crises, and events, the persona-
lities of individuals, formthe backdrop against which board members,
the superintendent, administrators and teachers ask themselves and one
another - "What do the scores meRn?" "What next?" 'Where do we go

from here?"

10



6

Education has the unique distinction of being a topic that almost every

segment of society feels equipped to judge and express convictions, These

feelings and convictions stem from tha.fact that the.American system of

4
public ed4cation has offered an'aducational program for all youth, and from

the personal experience individuals tend to draw retrospective conclusions

regarding the relation of the eacational experience to successes, failures,

wishes and unsolved problems both during schoOl and in the post-school

years.

kcommon reaction to the many problems of society is to look for a

cause or reason for the undesired circumstances. In the search for a'single

cause or reason for complex problems, it is common for a single content,

process, or. procedure to be identified as the "cause" and to suggest that a

change -will eliminate the problem.

The organization, administration and practices of education are under

close scrutiny V all 'segments of society. The questions raised about edu-

cational practices are often not asked to obtain explanation or information,

but are statements of belief regarding a solution to a perceived problem.

For example, questionsrtuch as .-- "How soon. can we expect test scores to go

up?" "Why don't we identify incompetent teachers and do something about

them?" "Which district has an instructional program. that has been proven/to

improve test scores?" and "Why don2t we ask the Superintendent to develop a

comprehensive plan to improve studentachievement'and present the plan and

the related costs next month?" -- are stated as questions but are also

statements df belief of what should, be done to improve the edUcational pro-

gram and eliminate the condition that has\Created t'ie perceived prcblem.



Chapter 3 takes each of these questions and explores why the
question is misleading.

These questions or demands for action are based upon the erroneous
assumption that a single factor is responsible for low achievement,
poor discipline, low morale or whatever. The statement of the question
commonly assumes that a quick and comprehensive change will be observed
from the change of a single 'element, a single pronouncement by the
administration,.or the substitution of new materials or techniques.-

This book suggests an alternative to the quick fix. We suggest that no

single procedure, material, facility or person operates in isolation from

the complex interactions among ongoing operations in the educational

system.

In Chapter 4, six districts tell their stories. Each of thete
_district's responded to the problem of increasing student achievement in

a unique way. Each district, starting from a sense of district respon-
sibility_for student learning, evolved, over a'period of tic, a method
whereby the district used test scores and evaluative data not only to
monitor but also to plan instruction; not only to diagnose but also to
prescribe. Two of these districts developed centralized curricula-
based systems where tests assisted teachers in increasing childrens
learning through a prescribed,sequencie of knowledge acquisition and
skill development. Two others developed a feedback method, where
central office staff interpreted test and evaluative data to school
planning teams who advised on ahnual resource allocations.

Particular districts who approach the student achievement question in

integrated organizational terms have developed such systems. But there are

not many who' do so. Why are these districts different from others? Or, to

turn the question around, what .are,the impediments to all districts in doing
A

the same thing? Why is instructional improvement through. the management of

testing and evaluation not a naturAlly.occurring phenomenon.

Chapter 5, using the scenario and district stories', points out
five reasons why a long-term coordinated district strategy is difficult
to conceptualize. However, an open-systems perspective explains some
of the barriers. It provides an understanding of how these changed
assumptions can lead a School district in the direction of a coherent
plan to'interpretlesting, evaluaeton and instruction.

1(3



Chapter 6 will personalize the foregoing discussions so that dis-

tricts may begin to think about: 1) reasons for developirig a unique

,system; 2) starting points, including ipalyzing opportunities and cons-
traints posed by the environment and history; identifying' existing ,

ideas about testing, evaluation, and instruction; and looking q cur-

rent curriculum, instruction and testing activities and what can be

changed; 3) sequencing for development; 4) selecting emphasis (e.g.,

staff development, curriculum alld materials, tests and evaluations); 5)

identifying sources of support -- external, administrative and

technical.
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CHAPTER 2,

School District Scenario
in which district perspnreel consider public
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CHAPTER 2

School District Scenario

It's Monday, well after 7:30ca.m. The district office of the

Unified School District is already. full-staffed with personnel performing

their designated functions. A new bus route just has been created for those

students attending a self- contained class for the Educationally Handi-

capped. The Director of Food Services is dispatching the Monday menu of.

spaghetti, mixed vegetables, jello and milk to all of the district's kit-

chens. The clerk in charge of contacting-teacher substitutes has made the

usual wake-up calls and now operates the switchboard, third cup of coffee in

hand. The Business Services branch hurriedly types a contractual agreement
,

for to&Jy's staff development presentation.

The district is moderate in size with a diverse student population.

Minority enrollment is on the increase, yet the total student enrollment is

on the decline. There are fourteen elementary schools, two middle and'two

senior high schools. The staff has been stable over the years, but within

the past two there have been many between-school teacher transfer requests.

The teachers' organization endorses the transfers and is pushing hard to

lower the administrator-teacher ratio and raise teacher salaries by 15

.percent. A

A.few parents have already started calling the Superintendent's Office

regarding last evening's newspaper article headlined -- "Secondary Scores
a

Decline--Elementary Tests Remain Stable." Some of these callers are



concerned about what the published percentiles mean for their children's

chances to get into good colleges. Two citizens who had participated on the

district's committee developing system-wide goals and instructional objec-

tives, find it hard to understand that the diStrict students haven't yet

mace any gains in. reading and mathematics. One taxpayer suggests that

dwindling federal dollars are being squandered through bureaucratic wrong-

doings. One call is taken by the curriculum specialist who attempts to ex-

plain the scores in terms of changing student polTulations athe shifting

district emphasis into bilingual and career education programs. A final

phone conversation focuses on a related news article about the upcoming

local tax election and the political involvements of some voc..1 Board

member.

The Superintendent, Chris Dewey, faces another crowded day's agenda.

The day-at-a-glance calendar-sprawled on the desk indicates that th4 regular

scheduled monthly meeting with his principals begins at nine o'clock. Pen-

cilled red for 8:45 this morning is a hastily called meeting with two

school Board members who want some quick answers about the test score situ-

ation. At one o'clock, Chris will'meet with.the Executive Cabinet, which,.
4

consists of the district's central Cirfice administrators.

On one elementary campus, some of the teachers convene in the lounge

and discuss the newspaper story. A group of instructional aides hired

through Title I funds are there too. Designated staff members are perform-

ing their normal supervision duties on the playground. The students seem

happy. The majority of students are clustered in their own ethnic groups,

moving about with lunches, instruments and backpacks. They play and chatter

informally until the morning bell calls them inside to classrooms.

16
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Reading lessons are conducted from 9:001:45 aol. in all district

elementary schools using the Sequential Stages Reading Series. At ten

o'clock, the first of three recesses is held, followed by the Individualized

Computational Mathematics Learning Program. Science, social, studies and art

are squeezed in as time permits and at the discretion of the teacher. The

Curriculum Committee i,s concerned about this emphasis on reading and mathe-s

matics; the Board has established a policy that the Most important basic

subjects, reading and math, be taught in the'morning when the students are

fresh and alert.

Around the corner, the high school campus is quiet except for the few

students 'attending a 7:15 a.M. Advanced Placement Class. Two,custodians

begin their work picking up litter after last Friday's football game with a

cross -town rival. Six security guards, armed with walkie-talkies, have been

called to the Principal's office. Due to power failure, no bells or clocks-

on campus are working. The guards will be used today.to move students .

through the.six-period day.

The high school's teachers' lounge is noisily filled with teachers

criticizing not only the newspape i. article but also the daily school bulle-

tin, the teacher union president's position on hiring, and the' rescheduling

ortoday's sports rally. The reading and mathematics teachers are-particu-

larly concerned about the decline in the students' scores in their respec-

tive subjects. Just a year ago, the School Improvement Advisory Council set
v.

raising these scores as a top school priority.

There is much unrest on this campus. The high school, with its third

principal in six years, has recently instituted its minimum competency exams

ct.
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with dismal results, and, there are rumors that the school may be closed

next year due to enrollment decreases. The School Improvement Advisory

Council has decided this year to tighten graduation requirements. Teachers

and some parents are more'concerned about what they consider the school's

real problems, poor discipline and drugs. This year's projected staff

development activities are intended to .deal with several other issues: sex

equity beyond sports and physical education, textbook and library censori*

mobilizing community resources, humanizing the schools, and teacher evalua-

tions under the district contract.

The bull horn that has replaced the normal bells sounds the start of

the first period and teachers slowly disperse to meet their Period I stu-

dehts. . Ms. Swift, the newly appointed principal, experiences some frustra-

tion. Shculd she stay behind at school and deal with the bells or drive

across town to the district office to attend the Superintendent's meeting?

Does she have an option?

Parents and community persons are watching. This is her first princi-

palship and Ms. Swift is the object of considerable district-wide atten-

tion. She is the first female high school principal appointed to the male-

dominated district administrative roster. Her promotion from an assistant

principalship in a nearby district has not been greeted with overwhelming

enthusiasm by those who were comfortable with things "the way they were."

She is aggressive, knowledgeable about new instructional developments and

willing to try out some new ideas. Some members of the community and Board

are delighted to see someone who wants to bring a different approach.

Others feel that the district really needs funds to do the things that are

tried and true. What is needed is more of the same.



Enough about Ms. Swift. She really had no option. She sped ofef in her

mar and was the fourth of 20 principals expected to meet at 9:00 with

the Superintendent.

The school administrators sit in the staff lotinge. Some are taking

advantage of the coffee and donuts provided, some remark about yesterday's
7'

test results news.

It's 9:15 a.m. as the 20 pri.p*pals remain in the lounge waiting

unknowingly for a meeting whose entire agenda has been changed. The Super-

intendent is meeting with the two Board trustees. These'two represent dis-

tinctly different community interests,, but have a common concern about the

district test results. The Boardmembers insist that the Superintendent

expand the Board agenda to include a statement from the Superintendent on
P

the test scores, and a plan of how the district intends to raise these

scores. Representing the voices of their constituents, they feel thathe

public is tired of excuses, and'the Board members fear asswellingexodus of

children away to the private schools. Likely the local television station

will send a reporter to the meeting.

Mr. Pace, principal of the Bruher...Elementary School for the last twelve

years, arrives. He was stopped In his school corridors byjim Huntley, a

student teacher who wanted to know'why Bruner had scored so low on the

test. Mr. Pace tried to give a hurried but philosophical answer about the

scores, making this comment: "However, young man, you must remember that

our scores, at this school, weren't that low. In fact, we didn't change our

scores. The papers are looking at our district performance on the average,

not individually at our school. Look, I'd like to.talk more, but. I'm really

late to an important meeting. Why don't you ask your master ;teacher?"

ot
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\Upuntley enters his 3rd-4th grade.combination classroom rather

6.'.
perplexed. The students are working nformally,in semi-structured groups.

it

They are heginnng a humanities project he assigned which requires the

ex6ange orideas..in order to develop critical thAnking. The culminating

activity is a group collage which cagtures the essence and tone of.the
,

topic, "Communicating.Differences."

Not seeing his supervising teacher: around, Huntly states that he has' .'

just seen the principal and that the principal permitted, infact 'Mandated'

.

that they hold open discussion about the-school, the programs and the tests

that are given. Beciuse the tests seem so meaningless toithem, the students

stop what they are doing and begin to chat and reminisce about who cheated,

whose pencil broke, who marked the wrong grids, and who faked illness.

The supervising teacher, a ten-year veteran, hurries in with several

copies of last night's neighborhood newspaper under one arm and dittoed

reading materials under the'other. She thinIss she has a great idea for a

new related assignment, "The Power of the Press in Communication," but

instead, she verbalizes her pleasure with Huntley's initiative as well as

the students' self-control in her absence from the classroom.. The discus-
..

sion over testing lasts about twenty minutes. 'Responding to the principal's

suggstion, the student teacher asks his supervising teacher what she thinks

about the test scores. The teacher looks puzzled, and is at a loss about

how to reply. How much will her answer show that she really doesn't know

much about the structure of the test and the meaning the different scores

hatielfor teachers? Hesitant and somewhat embarrassed, she begins along

discourse on the history of the testing program. "This district and
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community have.engaged in an extensive testing program for the past fifteen

years . .

Back' at the district office the principals ary admitted to the Superin-.

tendent's office'at 9:30 and'the meeting begins promptly. Superintendent

Dewey deals with a somewhat routine administrative matter and reports on the

just-concluded meeting. with the Board.members. "If I am to make a prkenta-

tion to the Board on Monday I wantto base my comments on the perception of

people, like yourself, who have first-hand knowledge of what is going on.

We've been pushing basics now for a Tong time -- yet the test scores remain

at unacceptable levels -- what in the world is happening?"

A long, intense, but somewhat rambling discussion consumes the next two

hours. The principals' perceptions of the problem cover many factors.

Some blame the influx of children with English as a second language and

for whom the test is not a fair measure of their real skills -- or the

schools' instructional program. Others think that the tests are meaningless

to the kids and they don't try. Others insist that many students just don't

know how to take such tests. Some respond with questions, such as: Does

this test measure what we teach? Do we know which specific students or

groups of students account for the lowest scores? Are all the teachers

really implementing the new instructional program? Some suggest solutions

such as more inservice training, or changing the tests, or not releasing the

test scores.

The meeting ends with a marked feeling of general frustration. Ms.

Swift, thinking about the fOrthc,ming meeting, remarks that there are times

when it is nice not to be a superintendent.

21
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The Administrative Assistant to the Superintendent picks up the extra

xerdxed copies, and gets coffee for her boss. It has been a busy day

already.

It's 1:30. Chris is concluding a telephone call as the eight members

of his_executive cabinet enter the Superintendent's office. Sitting around

the large executive table, from left to right, are: the Director of

Curriculum, the Administrative Assistant to the Superintendent, the d'Ntrict

Personnel Director,. the Evaluation and Testing Coordinator, the Director

of Pupil Personnel Services; the Directo'r of Federal Projects and Programs,

the District Budget Director, and the Associate Superintendentfor Elemen-

tary and Secohdary progams.

Staff assistants, have brought additional school and'district documents

including last year's unused Title I Evaluation.and Reporting System

(TIERS), the basal readers used at each grade level, the mathematiCs learn-
,

ing packages, and she computer outputs Oesenting school and grade level

information, as well as an item analysis for each question administered to

the students.

The Superintendent has described the unexpected meeting with the Bo00

members and the meeting with the principals. The chief administrator out-.

lines what the Board is expecting and he asks them one by one to give his/

her perceptions on the problem and any ideas he/she might have both as to

solutions and to how to handle the Board presentaton. But not everyone

cl&sees the pr lem the same way.

The 'Curriculum Director starts off. "I hope we don't panic over these

latest test scores. After all, our new curriculum emphasizing basic skills



has only been in operat',Qn for a little more than one year. You can't ex-

pect that things will change overnight. These things take time. my advice

is to keep emphasizing what we af4e doing -- we have m'sound plan for getting

kids to study, more basic skills. My advice is to, say that this is a tempo-

rary condition.,-- things will improve with time."

"Besides," the Curriculum Director continues, "I'm being plagued by

self-appointed book censorship groups who are insistipg that we.clean out

our texts and school library of what they consider offensive materials.

When this issue reaches the Board -- then we will have a real_problem!"

The District Budget Director, an accountant by training, sees the

problem as one of ineffective teachers who continue to do an inadequate job

in the classroom. "Wi' not," he argues, "begin aggregating these test

scores by teacher and see if any teacher continually has classes of students

mho fall below a pre-selected percentile? These teachers, once identified,

could bet.given extra help and if they still perform below district stand-
.

''', t--

ards, then we can 'counsel Vhem out of teaching.' In the business world we

do this all the time -- I mean, we look at a salesman's monthly records. If

he can't perform -- out he goes! All the new curricula and regulations and

media don't add up to anything if you have weak teachers. I say, use the

data to attack what is obviously the most serious problem -- some poor

teachers!" Most in the room shift uneasily in their chairs.

The Coordinator of Testing and Evaluation attempts, to cool what might

become a heated discussion. "At the risk of repeating myself endlessly, let

me say that I warned you some time ago that this might happen. As you will

recall, I predicted that there was a mis-match between our present norm-

23
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referenced tests and our newly developed curriculum. As it is now, the

tests simply do not measure what we are teaching. At the time we changed

our curriculum we should have looked at a different, more relevant norm-

,

referenced test. But, I'm afraid it is too late to do much about it right

now. Any shift we make will immediately raise suspicions that we are

selecting an 'easier' test, just to make us look good."
4

"Having said that, let me suggest a more immediate solution, namely

teaching the kids to take tests better. I don't mean anything illegal, like

givi hem the test answers. Don't get me wrong. But many teachers report

that some kids are really frustrated by the whole process. Indeed, some

kids are forced to take the test even when they can't read English. I ask,

you -- of what Use are those results? What are we doing! Also, some kids

are confused by the standard answer forms. I say let's have some teacher

inservice training on how to teach kids how to take tests, and let's remove

those test scores of kids who obviously cannot read English very well -- or

better yet, let's get the test translated into their language. These kinds

of actions will' bring more immediate improvement -- something we desperately

need."

The Superintendent's Administrative Assistant, who normally doesn't say

too much at these zabinet meetings, unexpectedly speaks up. "It seems to me

that we are not the only district with this problem. Why don't we find some

other districts that are like ours in size and student make-up, etc., and

see what they have dope? If they have come up with something that works for

them -.4 let's adopt the same plan here. Such. an approach will save money,

time and will be successful. Thoie are words that the Board likes to hear."
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Finally, the Associate, Superintendent for Elementary and Secondary

Schools speaks up. "At the risk of further complicating what has been said

and suggested, let me remind, you -- us -- that the problem is not equally
/'

distributed in the district. Our elementary school scores did not decline

butthe secondary ones did. Also, some elementary schools actually

increased their test scores. As we struggle with this problem we should be

mindful of, these facts. No simple, single strategy is going to solve this

problem, even if the board and some segments of'the public are clamoring for

one. We must eery carefully think through a long-term, comprehensive

strategy that will get at the core of the problem -- otherwise, we willbe

holding this same discussion, again this year -- that is, if we are still

here.".

The Budget Director reminds the group that any pla'n must be developed

within the confines of yet another budget cut. There will be even less

money for staff development, evaluation studies, and the like.

At this point, the Superintendent turns the discussion to the district

enrollment and budget projections and the administrators submit plans they

have developed to accommodate the anticipated cuts.

At 4:30, the Superintendent thanks them for their perceptions, ideas

and advice, and ushers them out of the office. The secretary buzzes and

reminds the Superintendent that he will have to leave in an. hour in order to

make a presentation at the district's student citizenship dinner.

It's now 9: 5 p.m. At home, the superintendent sits down, legal pad in

hand, to sort.° t what has been said. The several people to corner him at

the citizenship dinner about the test scores made it clear that a potential
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crisis is brewing. What he says at the rapidly approaching Board meeting

takes on increasing importance. He looks at his notes, searches his memory

and begins to categorize the suggestions made. The following appear.

1. The test approach ,

o select a different test

o teach the kids to take tests
O relate the test content to the curriculum

2. The teacher approach

o improve teacher skills
o identTfy incompetent teachers -- and provide inservice

training

o fire those who can't meet district standards

3. The planning approach

o develop a comprehensive plan that considers the several

dimensions of the plan

4. The adoption approach

o identifying districts that are similar to ours
O sort through their respective plans and pick one that

has been effective elsewhere

o implement it in our district

SomewrIere among all these approaches, there lies an answer to the

district's dilemma -- but what is it, and how does he begin to find it?

Discussion

I

While thedetails might differ, we suspect that there are

characteristics or parts of this scenario that are familiar to many

administrators in school districts across the United States --
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o districts that collect test, data and find those data released to the
public through the media;..

o districts in which there is a public outcry when the test data do
not reveal adequate pupil learning and achievement;

o districts that are urged, or motivated to "do something" to bring up
the test scores; k

°- districts where there are multiple and differing perceptions about
what causes the problem and, accordingly, about what will best
achieve the desired gqal of raising test scores.

9

Such districts facea very real challenge and dilemma because they are

Often confronted with data that challenges their credibility to perform

their central instructional role, because it is, widely assumed that test

scores accurately reflect the school's instructional program. The public

often assumes that there is some causal relationship between the district's

instructional program and test score fluctuations. Often the public de-

mands, and the district officials promise, that the district will make

necessary instructional program adjustments so as to reflect increasing

rather than deClining pupil_liaievement.

But what should be done? This, of course, rests on knowledge about the

district's instructional program and its relationship to the tests used to

measure instructional effectiveness. In many districts this relationship is

simply unknown or vaguely understood. The districts have not examined

the relevance of the\testing program to the instructional program. .Indeed,

many districts would be hard pressed to describe the degree to which their

instructional program is being taught by district teachers behind their

classroom doors. 'Thus, the districts, such as the one portrayed in our

scenario; can be characterized as possessing instructionally relevant data

27
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but data that, in its present form, is not being adequately utilized as a

potential management tool.

This book is intended to help school administrators, board members and

teachers to better understand the potential that district testing and eval-

uation programs have for improving the instructional program. Actually, our

purpose goes considerably beyond just focusing on testing and evaluation as

isolated school district functions. We conceive of testing and evaluation

as being components of a district instructional management information

system.

To- elaborate, we define a district instructional management information

system as follows:

District - We consider instructional improvement.as a school district re-

sponsibility. To be sure, the individual teacher in the classroom is

the basic component of the instructional program, but this does not

relieve the district from full responsibility,of seeing to it that the

teachers are competent, using appropriate instructional methods, and

furnished with necessary supplies, equipment, and instructional mate-

rials. Teachers alone cannot carry the entire instructional burden;

neither should they assume the total responsibility and blame for the

instructibhal program's shortcomings. This responsibility rests with

the school district.,

Instructional - By this we mean the delivery of the district's curricula. 'w=-

It includes the teachers' methods of determining learner needs, in-

' structional decisions and activities, and assessments of the effective-

ness of instruction, including district-wide testing and instructional

program evaluations.

Management - This includes the planning, developing, implementing and

assessing the district's instructional programs. It involves coordi-

nating many components ranging from personnel,to budget to school site

administration to inservice training.

InfOl-mation - This includes data collected about such topics as pupil

achievement, teacher behavior and activities, program implementation.

It includes using any kinds of tests, program evaluations, opinions

and attituce sury vs.

28
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System - This recognizes that the various components, e.g., instruction,
test scores, evaluations, inservice training, have a relationship to
one another and that they ,should not be isolated one from the other.
For example, a change in the instructional program in a given subject
will, or should, have some impact on other components, e.g., tests,
inservice training.

Put another way, we propose that districts can more efficiently and

effectively manage their instructional programs if they have develOped a

system for relating information-and data they have gathered to their

instructional program.

Our scenario district is rich in data, but poor in not having developed

a management system that will allow them to use those data for instructional

program improvement. This book is about flow such a district instructional

management information system can be developed.

We think such a book is needed at this time. Schools and school dis-

tricts are not doing very well. That is, public schools are increasingly

viewed by the public as not being very effective instutitions. While much

of the present crisis in public education results from nationwide, indeed,

worldwide, economic decline and political priorities that have shifted away

from public education, one can argue that public schools must present evi-

dence that they are effective organizations before the public will express

much conAdence in the schools. A popular public perception is, that merely

"throwing money" at the schools will not necessarily improve the quality of

the schools.

Experience has shown that single element strategies just don't work.

For example, some have advocated massive inservice teacher training. This

strategy assumes that the individual teacher behind the classroom door is

the problem. There is some merit to this approach, but in our view, it is

29
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c

too narrow. It does not address the systematic and district-wide responsi-

bility for instructional improvement.

Others have advocated ,a data-based accountability approach in'which

test data,are used as a prod to get teachers to be more responsible -- and

therefore, ultimately more effective. This hasn't worked either; it has

resulted in the mis-use of test data as a punitive device which has resulted.

in deception and evasion and a lessening of trust between teachers and their

supervisors: Again, this strategy is not based on any comprehensive, syste-

matic instruction "al improvement system.

We believe that what is needed is a system or approach that will link

together our advancing knowledge about testing, evaluation and-instruction

within the complex setting of school districts. If done properly, it 'can

provide one approach to improving school districts' instructional programs.

Clearly, it is not a panacea. It has its limits. For example, there are

important school activities and outcomes that are very difficult, if no

impossible to capture or measure in a testing program. We are talking a

such outcomes as the students' self-confidence, or appreciation of beauty,

or enthusiasm for inquiry. Thus, one has to be careful not to begin dimin-

ishing the provision of these important activities on the basis that they

cannot be adequately measured, at least not with our present level of test-

ing technology. Frankly, we doubt that some of the schools' most important

outcomes can ever be measured, except in a very subjective way. But this

doesn't lead us to conclude that all measurement and evaluation of perfor-

mance is undesirable. We must do what we can, be aware of the limitations,

and take actions necessary to see to it that'the schools more clearly rea-

lize their instructional potential.



CHAPTER 3

School District Questions
in which four simple questions implying
."quick fix" solutions are reframed for more
productive thinking . . .
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CHAPTER 3

Introduction

The reader will recall that we left the superintendent of our scenario

scnpol district at home, late in the evening, legal-sized pad in hand on

which he had written the four approaches he had heard about the looming cri-

sis during his conversations with his principals and his cabinet. The four

approaches were: the,test approach, teacher approach, planning approach and

adoption approach. Our superintendent, and others who may find themselves

in a similar situation are indeed faced with a formidable challenge. The

crisis is real.. That is, the public believes that, at least as measured-by

the district's testing program, the district simply isn't educating children

to acceptable levels of li.arning. What is more, the dedine in test scores

seems not to have been stopped by the efforts already undertaken by the

superintendent'and his administrative and teaching staffs who care about the

same problem. Not only do they care, they have acted% They have formed a

district'community/parent committee to define district goals -- perhaps in

the hope that if thd goals are more. clearly explicated, they will also be

more obtai,lable. Yet, in spite of corkerns and effort, the district remains

plagued by unacceptably low test scores which presumably represent weak

student achievement.

But the superintendent's dilemma is notibnly that the district's

efforts in the past have not worked. He is also challenged by the four
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suggested approaches he has recorded on his note pad. Each has the "ring of

truth: about it. Does the answer to his district's dilemma rest on follow-

ing one of these approaches? Or some combination of approaches? -Or-in

going in an as yet unidentified direction? The board expects an answer. He

and his staff want an answer. Where does he begin?

We suggest that he begin by understanding the myths and the facts
A

underlying each of the questions.

J. Richard Harsh,-the author of this chapter, diaaws upon considerabl4

training and experience in tackling the dtfficult task of analying thesd-

approaches fairly and concisely. For many years, hewas the California

field director for Educational Testing Service. This brought him into a

working relationship with many school district instructional, testing, and

evaluation programs. Since retirement, he has served as a much-sought-after

consultant who specializes in district testing, evaluation and instructional

problems and programs. In writing this chapter, he has drawn extensively

upon his many years of experience and the insights they have provided.
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How Soon Can We Expect Test Scores To Go Up?

The publication of district test results in the local newspaper often

sets off a strong reaction in thekcommunity. The board of education may

receive Wong demans from vocal citizens to initiate reforms in the in-

structional program that would improve the achievement of the studentS.

Speciab funds may be allocated to schools to improve the test results. Such

a flUrry of activities stimulates people to question past and present prac-

tice an ask what-results may be expected.

"How soon can we expect the test scores to go up?"

This question can't be answered without knowing which tests are refer-

red to. However, as this is mentioned, the quick retort is often -- "the

tests in reading, ma.hematics, and language that have always Seen given."

Myth: All tests with the title of "reading test," measure reading in

the same *a , or all the tests of mathedati measure the same

s r s an now e ge o mat ematics.

Fact: There are a Varlet of tests that are iven to measure stu-

. dents ski s in readin , math and an ua e, and the van ous

. tests y esign ave dif erent re ations ips to t e oca in-

structional program. Various tests of reading, math or lan-

suage may ask students to demonstrate different skills, know-

ledges and applications.

Discussion: There are many categories of tests. Each category of tests

reveals different things about student learning. And, within

each category of tests, the tests may differ from one another.

The following array of reading tests may be used in a school

district.

34:
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Published Standardized Reading Tests

These tests are developed, normed and published by commercial test pub-

lishers for sale to educational institutions1throughout the nation. They

provide norms constructed by the publisher that are derived from testing a

sample of students in various, -types of school systems that the publisher

believes to be a representative population of the students in .the nation.

-,...

The questions on these tests are designed to measure the skills, knowledges

and applications that are believed to be most'generally common to many read-

ing programs throughout the nation. These tests may be considered as mea-

sures of generally common reading skills with norms that suggest the ranking

of levels of performance on the test.

The California Achievement Tests, the Stanford Achievement Tests,the

Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, the Sequential Tests of Educational Progress,

the Metropolitan,AchieveMent Tests, are examples of these stapdardized tests
.-,

that have sub-tests to measure the skills of reading, mathematics and lan-
,

guage that are considered to be generally common to many school programs.

Analysis of the reading tests of these publishers reveals that the content

-,-- 4'
and skills measured by the questions differ from one test to another. For

1

.

example, reading vocabularylis measured by some tests (CAT, SAT) by present-

ing a word and asking the student to identify from among four options that

one which means the same as the word given: In contrast, the Iowa Test of

f

' Basic Skills measures reading vocabulary Sy asking the s

i
udent to identify

the meaning of a word in a particular sentence or 1.6 y. E.g.,

Bob said, "I'm glad that I can bank on your loyalty." In this

Senterte the word BANK means: a) a place to keep money; brthe

side of a stream or river; c) to.be able to depend upon

another; d) to arrange a stove or fire.

35
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State Assessment Programs

These tests are designed under the direction of state educational agen-

cies to provide measures of the skills, knowledges, 'and application that the

state requires in the curriculdffi`or that are expected to result from the

instruction in all districts of the state. Some states may construct their

own tests (California, NewiYork, etc.) while other states may contract with

commercial test publishers to develop tests to their specifications (e.g.,

Florida, Michigan, etc.).

Norms for these tests are developed from the performance of the stud-

ents in the particular state. The norms may present 4merical ranking of

schools within the state,
\
or percentile ranks for different levels of per-

Lf

formance by individual students, or may provide numbers and percents of

students within each school or district that demonstrate competence in each

skill according to the standards established by.the state agency.. Some

states (California) provide norms for groups of schools with similar demo-

graphic characteristics such as mobility of students, socioeconomic condi-

tions, percent of minority population, etc. The different norms both within

and between state assessment programs provide different information regard-

ing the performance of individual students, sub-groups of students or the

schools and districts being assessed.

The use of the state testing results also differs in relation to the

design of the tests and the manner in which students are tested. In some

states, all students in all schools take the same test on the same day of

the year. In contrast, the California State Assessment program is not de-

signed to provide information about individual students. California uses i

36
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"matrix sampling" design which provides many different short forms of the

assessment of basic skills in reading. The combination of all forms of the

test covers all the skills that are desired to be measured, but any single

form will measure only a portion of the skills. Students take different

forms of the test that are randomly assigned within each school. The scores

from all forms of the test are reported for schools and districts but no

scores are available for individual students. The report made to districts

in Ceiffornia provides a "percent of correct answers" to the composite of

all skills Teasured by all forms of the tests. Such a report provides

information of the percent of students in a school or district that are

successful with each skill measured. This information is quite different.

from the state reports that provide percentile norms for each student "or

school population, and neither of the state reports may be compared to the

national publishers' norms.

Proficiency Tests For High School Graduation

By 1980, thirty-eight states had adopted legal quirements of profi-

ciency testing prior to granting a.,high school diploma. The designation of

competencies and the standards of performance were made by.state departments

of education in some states while other states mandated local definition of

the competencies to be measured and the level of performance requIred for

high school graduation. The most common practice was to consider these

assessments as measures of the minimum essential skills irithe language arts

and mathematics that would be required by out-of-school daily living. In

California, where the law required local definition of competencies, such

designations were made by district committees of citizens and educators.
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The tests commonly measure skills in reading, math and writing that are con-

ceived as essential for coping with post-secondary life. Thus, the content

measured by these tests typically covers only a small portion of the read-

in",g, math and language curricula of a district.

A wide variety of instruments have been used to assess the minimum

essential skills for high school graduation. When a common test is required

by the state department of education, some states constructed new instru-

ments, contracted with testing companies for unique development, or adopted

a commercially prepared test of basic literacy. In those states such as

California where the responsibility for the assessment was delegated to the

local district, a wide variety of tests have been constructed locally, or

groups of districts have agreed on common definitions and constructed, con-

tracted for, or purchased commercially prepared tests.

The proficiency tests for high school graduation vary widely betwe;vn

and within some states both in terms of the skills measured. as well as the

level of performance that is required. In the context of local definition,

the test results are meaningful only in terms of the particular skills F-d

levels of performance that have been adopted. The results of these tests

thus may have very different relations to the local curriculum, the state

curriculum, or nationally standardized tests of comprehensive measures of

the common instructional program.

Due to the fact that the legislation requiring high school competency

examinations frequently assigns penalty to students not performing at a

specified level (denial of diploma), high attention has frequently been

given to devising instructional packages to insure that the particular

3 3
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skills measured by the test were mastered by all students: Increases in

student test scores in this context may be achieved more rapidly than

increases in test scores that assess the full spectrum of the school

curriculum.

Elementary Proficiency Tests

These tests have emerged in many states and regions as extensions of

the legal mandates for demonstrated competence in the basic literacy

skills.' As secondary districts were confronted with the wide range of aca-

demic achievement of entering students there was concern expressed for the

academic development attained in the elementary schools.

A range of strategies for the definition of-essential competencies

includes lbcal district, counties, states, and regions specifying contents

and leveli of,performance that should be attained by the middle or upper

4
elementary grades. In some regions of states such as California that re-

quire local definition, there are attempts to articulate required minimums

from the elementary through the secondary schools. The concept behind the

design of these tests is that certain essential skills should be attained'by

all regularly progressing students by a particular age or grade.

Generally, these tests, as is true of the high school graduation tests,

are designed to measure the essential skills in reading, math, and language

that are locally defined as necessary for continuing educational progress.

The questions are of a limited range of difficulty that assesses a partic-

ular level of competence expected at the end of a particular educational pe-

riod, such aS sixth grade. The tests do not measure the full scope of the

curriculum i1n mathematics or language arts, but provide monitoring informa-

tion concerning the number of students that have achieved the essential



skills by the upper elementary grades. The fact that districts may define

the skills and criteria of mastery makes it difficult to compare the per-

formance on these tests with nationally normed tests, or state testing

results.

Curriculum-Referenced Tests

These tests are intended to measure student mastery of the content and

skills of a particular curriculum. Some of these tests are constructed by

the publishers of curriculum materials to measure the mastery of that par-

ticular content. Other tests may be constructed to measure the curriculum

developed by a local educational agency. The locally constructed measures.

are designed to assess the student attainment of the objectives of.the local

instructional program. A wide variety of criteria are used to interpret the

scores made on the,curriCulum referenced tests. Some use the percent of

students answering each question-or group of questions measuring a particu-

lar skill while others develop local percentiles to array or group the per-

formance of the student populations.

These tests are probably most directly related ,to what students have

experienced in the instructional program. Insofar as the tests systematic-

ally assess the content and objectives of the local program the results may

be considered to be relevant to the question of the degree of mastery that

students have attdined. On the other hand, the local program may have

unique conteNcs, instructional materials or unique sequence and emphasis on

certain skills that may diverge from what may be emphasized in another dis-

trict or what may be measured by external. measures such as state or nation-

ally standardized tests:
or'

4 4
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Tests, Differ From One Another in What They Tell About Student Achievement

o Nationally standardized tests are assessments of broad general out-

comes that are conceived to be quite common to many educational pro-

grams. The norms provided by the test publisher provide a method of.

ranking local student population's performance in relation-to a

sample of students thought to be representative Of the national

student population.

o State testing programs are designed to measure those skills and

knowledges that are judged to be the common desired outcomes of

instructional programs in the state. The norms or summary statis-

tics provide a means of comparing local student performance with the

total student population of the state.

ci" Proficiency tests, especially those required for high school gradua-

tion, tend to'emphasize minimum essential skills that are thought to

be necessary' for the demand of post-secondary school; life. Student

performance is interpreted by applying local standards of the dis-

trict or the standards established by state mandates. Elementary

proficiency tests tend to reflect local designated skills and know-

ledge that are deemed essential to further educational progress.

o Curriculum-referenced tests measure the attainment of the content of

a specific curriculuM or local instructional program. Interpreta-

tion of the student's performance is made in relation to the extent

to which the student has mastered those objectives of the local

instructional program.

"These explanations are informational but the question originally asked

still persists -- What can we do to make the test scores go up? The low

scores that have been reported for the district tell us that the students

aren't learning what they should!"
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Myth: If the group scores of a district go down, it automatically
means that students are learning less than in previous
periods.

Fact: Many different factors can account for changes -- either up or
down -- in test scores of the student population of a
district. .

Discussion: District test results are usually reported as the average

score of all students such as the "38th percentile," or "forty

percent of the questions were answered correctly," or "the dis-,

trict ranks below sixty percent of the districts in the state."

Such summary characterization of the performance of the total

'student population often_conceals more than it reveals. These-

quantitative summaries of the central tendency or average of

the group do not tell the number or proportions of students

making scores well above the average reported, nor do they tell

about extremely low scores that may have great effect on the

average of-the total population.

Persons with anxious or critical dispoition are prone to

take the "average:score" as the characterization' of all stud-

ents. It is possible that the average score reported was made

by no student. (I have two sons. One is 5 feet tall, the

other is 7 feet tall. .The average height of my two sons is 6

feet -- this doesn't provide an accurate description -- only a

numerical characterization of the average height.)

However, regardless of the method of reportidg test per-

formance, test scores do go up and down. With the changes in

the reported scores it is appropriate to ask -- "What are the

factors that might change test scores."

42.
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The mobility ofthe population within regions and the na-

tion produces rather dramatic changes in the charaaistics of

the students in many districts. As occupational opportunities

shift in location there are related shifts in the population

which works in the occupations. The development of a large

technical industry in a particular community may bring a new

population of professionals and technicians. A residential

community that is changing to diverse industrial plants may

have a shift in popUlation as the workers required may have

different education and socioeconomic status from the former

population.

The changes in the population of a school attendance zone

may produce shifts in the 'abilities and achievement of the

student population. For example, in a period of two years, a

school district increased its enrollment by 25 percent and also

observed an increase in the median prcentile score in reading

from 51 percent to 64 percent. During the same two years,%

another district in the region experienced 50 percent of the

population moving to other locations and a new population of

equal size but different demographic characteristics moving

into the district. In this.district with high mobility the

test scores showed a substantial decline.

Test scores may rise or decline becaus(ot-a change in the

tests that are used to measure the basic s14441. The change in

test scores may be related to either variations in the norms of

43
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the tests, variatiO in the types of questions used by dif-

ferent tests, variation in the content and skills required by

the test questions, or a combination of all of these faCtors.

Such changes in test scores are often related to the degree to

chich Vie skills measured by the test are congruent with the

content, sequence-and emphasis of the local curriculum.

Pressure to raise test scores has sometimes resulted in

inappropriate activities. As mentioned previously, the summary

report of test scores typicaTly presents the average of the

scoresof the total student population. Test score averages

may be raised by the unprofessional action of "selecting a

sample" that omits those students who are known to be low /

achievers. A similar dirtortion of the average test results

may be produced by the lack of effort to insure that all stud-

ents are tested. A regretful result of such a strategy re-

vealed that only two thirds of the population of a high'school

were present for the test administration.

The concern for raising test scores has produced a wide

variety of procedures to prepare students for the test they

will take. The most inappropriate procedure is teaching the

exact content and format of the questions in'a standardized

test. When persons have been accused of "teaching to the

test," some have defended their actions by saying that they

were merely using pactice,exercises to develop student "test
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//-wiseness" or familiarity with the format and the type of ques

tions contained in the standardized test.' While there may be

appropriat' activities to familiarize students with test-taking.

skills, there is no question cf the inappropriateness of.re-

vealing and teaching the actual content. of test questions.

Such actions reflect a total lack of understanding that the

questions on a test are only a sample of a very large domain of

skills, content and application. The teaching of partic-

ular content of test items that are to represerit an entire

domain leads to the consequence that that the test scores are

erroneously raised. The students a further injured by the

assumption that their test scores suggest that they have

achieved particular skills and knowledge of'a domain when they

have not.

The consequences of strategies designed to rapidly raise

test scores by inappropriate and unprofessional activities are

very serious for both educators and students. Moreover, the

accumulated data base on test performance that currently

exists suggests that the inappropriate activities will be

discovered within a period or weeks or certainly by the next

year.

The combination of sincere and appropriate efforts to im-

prove student achievement has high likelihood of bringing about.

a rise in some test scores. At the same time, it is useful to

consider whether the rise or decline of the average test score
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has any predictable significance for individuals in a partic-

ular class in one school, for boys or girls, for students with

limited English proficiency, or for particular skills,suchas

vocabulary, solving problems, or applying the skill in out-of-

school situations.

In a school or district with several hundreds or thousands

f students, an increase in the average score provides little

assurance that eparticular student's score will be higher or

lower. For example, concentrated effort with the most severely

retarded students may result in an increase for them, while the

most able or accelerated students may show no gain or even a

decline. When an average is computed fora large population

the increase of tests scores for those who had previously made

very low scores will raise the average score but there may be

no improvement for the more able students. The converse may

also be found: emphasis given to the group of high achievers

may raise their scores while the less able show no improvement

or a decline.

Sub - groups, within a school or district student populatiSr

may not demonstrate the same increase or decline that is sug-

gested by shifts in the average score. It is not uncommon'for

individual schools in a district to have average scores that

are above or below the average score for the district, and eth-

nic sub-populations often show substantial divergence from the

district average.
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The increases in average scores in reading, math or lan-

guage do not premipide assurance that all skills within these

areas of the curriculum have improved. It is quite common to

obser e an increase in the average math scores following con-

ce trated intervention or emphasis on path computation. How_

ever it is often observed that while the computational skills

have improved, there may be no-comparable improvement in the

ability to solve word problems or apply the skills in out-of-

school situations.

These examples of the many factors related the rise or

decline of average test scores suggest that careful analyses of

the congruence of the content measured by the test and the

local curriculum as well as systematic analyses of the needs

and characteristics of sub-groups of the total student popula-

tion are essential for understanding the meaning of test Per-

formande.

Such,.

-
explanations'are helpful to incease understanding,

but the.interested parties involved in education will persist

with the conviction that improvement in the educational process

will improve children's learning and these changes will be

mirrored in the improved test scores.

We can dramaticall affect children's learnin' and have the

change re ected in

right.

t: This is a true myth. However, it is a very complex process to

enhance student learning in the com rehensi4e 'oals of the.

curriculum and demonstrate that change through test scores.

risin test scores 1 t e sc oo s do t in 's
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;ion: Longitudinal st--udi-erS of the acquisition of skills and knowledge

of the population served by the schools suggest that very great

improvements have been achieved since the beginning of the

twentieth century. Statistics on literacy, the knowledge ex-

plosion in the sciences, the field of automation and the num-
.

bers of students graduating from the various levels of educa-

tion attest to these improvements.

There is need to recognize that education is a proceSs

that is constantly being affected by social and cultural forces

that restrict or facilitate the learning of individuals. The

learning of an individual includes.the-internalization ofein-

terests, work habits, aversions/ attractions, values, social

participations, as well as the skills, knowledges and applica-

tions of the academic curriculum. Individual learning is

unique to that person and each person has pressures and demands

that establish priorities and time schedules for the various

skills, knowledge, and particiWion that will be attrided to

within any time period. The construction of an instructional

program that will be effective for the diversity of a hetero-

geneous studebt population must be planned to enhance indivi-

dual learning with all the diversities that naturally exist

between persons.

HuDe learning cannot be designed as a factory might de-

sign the processing of inanimate materials into products such

as cars, can openers, or washing machines. Thus, while there
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may be often-stated broad goals that are to be realized through

education, the translation of these goals into the relevant

contents of study and the design of instruction for individuals
>

presenting wide differe7es at entry to the school classroom

creates a verycomplex task.

The assumption that what a student knows and can do may be

directly assessed by a test of a sample of questions of a very

large domain is open to manylreservations. All persons can

recall circumstances in which they failed to answer a particu-

lar oral or written inquiry within a field of knowledge or

endeavor that they were functioning in with satisfaction and

commendable productivity. Such occurrantes are similar to the

concerns described in a previous section with the congruence of

the content and format of test questions with the curriculum

and instruction the student has experienced.

Enthusiastic support may be given for the assertion that

children's learning may be improved through careful planning

and implementation of an instructional program. The assessment

of the outcomes anticipated from the program must be designed

to insure that there is reliable and valid evidence of the

attainments of the content and outcomes of the program the

students have experienced..

Identification of the strengths and weaknesses olFthe

various contents of the curriculum, of various sub-groups that

compose the total student population, as well as existing and
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desired strategies of instruction are important actions to pre-

cede the development of an instructional plan that will improve

the tested performance of the students in the district.



II. Why Don't We Identify Incompetent Teachers

and Do Something About Them?

This question is frequently. asked of administrators by board members,

district advisory committees or individual parents who are concerned with a

wide range of conditions that might range from increasing school budgets,

vandalism in the school and community, low test scores published in the

newspaper, discipline problems in the school, reports of academic deficien-

cies of local students applying for college admission, etc., etc.

The statement of the question frequently d6es not identify the problem

or condition that will be solved by "doing something about incompetent

teachers." Moreover, there are varieties of sub-elements or. sub-questions

that need clarification prior to a response or development of a plan for

discussion or action. Certainly an initial step for clarification is the

recognition that the question as stated asks for two actions -- identifying

incompetence and then doing something to eradicate it. Identification. of

competence (or incompetence) of teachers requires a detailed analysis of the

personal and professional knowledge, skills, attitudes and behavior that are

needed to implement the instructional program specified by the local board

of education and administration. It is also apparent that this request to

eliminate incompetent teachers stems from the belief, by the person asking

the question, that an undesirable event or condition is directly and solely

the result of certain persons' incompetence. Of equal importance in re-

sponding to this question is the need to identify the evidence or criteria

that the persons asking the question are using to draw the conclusion that

there is incompetence among the teachers.
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The statement/question -- "Why don't we identify incompetent teachers

and do something about them?" -- needs additional discussion and clarifica-

tion to identify the problem and the evidence that prompted the question.

Since there is no generic list of characteristics that identify an incompe-

tent teacher, answers to further inquiry are indicated. To examine the

postulation that there are incompetent teachers the following questions may

be in order.

o What are the indications of an incompetent teacher?

o Is the incompetence only noted with students of particular
achievement, motivation, cultural background or age?

o Does the lack of competence appear to be found at certain
grade levels or with certain subjects of the curriculum?

o What criteria or evidence is available and used to document
the competent and the incompetent teachers?

o What causes children not to learn what is expected?

o Are there legal, political or institutional constraints on
the actions that may be taken to deal with the incompe-
tent?

The response to inquiries for clarification of the problem and the evi-

dence or condition that promoted the question of dealing with incompetent

teachers often includes reference to the reported test results of the dis-

trict. This was the case when a district advisory committee was formed to

investigate the continuing decline of the test scores of the local schools

and presented the following questions to the superintendent of schools.
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"Can you obtain the test results for each teacher's class')
or classes?"

"Can you compare the results for all teachers and then
determine which teachers get high or low achievement?"

"Wouldn't this be a good way,to identify the incompetent
teachers?"

These questions concerning the use of test results should prompt the

further question: Can --or should -7 test results be used as a single

criterion of effective teaching? Knowledge of the multiple causes for

behavior and learning, coupled with the longitudinal accruals throughout

a person's educational experiences indicates that although test results

might be used in this manner it would be very inadvisable. However, per-

sons proposing such a criterion for identification of competent teachers

'do not readily accept the reply that such a procedure would IA inappro-

priate without further explanation. Examination of the proposal indi-

cated by the question reveals several myths that provide the basis for

the erroneous assumptions.

Myth: This year's test results for each class or grade are a direct
indication of what the teacher1211.2letand what the students
have learned during the year.

Fact: There are man differtnt t 'es of tests which ma be inaccu-

%rately related to what. has. been taught in a particular class or

school.

Fact: Most tests measure what has beenilearned in previous years'as

well as those outcomt.hat are expected for a particular age

or grade.

I .

Myth: Standardized norm referenced tests indicate how well the

teacher has tau ht and how mell the students have learned

common skills and knowledges.

Fact: Nationally standardized tests have no exact match to what each

teacher in each school has taught.
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A

Myth: The teacher having a class with the highest test scores is the
most competent teac ler.

Fact: Student eosulations ma have ver different levels of achieve-
ment at entry to a particu ar eac er s c ass. e test re-
suits for one particular year are not solely a reflection of
what has been achieved in that year.

Discussion: Interest in using test results to evaluate the effe tiveness or

competence of teachers is plagued by the /"inexact match ktween

what the teacher has taught and what is measured by the tests.

It is well known that the nationally standardized tests are de-

signed to measure the outcomes of instruction that are gener-

ally common to most districts throughout'the nation. Thus,

while there is a general match for the most common outcomes of

instruction there is an irregular and poor match with the con-

tent of instruction in some classes and schools of the nation.

Moreover, while the general outcomes may be common goals for

many or most schools in the nation, there may be wide differ-

ence in the sequence and timing of the particular skills that

are required to attain those goals.

The use of locally designed tests that are intended to

measure the objectives of the local curriculum does not offer

assurance that the results of any single testing will identify

effective and ineffective teaching. In any school or district

rather substantial differences may be found between classes in

the student entry characteristics to that class. If a particu-

lar teacher has a substantial number of students who have re-

tarded language development, come from homes that provide mar-

ginal support or encouragement for academic achievement and
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suffer from a cultural disadvantagement it is very unfair to

compare the test results of this class with another class of

students that demonstrate normal language development and

strong support and motivation for academic achievement,.

It is recognized that tests properly selected to assess

the desired outcomes of instruction of thE local curriculum are

very use7u1 for instruction. Such diagnostic use of test re-

sults often provides specific direction for a teacher to empha-

size particular content; and skills with that class, while

another teacher may need to provide emphasis with "other skills

and knowledge are most appropriate with that class of child-

ren. The use of the same test results with both classes at the

end of the year can not be just globally compared in terms of

which class had the highest mean score, but should be analyzed

in relation to the progress the students have made during the

targeted instruction of the year.

"Alright, it has been recommended that test results should be used to

diagnose the strengths and weaknesses of what children have learned. Why

not list the weaknesses that show up in each teacher's class and then give

the teachers some training in teaching those things the children haven't

learned? Parents and students agree that there'are good and poor teachers

in every school. This is just .a request to train the 'poor' teachers

become 'good' teachers, and even give them some incentives such as a bonus .'--

or a raise. If the teachers don't improve with the inservice training then

the district should fire them or transfer them to other work."

Several myths are behind these comments.
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Myth: Student learning is solely related to whether they have been
taught particular content during a particular year.

Fact: What and how students learn is the result of what they bring
with them to the c assroom, w a eir peers are Ding, w a
the home does to encourage and support learning, as well as
what is organized and presented in the in3tructiOn:

Myth: "Poor" teachers lack the knowledge of the ,ubject matter ar.7.1
can become "good" teachers by having more training with the
content of the subject they are teachini.

Fact: Instruction has many facets that relate to the diverse charac-
teristics of a heterogeneous group ofstudents, the attitudes
and work habits that ma,' or may not be developed by the stud-
ents in previous education.

Myth: There'is a single best way for all teachers to teach all
students.

Fact: Children have different st les for effective learnin . Teach-

ers a so ave di erent instructiona ski s and different
styles for effective communication and motivation of students..
The same method of teachin and the same content will not be
equal y of ective or all students in a class.

Myth: Labeling "good" and "poor" teachers is an effective technique
to improve instruction and staff morale.

Fact: Focus on personal inadequacies tends to produce negative or
defensive reactions. Public comparisons of staff produces
alienation and distrust among staff.

Myth: An ineffective teacher can be "fired" or transferred at any.
time by the a ministration.

Fact: There are powerful legal and political constraints on the fir-
ing or transferrin_j of professional school personnel. Teacher

contracts and contracts with the teachers' professiona7-67T5T-
zations require lergthy due process with detailed documentation

that must proven to be reliable and valid evidence for

action.
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irie suggestions of demands for the identification of incompetent teach-

ers 'and the institution of remedial action or dismissal are generally re-

lated to the assumption that the learning of students is directly related to

the competence or behavior of a particular individual. This assumption

ignores the reality of the school functioning as a dynamic system that is

influenced by the combined contributions of all the staff, administration,

board of education and, the community.

The purpose of ci %ing some of the myths that surround the demands for

immediate action to improve student learning is not to deny the constant

need for improvement or to offer rationalizations as to why change is impos-

sible. In contrast, these iilustrations are offered as evidence of the cam-
_

plexity of human learning and the complex relationships that exist between

the school, the staff, the children and the parents of the community.

The identification of the personal and professional characteristics of

effective teachers.is a worthy yet very complex undertaking as has been

summarized by decades or research by such persons as Michaelis, Ryan and

Gage. Thse extensive studies of teachers and teaching provide evidence for

the unproductive results that may accrue from efforts to change individual

persons or single elements of the educational process. Rather than giving

support to the quick and parsimonious demand, it is more profitable to con-

sider the answers to questions concerning the multiple causes of .behavior

(and learning) and the operation of the school within the content of the

"?community it serves.

The request to identify incompetent teachers and then do something

about them must also be considered in relation to the conviction that the
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teacher is the key element in the facilitation of student learning. The

foregoing discussion 0 the myths and erroneous assumption regarding the use

of a single evidence of incompetence, such as average class test scores,

suggests that a comprehensive evaluation of_tbe processes and product of the

instructional program be made. The evaluation.of the teacher must be made

within the content and expectancies of the teacher in the organizational

system of the district. The. case studies presented in Chapter 4 suggested

that the teacher's role (and direction or supervision) is different in the

highly centralized system of goals, objectives, materials and methods being

decided and managed by the central office as contrasted to the system that

relies on decision regarding conduct and sequence of instruction to be made

by each teacher in the classroom. A different role and process of instruc-

tion may be found in the system that charges 'the school principal with the

responsibility of designing instruction 'that will be most effective for the

students of that particular school. The three organizational systems found

in the case studies suggest that the role and expectations of teachers may

be quite different in the various systems.

Recognizing the varying role and expectation'of the teacher in differ-

ent schools and systems suggests that the criteria of teacher competence

must relate to the local system of governance and supervision, and the

expectancies that are held for teachers within the local system and condi-

tions. In effect, it is essential that the school system (and the teachers)

reach explicit agreement on the role, responsibilities and outcomes that are

anticipated.
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A different perception of.the role, responsibility, behavior and out-

comes of teachers is commonly held by students, parents and community. The

non-educator-is likely to'believe that the role, actions and behavior of the

"competent teacher" is-always the same in any school or with any type of

student. Thus, the student or parent may have an unstated image of the

"ideal teacher" or, on the other hand, be most concerned with associating

any undesirable student performance with some deficiency in the act of

teaching. While the random observations of students and parents may seem

inaccurate or unjust, they do present evidence of attitudes, feelings and

expectations of what a competent teacher should be. Systematic evaluation

is not served well by summarizing the random observations
\
that are re-

ported. On the other hand, a survey of all parents, requesting their re-

sponse to inquiries concerning desirable and undesirable behavior of, teacher

may provide a substantial body of information for the consideration of cri-

teria of competence.

Of course the strong contention that must be drawn from several decades

of research. on teacher competence that is no single' criterion has been found

to be valid. uThus, it seems imperative to approach the issue of the eval-

uation of teacher competence'as one that will most likely produce multiple

criteria,of competence. The criteria must also include process and product

if they are to reflect the fidelity of implementing responsibilities

assigned as well as the outcomes that are anticipated. There is no proven

list .of such multiple criteria of teacher competence but the following

questions ang criteria are frequently proposed.

° Does the teacher provide each student clear and unambiguous

`--- explanation_0,the content being studied?
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o Does the teacher ovide the students with exact and
understandable ssignments and expected student
achievement?

o Does the teacher give clear explanation of how each
student's behavior and achievement will be evaluated?

o Does the teacher demonstrate thorough understanding of the
content and sequences of the curriculum for which the
instruction is provided?

o Does the teacher demonstrate acceptance and understanding of
individual student's development, needs, and differences?

o 'Does the student behavior and achievement reflect the
teacher's ability to motivate students for constructive
participation and high achievement?

o Does the attendance of students reflect a positive attitude
toward participation in the class activities?

o Do the measures of studeht achievement show continuing
progress from entry to exit from the class?

o Do students of different levels of achievement at entry to
the class show comparable progress throughout the duration
of the class?

. . . .etc., etc.

Such criteria as the aforementioned must be,Considered within the con-

tent of the educational system and the responsibilities that are given vari-

ous priorities. The prioritization of needs becomes an initial stepin de-

termining the inservice interventions that are appropriate. The development

of recognition and understanding of the roles and responsibilities of the

teacher as defined by the system as well as the various outcomes that are

expected by the students, parents, and system is an essential step in

addressing the request -- "Why ti(on't we identify incompetent teachers and do

something about them?"
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III. Which District Has an Instructional Program That

Has Been Proven to Improve Test Scores?

"We members of the Board of Education are convinced that the local cur-

riculum and instruction are responsible for the low achielpent. Some of

the district staff have suggested that we should budget for a comprehensive

evaluation of our program and then develop new materials and programs to

replace what isn't effective."

"This sounds like the same old request from the administrative staff to

budget lots of money over several years to develop a new program. Instead

of wasting time and money 'reinventing the wheel,' it would be more

efficient to purchase a program that another district has proven to be

effective fdr improving student achievement. Will you tell us where we can

purchase such a program?'"

This statement by the school board member reflects the frustration of

the board of education with receiving continuing requests from the staff for

additional time and money to develop new curricula, materials and instruc-

tional programs. The request for the identification of a program that was

used in another district in which there were high test scores wad probably

based upon some assumptions that deserve examination. The request also re-

flects the unstated belief that there is a direct relationship between the

books and instructional materials used and the test scores.

Myth or
.

Assumption: Low student achievement test scores are due to the same

conditions in all schools and all districts.

..-:--111

Fact: Low student ac4fev ent test scores may be due to a variety of

Factors. 1 .

\-?

'

i
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Discussion: Many school districts use the same text books, study guides,

and instructional techniques with a wide range of resulting

achievement. An important variable in student achievement is

the entry characteristics of the student population. Such stu-

dent characteristics as environmental encouragement, or regard

for academic success, or level of language development are com-

monly related to the academic proficiency that results from

instruction. Academic progress has been found to be directly

correlated with students' attitudes, skills and knowledge that

have been accumulated in prior experiences both within and

outside the school program.

Myth: The same materials and instructional techniques will be e uall
effective 3T-51-1 schools.

Fact: The -fectiveness of instructional materials and techniques is
_Ze-j:EtjenttyLa variety of conditions within the school.

Discussion: Instructional material or methods are often erroneously

thought to have basic and generic power to promote student

learning. This also reflects the belief that the teacher is

less important for student achievement than the material or

methods that are used. There is considerable evidence to de-

monstrate that the materials or techniques are similar to the

tools that may be used in any trade: there are wide differ

ences in the skill with which the tools are usAl and the speed

and quality of the resulting product.

This assertion also disregards the time schedules, facili-

ties and structures that are available for the implementation
4
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of instruction. In the "graded school" context there may be

historical boundaries for the content or skills that may be

presented to any grade or age. In a situation where high homo-

geneity of content is presented for mastery by all students

there is low likelihood that a wide range of materials and t_

contents would be acceptable and effectively utilized.

The developmental characteristics of the student popula-

tion are critical variables in determining whether particular

books or instructional materials will be effective for promot-

ing learning. Student populations in various schools of a dis-

trict may have large differenCes in general language develop-

ment, study skills, motivation and general accrued academic

abilities. Where there are wide differences in regions of a

district or within schools there is strong likelihood that the

textbook or materials that are producing high student achieve-

ment in one school will not be equally effective in another

school with a different student population.

The variable effectiveness of any and all instructional

materials across a broad spectrum of schools was documented by

the extensive review of reading research sponsored by N.I.E.

This review of more than twenty-five thodsand reading research

studies concluded that no particular material or reading pro-

gram was clearly superior to others for attaining high reading

achievement. These findings have been reinforced by very

similar findings of the effectiveness of demonstration tvadIng
k
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programs sponsored by the California State Department of Educa-

tion, The Right to Read Projects, and the national evaluation

of Title I programs. The studies all point to the conclusion

that instructional materials or strategies of instruction do

not possess a generic quality that will insure a desired level

of student achievement in any school or with any population.

Myth: The same materials, techni ues or instructional strate ies will
e equa y e ec ive w en use Ill y any eac er.

Fact: The effective use of instructional materials and strategies
depends on. many teacher-related factors.

Discussion: Instructional materials do.not have indigenous qualities that

assure common use, and application. Moreover, the assertion

that the critical variable is the material ignores the skills

and knowledges that are usually required for effective use. It

is also apparent that the assumption suggests that learning

results from exposure to the materials rather than the dynamic

interaction of the student, the teacher, the instructional

materials and activities, and the context of the facilities and

structures of the situation.

Experience with the often-recommended strategy for diag-

nostic - prescriptive - individualized instruction suggests

that particular skills of the teacher are required and that

these skills differ from those required by the lecture method

or inquiry strategies. Various materials may require different

preparation, presentation, or use, with students of various

developmental characteristics.
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Recognition of the different teacher-student interactive

requirements may be observed in watching the implementation of

such reading programs as "The Basal Series"; the Phono-Visual;

the Sullivan; "The Language Experience Program"; etc. No mate-

riais are "teacher proof" as some would allege. Materials and

programs are only tools that may be employed with varying

effectiveness and success.

Myth: The urchase of a commercial? ublished or district-developed

ro ram is ess ex ensive than deve.o 20 a neirpnram in the

oca istrict.

Fact: The initial cost of the materials and instructional strategies

is rarely the full expense:of implementing a new ro am.

Discuss-ism: The comparison of the cost of purchasing a developed program

and associated materials with the cost for developing a local

program over a period of several years will commonly suggest

that the purchase of an externally developed program will be

less expensive. The case studies described in Chapter 4 illus-

trate how these districts engaged their staffs in developments

that took five or ten years and there is ongoing development

and modification.

The critical issue in this question of expense is related

to the often hidden co'sts of staff deveropmnt in understanding,

acceptance and perfecting the skills needed to implement the

new program. With the purchase of a program developed external

to the district there is the need to educate the staff on the

purposes, contents and procedures as well as making necessary

adjustments in structures or schedules that will allow
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implementation of the program as it was designea. The full

costs of these developments for staff and program structure may

extend over sp2ral years after the original purchase of the

program.

Thus, the rnmparison of expense of the purchase of an ex-

ternal program with a locally developed program must be based

upon the full range of staff involvements that are required

until the new program i, operating and being consistently

implerdented throughout the district. This stat ent of

accounting for the expenses required for implemen tion prompts

the observation that it is essential that the district estab-

lish a procedure for monitoring the fidelity of implementation

of a new program. The district is well served by a design for

comprehensive program evaluation that will provide reliable

information regarding the processes of instruction that are

actually used as well as the outcomes that are measured.

Chan in the instructional
an. usua _y e
achievement.

ro ram is a sim le, direct,
ective so ution to t e ro em o ow stu

Fact: There are man difficulties and obstacles to chan in the

uick
ent

ins ructiona program in a 'strict an t ere are many possible

advantages in changing programs.

The potential advantages as well as the difficulties are
related to the characteristics of the community, the governing
board of education, the administration and staff of the
schools, and the student population.

Discussion: The enthusiasm for changing the instructional program is usu-

ally expressed by non-educators who assume that the materials

and instructional techniques have been ineffective as evidenced
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by lower test scores than are desired. While some of the

instructional staff may voice an interest in having new mate-

rials or new structures, there is a common tendency for in-

structional staff to rely on the techniques and procedures they

have used and perceive as useful to manage the classroom and

provide security for the day-to-day instruction. Frequently,

the resident staff of a school has spent considerable time and

effort in developing procedures that are related to evaluation

of student achievement and the sequence for instruction from

grade to grade in the school. Such developments are commonly

grounded in staff preferences as well as being closely aligned

with the personal skills of the teacher.

There is small likelihood that the purchase and adoption

of new materials or programs by the administration of a dis-

trict will result in immediate and effective use. Even if the

staff may agree with the need for change to bring improved stu-

dent achievement, a substantial period of staff familiariza-

tion, developing knowledge, and skills in the use of the new

program will be required before full and effective implementa-

tion will be made.

The skill and enthusiasm of the staff in using any mate.:

rial or program is a strong predictor of the interest and suc-

cess that students will exhibit with the use of the'program.

Students and teachers form important attitudes toward new pro-

cedures that are often related to the demands of the changing

roles and interactions that are required by new materials or
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instructional strategies. The typical time required for staff

Familiarization with new - procedures and changing revered

practices which provided security lends much question to the

assumption that an instructional program may be quickly changed

through board adoption and administrative direction.

Experience with district efforts to purchase and install a

new program based upon the. recommendation of testimony by ex=

ternal authorities or other school staff or even by the single

administrative edict has commonly produced the feeling in the

instructional staff that they have been ignored. Instructional

staff Commonly hold strong beliefs thatttere is both science

and art to teaching, and the teacher provides the interpreta-.

tion and integration that enhances student learning. Most

teachers also nold strong convictions that they are in the best

positiO) to make decisions regarding the materials and methods

that will be most suitable and effective for the students in

their school.

If an external program is praised as "proven to be effec-

tive" in the use by other districts, the local staff may be

quick to reply that local students have different 'needs and

characteristics than students other districts. The local

staff may also look for discrepancies between the new program

content and what has been in us.7!, Even though the'differences

may be small they will be used as evidence that the. new program

will°not meet 4e needs of the student and taus cause further_

decline in test scores.
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Any new procedure is commonly perceived as requiring

"additional work" or "time consuming procedures" for management

and use. The common reaction: "Yhe new program demands so

much paperwork and record-keeping that there is no time left

for teaching!" Insofar as a new program requires skills and

techniques that have not been used, the teacher may be

threatened by the absence of techniques or activities that have

been perceived as essential for the maintenance of discipline

or management of the classroom. If the new program is per-

ceived as confusing or disruptive to relations and classroom

management that the teacher has felt to be successful, then

there is high likelihood that the new program will not be fully

implemented. The analyses of attempts to disseminate "model

programs" under ESEA Title IV revealed that although a new pro=

gram had been adopted and purchased by the: centralized system

for planning and management of instruction, less than 50 per-

cent of the classes received the instruction that was pre-

scribed by the new program. In some cases teachers made an

initial effort to use the program but as there were unsuccess-

ful experiences they reverted to the procedures previously

used. It must be concluded that new materials and programs of

instruction must be understood, accepted, and provide time for

developing the skills for effective use if the new program is

to enhance learning of students.
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The potential advantages of changing the program of in-

struction are increased as there is recognition that an educa-

tional system.is a "people system." Each school District

serves a heterogeneous community and student population and the

diFtrict 'staff provide an array of accumulated talents, skills,

and abilities. There is a great need for using a process of

Eioption and implementation that involves the effected partici-

pants in the assessment of 1) the characteristics of the stu-

dent population; 2) the relative effectiveness of the curricu-

lum and instructional techniques that have been used; 3) thee

relative emphasis that has been given to various contents,

skills and outcomes of the existing curriculum; 4) the skills

and abilities and preferences of the staff; and 6) the rele-

vance of the test performance that has suggested that there is

need to change the program to improve student E:hievement.

Myth: Adopting an external program that has been used by other
districts having high achievement test scores will improve the
test scores of the district adopting the new program.

Fact: Test scores are influenced by many factors and one factor of
central importance is the congruence of what is measured by the
test that,is used in a particular school or district and the
content of the local curriculum.

Tiscussion: The various tests that may be used to measure student achieve-

ment have different congruence to the content, sequence, skills

and knowledge that may be emphasized in a local program of in-

struction. In previous discussions in this chapter illustra-

tions were mentioned of how various national, state or local
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tests may sample different contents or skillsor may limit or

extend the domain of knowledge that is used as evidence of

mastery.

It is quite common for a school district to select a

standardized test (from a variety of such tests) that the in-

structional staff and administration believe is most congruent

and relevant to the content and expected outcomes o the local

program of instruction. Changing the materials, and techniques

.
of instruction may create a mis-match between what is measured

on the tests used by the district and what is emphasized in the

new program. Thus, changing the texts, instructional materials

or strategies of the instructional program does not insure

higher ...est scores as reported in another district. Test

scores may improve, d9cline or stay the same depending on a

variety of factors amorg which the congruence of what is mea-

sured by the test and what is emphasized in the prpgram is or,
'

critical importance.

"After all, then . . . is it cost-effective to purchase a new program

(either commercially prepare:. or developed in another district) that has

been reported +1 have been used by districts with high achievement test

scores?"

There is no correct answer for all school istricts and for all condi-

tions. The best answE: for any iArtiular school district wil be found by

making a comprehensive evaluat-Hn of 1) the content or environment;
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2) the financial resources available; 3) the beliefs and convictions of the

leaders and opinion makers of the district; 4) the time available for staff

involvement in development and inservice activities; 5) the time available

prior to implementing a change; etc., etc.

The case studies illustrate that different administrative roles, dif-

ferent systems for making decisions and different roles of participation by

the instructional staff may profoundly influence the nature and duration of

change that is possible. At least two of the case studies described dei/el-

opments that required five to ten years of commitment of finances,,staff

participation and administrative priority for maintaining the effort and

direction. Obviously, such conditions may not exist in many school dis-

tricts; in the absense of the several essential conditions for local program

development the answer may be -- purchase and adopt an externally developed

program. The purchase of an externally developed program must always in-

clude the expectation that a substantial amount of time will be required to

develop the understanding and skills needed for successful implementation of

the new program of instruction.

The anticipation of immediate improvement of test scores of student

achievement is ill-founded and will probably result in disappointment.

Changes in student learning and performance on'tests may only be meaning-

fully related to the instructional program as there is sufficient time,to

make longitudinal studies of student achievement on curriculum-relevant

tests after the program of instruction has been documented as being imple-

mented with fidelity and consistency.
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IV. Why Don't We Ask The Superintendent To Develop A Comprehensive

Plan To Improve Student Achievement And Present The Plan

And The Related Costs Next Month?.

This question often follows a series of suggestions and discussions of

, .

various conditions that are alleged to be responsible for unsatisfactory

student achievement. Each suggestion is often stated as the solution" with

a request for additional funds. The board of education may be concerned

that each request often refutes the importance of the other requests, and at

the same time, wonder how the changes or additions may be incorporated into

the existing program. Frustration with the variety of alleged solutions and

the increased costs of the many suggestions may prompt the board members to

propose that the superintendent develop a comprehensive plan that has a

specific cost for each part of the plan and a total cost.

The persons requesting. that the superintendent develop a plan and make

a report in one month may very well have the belief that the superintendent

has been putting off the request for actions to improve student achieve-

ment. Such a belief may be reflected by the citizen observation. . . "The

superintendent just 'stonewalls' efforts to get a specific plan in opera-

tion, and continues to have different staff members submit proposals that

deal with different parts of the program."

While this question/request fOr the superintendent to develop a

comprr,,ensive plan seems to be logical, it is made and based on several

questionable assumptions.
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Assumption 1: The superintendent knows or has access to the technical
knowledge of the causes of unsatisfactory achievement of
students as well as the interventions that will produce an
e!fective and workable plan.

Discussion: The multiple causes of student learning or low achievement

require a thorough analysis of both out-of-school conditions

as well as the productivity of the existing instructional

program. The reque.st for the superintendent to develop a

workable plan in one month makes the erroneous assumption

that all technical knowledge is available and whatever plan

is presented will be readily implemented within the existing

operations of the system.

Assumption 2: The superintendent has major responsibility for improving
pupil achievement.

Discussion: While the superintendent is responsible for the management of

all aspects of the educational system, it is erroneous to

assume that the superintendent is directly involved in the

day-to-day implementation of the instructional program. In

any educational system the instructional program is delegated

to curriculum specialists, school administrators and teach-

ers. Moreover, the day-to-day instruction 1* teachers may be

required to be varied from class to dass and school to

school in response to the needs of the particular group of

students. The variations in school populations, staff

-skills, knowledge and modes of implementing the curriculum

demonstrate the improbability of a parsimonious plan to in-

sure improved student achievement in the short span of one
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month. In reality, the responsibility for improving student

achievement is shared by the entire staff who contribute im-

portant day-to-day implementation of the curriculum and,the

desired educational outcomes.

Assumption 3: The first action should be the development of a plan to
.rove student- achievement.

Discussion; The request. for an immediate development of a plan that will

improve student achievement makes the erronous assumption

that the "plan" will be universatly effective with any and

all students, and will be readily adopted and effectively

implemented by all staff within the educational system.

Prior to the development of a plan, there is high neces-

sity (ireful problem identification, an assessment of the

needs cg'..ae full range of diversity of the student popula-

tiee ZnF: skills of the staff as Bell as the resources and

faciities at are availablewithn the system.

St e to consider th "Is - Should Be" model that

pro , a documentation of wt: currently exists (What Is)

and thee! makr an equally chLa. d description of "What Should,

Be." The fairly common rest it achieve-

ment is a general and ambiguous request with little or no

documentation of the :elecities that should be assigned to

the full spectrum of student development.

The careful documentation of the strengths and weak-

nesses currently existing within student achievement (as well
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as the s:xelgths and needs of the educational system) provide

an explt basis for the educational staff, students, pa-

rents 4Yd board of education to consider priorities that

should to addressed by a workable plan.

The impetuous demand for an immediate development of a

plan ior...4o problem identification, needs assessment and

est?blishment of commonly agreed upon priorities invites the

vobzbility of negative reactions. There is high likelihood

;!1Qt. the "plan' will not address the various concerns of the

puMir :ori(F.*aled in the general request for improved student

achievemeAtf:- There is equally high probability that the

staff may view the "plan" as an unrealistic or impractical

strategy in relation to what currently exists or what may be

ip:emeted within the resources and facilitites that are

;,,vailable.- The development of a plan prior to the careful

examination of the information gathered through the "Is --

Should Be" assessment is a classic illustration of putting

the "cart before the horse."

Assam Lion 4: Costs of a plan can be inventoried and assigned dollar values
easily and quickly.

Discussion: The experience with attempts to implement a change in curri-

culum, special resources or instructional strategies suggest

that even very simple changes have many time consuming and

costly "start-up" operations.
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A prime illustration of the difficulty of assigning time

and costs to achieving a significant change in instruction

is the complexity of the staff inservice required.

There is great wisdom in the statement -- it's a long

distance from concept to construction. While it is rela-

tively easy for one or several persons to conceptualize a

plan for altering the instructional delivery system, it is

very complex to achieve understanding by the staff who must

not only understand the concept as well as the actions re-

quired to implement the plan. It is rare that an educational

plan can be developed in such great detail that unforeseen

needs will not emerge in the process,of staff inservice and

organizing the implementation. Such unforeseen needs and

requirements may cause greater time and expense than speci-

fied by the initial plan.

Since the plan involves the mobilization of the actions

of staff with diverse existing operations it is highly impro-

bable to assign discrete dollar values to the stages of a

statement of a plan to the final implementation.

Assumption 5: The statement of .a plan for improving instruction and student

achievement can 'redict and control the subse uent behaviors

-67-175C ers, a ministrators an of er sta

Discussion: The verbal description of a plan for improving student

achievement may present an explicit series of changes that

sound logical and possible. However, each change will
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require some changes in the behavior of the teachers and

administrators responsible for the conduct of the program.

As a plan calls for adopting new behavior there is a concomi-

tant requirement that previous behavior be abandoned. It is

questionable whether any plan (quickly developed without ex-

tensive 'Participation by the staff) can predict how adminis-

.

trators and teachers will react to the plan or whether they

will find it possible or feasible to implement within the

other perceived demands of the school program.

The extensive efforts of the U.S.O.E. to disseminate

"innovative plans and projects" to many school districts met

unforeseen obstacles,. While.there was often initial accept-

ance of the need or rationale for the plan, when the local

staff were engaged in implementing the plan a variety of con-

ditiAns and established patterns of behavior were obstacles

of carrying out the plan as stated.

.A pertinent behavioral element that may confound a com-

mon plan for instruction is the preferred cognitive and com-

municative style of each staff member. The statement of a

plan that may require a particular style such asdidactic

lectures, group discussion, student directed inquiry, etc.,

runs the risk of being alien to some individuals, or per-

ceived as unworkable in the classroom.
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Summary Point of View

The request for the Superintendent to develop a plan for the improve-

ment of student achievement is commonly perceived by citizens or trustees as

logical and appropriate. The .request for a plan to be developed within one

month shows insensitivity to the dynamics of an educational system and the

amount of time required to conduct a meaningful needs assessment, problem

identification, aad prioritizing the multiple needs that are presented.

There is a compelling need to inform those requesting quick changes

that the educational system involves the interactions of the content of the

community with the students, the staff and the existing organization. The

presentation of the variety of needs as well as the variety of perceived

problems should lead to a "plan for planning" rather than the quick develop-

ment of a plan.

The discussions of some of the assumptions that are made are not inten-

ded as rationalizations to ignore the request. In contrast, the examination

of the assumptions suggests the compelling need to avoid hasty response and

present a plan for planning that will allow ample partidipation and assess-

ment of what currently exists as well asp what should be.

The creation of a systematic plan for the development of a plan to im-

prove student achievement affords an opportunity to have the staff develop

understanding of the needs that are to be addressed by a modification of the

existing program. The introduction of new materials, structures or instruc-

tional techniques without the understanding and acceptance of the implement-

ing staff may produce hostility. The plan for planningallowsdiscussion of

natural resistance to change by instructional staff who may have strong con-

viction that the methods used are appropriate.
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Since an educational system is a "people system," the importance of

thorough communication of the needs that are cited as requiring a change as

well as the alternatives'that are suggested cannot be minimized. The ab-

sence of thorough communication between the administration and staff often

results in the teachers believing that their knowledge and contributions are

ignored. certainly, a common reaction of the instructional staff to a quick

edict that the instructional program will be changed is a passive attitude

rather than full commitment to implement the new program as effectively as

possible.

Skillful administrative leadership encourages pianners,. and supervisors

of implementation to anticipate that some or many staff members will resist

change. The communication with staff and community must patiently provide

opportunity for expression of diverse points of view and then an equally

patient but firm insistence that the alternatives must be prioritized and a

decision for acceptance of a plan for improvement adopted. There is equal'

importance for common understanding that when the decision for a change is

made there is a commitment that the plan will be utilized for a specified

period of time to allow determination of the effectiveness of-the plan.



CHAPTER 4

School District Stories
in which six districts tell how they
developed and implemented systems linking
testing, evaluation and instruction to
improve student learning . . .
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CHAPTER 4

School District Stories

Introduction

Each of the following stories reveals hard working administrators and

teachers dedicated to helping children learn. These six distr;cts are

"heroic" in that they persevered for long periods of time -- most for longer

than five years -- to develop a comprehensive system for monitoring student

learning. The systems they developed, however, were not simply descrip-.

tive. The tests they administered and the evaluations that they conducted'

were intended to point to remedies, and to modifications-of classroom in-

strUction'. To the casual reader, thedistricts maY seem very dissimilar to

or;:.' another. So may the specifics of the work that was done by each of the

central office staffs from start-up to the present. In .this introduction,

we will point out some of the similarities underlying the myriad of de-

tails. It is these similarities which may make it possible for. other dis-

tricts to recognize their,dwn situation and to assess the extent to which

they want to move in a parallel direction.

Environments. The six districts vary from small to medium size. With

the exception of Vallejo and Cincinnati; they are primarily suburban, acade-

mically oriented districts with a relatively stable population. They have

been stressed in the same way as other U.S. school districts:, some popula-

tion shifts; some budget problems; some 'external controls in the form of..
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federal and state requirements accompanying federal and state monies. None-

theless, when compared with big city districts, with rapidly charming condi-

tions and large numbers of non-English speaking children, these districts

seem to have had relatively more energy to turn to instructional matters.

Good instruction was important in these districts, and to their parents,

teachers, students, and administrators. The press fo .., test scores --

believed by the community to more or less accurately i student

achievement ---was accompanied by a district commitment to make itself the

accountable agency fcr student learning.

In-tfiese districts, the federal and state role, not only in terms of

providing money for special programs and imposing requirements fOr testing

and evaluation, but also in stimulating new systems-oriented approaches to

educational problems., should not be underestimated. The six districts

represented here chafed, as did others, under paperwork burdens. Nonethe-

less, they often responded to the intent that the written regulations may

have masked. San Juan's commitment to school level decision making was

influenced by California's, Early Childhood Program. Vallejo's interest in

testing and its relation to instruction was stimulated by the California

Assessment Programs: Cincinnati developed many of its needs assessment

procedures and training outlines for local teams through federal funds.

Newport-Mesa's work in their Objectives-Based Reading Program was encouraged

by UCLA faculty who did much of their esearh with federal funds.

Initial district conditions. In each of the districts, you will be

able to identify an "idea champion" and a stable core of staff. The -idea

champion or champions are individuals who were in possession of the care/
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clout factor. They were in a position -- not necessarily the top admini-

strative post -- where their caring could reverberate throughout the s'ys-

tem. They had the :lout -- whethdr formal or informal -- to translate their

ideaz into action. They had management skills.. They could bring along,

perhaps slowly at first, others with them.

The districts in which these idea champions worked supported their

efforts in a number of ways. Persons with technical skills in developing or

analyzing tests were either hire° or 1, ocured as consultant,-. Academic con-

sultants were often brought in to stimulate new thinking or work on a speci-

fic problem. Computer time was available from somewhere. Released time for

teachers or summer salaries came out of district support, or was obtained

from special project money.

Not only were there skilled leaders, willing followers, needed techni-

cal and managerial resources; there was also a vision the possible and

staying power to move in a direction in spite of setbacks. All the dis-

trict stories describe false starts, mistakes, the need to start over. Los

Alamitos, for one, purcnased at least two testing systems before they moved

to writing a curriculum scope and sequence. The Evaluation/Planner in San

Juan felt isolated and lonely. He was.a voice in the wilderness for a long

time before gradually acquiring allies. Teacher resistance to his work, and

often resistance from others in the central office was initially very high.

But in all the districts, leaders-kept their confidence in the testing,

evaluation, instruction relationship intact even while modifying the speci-

fics of what they were doing:-.,
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Developmental sequence. None of the districts describes a planning

process that was'formulated at the beginning and served as a framework

through9bt the development cycle. Rather, things seemed to emerge, evolve,

and get made up as the districts went along. One thing led to another.

Each dist-ict began its process at a different place. Newport-Mesa

first examined what the community expected from the school districts. Los

Alamitos began by purchasing tests. San Juan wanted to encourage and em-
.,

power school site planners. Vallejo and Clark County both reacted to low

test scores by trying to express a district philosophy and direction.

Cincinnati reacted to negative community opinion and slipping budgets by

encouraging neighborhood-business-school relationships.

Each district proceeded, also, through a series of stages, coordinating

their operations in different ways as they went. Newport-Mesa and Los

Alamitos now have a testing system referenced to objectives contained in a

district-wide scope and sequence. Los Alamitos, especially, has tied this

framework to a particular diagnostic/prescriptive teaching strategy, sup-

ported by indexed media-and materials. "-C-lark 'County also mandates parti-

cular teaching elements in the classroom and couples this with emphasis on

principal supervision of teachers and central office supervision of

teachers.

San Juan and Cincinnatiion the other hand, are decentralized in thEi

use of data from tests and surveys. Both collect information about parer, ,

student, teacher perceptions and organize them into easy-to-read package,

for school groups to use. In both these districts, the central offices

provide training support and guidance for local teams who work through an
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annual proces to allocate school resources to meet high priority school

needs. Vallejo is doing something on a number of fronts. Having started

with school-site analysis of instruction in relation to the CAP tests, they

moved to strong staff development programs, and finally to developing a

district-wide scope and sequence.

Role of major actors. The district central offices have a strong role

to play, but the role differs somewhat from district to district. In all

districts, a variety of tests are required. District staff analyzes or has

analyzed, the tests. District offices provide staff development to teach-

ers; or in the case of San Juan and Cincinnati, leadership training to citi-

zens. District offices also provide support or guidance to teachers in dif-

ferent ways. In Los Alamitos, texts and other materials are cross-refer-'

enced to the tests. A learning specialist works with teachers in classroom

management problems. In Clark County, the entire supervision and management

system is set up to ensure accountability for clearly defined roles and

responsibilities.

The teachers' role in development of the process differed from district.

to distriCt. However, it seems that, in all districts, there was initial

resistance, followed by gradual commitment as teachers themselves worked on

the system. Nonetheless, it is not clear from the accounts whether all

teachers now believe, once the system is in place, that instructional-

improvement commensurate with central office efforts has resulted.

Impact. The district stories imply more than they prove. With the

exception of Clark County, the,re is little evidence presented of a dramatic

increase in student scores. This, however, may not be the only evidence of

8
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impact that we sh(luld consider. It does seem clear that, for many dis7

tricts,their pub-ic image has improved. .Los Alamitos, Clark County,'-San

Juan, among other, clearly enjoy reputations as forward-looking, well-

managed, self-renewing org4nizations. Teachers in all six districts as well

as adMinistrators may have a feeling of professional well-being different -

from that in most districts. The districts all have a clear sense of pur-

pose and of prioritic,.;.'

[More to come.]
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LOS ALAMIT02,1 EXPERIENCE:

ITS CRIT7'ION-REFERENCED TESTING SYSTEM

by David Hatton

The Los Alamitos Unified District is a small school district now

consisting of five elementary school. middle schools, and one high

school.

Our- distri..t iiad its beginning s a one-room school with an

enrollment of 43 s nts and a first i budget of $700: It remainea a.

rural one-school until the housing boom of the mid-1950's, when our

1

name was changes to Ls Alamitos School District to Provide community iden-

tity. The district continued to prov! until it reached a maximum of seven

elementary schools with an enrollment of 4,000 in the early 1970's. As has

been the case in many districts,. declining enrollMent,since then has re-

sulted in the cldsing of two schools.

In June of 1979 residents of the Los Alamitos-School District voted to

form a uni. K-12 district which became effectiv2 in July., 1979. The ele-
,

!llentary district, therefore, ceased to exist on June 33, 190, concluding 99

years cis operation. The-,,Unified District, with an,enrollment of 5,200, is

comprised of the former Los Alamitos Elementary District and a portion'Of

the Anaheim Union High School Distri,:: (Oak acid Pine Junior High Schools,

and Los Alamitos High School).

The Los Alamitos Unified School District is an uN.ir-middl,, class sub-

urban setting. The large percewage of,parents who are college graduates

have very high educational p:pectancieS for t!:,.'r chWren. As a result,

the district has been a leader in the development of innovative educational..

programs,,and has consistently scored a ing the highest in the State



achievement tests, while operating at or below the State's average per-pupil

expenditure.

Because our parents emphasize, the importance of academics, there has

been a continual demand from the community for student progress reporting.

Our parents want to See consistent student progresS-, progress which they

expect to be documented in a clear and understandable fashion.

Development of the Testing System

Formative Years

In 197G, the distr.ict.attempted to meet the need for student proress

reporting by purchasing test items to measpre'a sequence of behavioral ob,.

jectives. The 'objectives ivrned. out to be improperly sequences:, Teachers

hated them and eventually distrie administration discarded them.

But there. remained the need for stucint progress rePerting. However,.

an equally compelling need fegan to emerge -- individualization Of instruc-

tion. Though .the behavioral objectives system had not worked, district ad,

ministration realized tNit properly-developed test c.ould not only satisfy

the parent demand for progress reporting, but also be a vehicle for provid,

ing instruction appropriate to a student's current level of achievement.

Whole-class instruction could be replaced by smaj' ,grou7, instruction.

Students could be grouped E, cording to Lair performance. on the test and

instructed according to their current ,,erformance levels.

Rather than purch4se an available testing system, district administra-

tion formed teacher committees to write their own tests. The feeling was
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that tests written by district's teachers would be better received by other

teachers than tests developed by an outside agency.

In 1973, the first district-developed tests, known as PAL (Pupil

Assessment Lab), were administered to students. They were intended to moni-

tor student learning so as to feed back information to teachers about how

indiVidualized instruction was working. They also were seen as a way of

reassuring parents who were concerned about their children's progress.

Teacher reaction to PAL was extremely negative. Everyone complained.

Teachers today remember their complaints:

o It was a waste of time. It didn't tell us anything we needed to
know.

o The children were confused by the tests.

o We didn't know what to do with the results.

o We didn't want to be judged on the basis of what our children did on

those tests.

o It was not coordinated with anything we taught.

Teachers made their complaints knOwn to parents and to the Board. It was a

hard time for central office staff. We wanted the testing system to work.

We appointed teacher committees to try to revise the items. We re-

sponded to the need for coordinating testing and curriculum by beginning to

work on a district level instructional continuum. A group of volunteer

'teachers were paid to work on a reading continuum during the summer. Their.
A

work continued through the school year.

By 1976, teacher committees had generated a reading continuum (RIC) and

the beginning of a math continuum (MIC). By 1976; the PAL criterion-

,referenced testing system had been scrapped. Teacher committees had written
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reading, math and language arts test items to form their own Criterion-

Referenced Tests (r").T). The tests were developed by the district's teachers

and designed to support district- adopted instructional continua. A more

detailed description of our CRT's comes in a later section.

Staff Development Program.

Realizing that a testing program by itself could not improve instruc-

tional practices, we at the central office instituted a staff development

program in the early 1970's. Convinced that a staff development program was

at the very core of a support system for the criterion-referenced testing

program, we hired a full-time staff development coordinator in 1976. Our

program was designed to provide teachers with the skills necessary to act

upon the results of the ditrict-developed testing system.

Currently, the staff development program includes two levels. of in-

struction. Level one is based upon the Madeline Hunter orientation to

teaching. Nearly all teachers participate in level one.. A modified version

is provided for substitutes and aides. Covered in level one are teaching

techniques, including task analysis, diagnosis, prescription, instruction

and evaluation. Teachers attend the staff development classes on release

time and tnen practic._ the techniques in their own classroom. Follow-up

visits are made by the staff development coordinator.

Level two programs are of two kinds. The first kind is an extension of

the level one activities with attention to individualizing instruction by'

choosing among alternatives. Additional sessions cover matters such as

diagnosing and developing teaching strategies for meeting affective needs,

u ng inquiry skills techniques, and teaching specific curriculum content

such as reading, writing, or mathematics.
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The Learning Specialist

At the same time, the staff development program was placed in opera-

tion. We in the district office decided to give the responsibility for

coordinating the newly developed testing system to a learning specialist

assigned to each of the schools. We regard the learning specialist as a

superteacher, not as an administrator. Approximately a percent of the time

of the learning specialist is spent Working directly with students. The re-

maining time is devoted to a range of other activities. The learning spe-

cialist works with teachers in their classrooms to provide instruction meet-

ing the needs of students as indicated by the test results and by teacher

observation. The learning specialist sometimes conducts demonstration les-

sons and makes suggestions for new materials. The learning specialist meet!:

with teachers when the test scores come back and helps plan for the next

several months. A small portion of the learning specialist's time is de-

voted to in-school inservice activities. The learning specialist is also

responsible for diagnosing new students a th y come into the classrao, and

facilitating the placement of children in instructional, groups.

Media Center

Within every school in the district is a materials and media center

staffed by a full or pdrt-tiMe specialist. The district essentially orders

materials that teachers and learning spe-cfalists request. The central

office coordinator of materials each year asks the teachers what they want,

looks at areas in which materials need to be supplemented, and meets with

the media specialist to facilitate the acquisition of equipment and supple-

mentary curriculum materials. The learning specialist in each school often

works closely with the media specialist to try out new materials as they
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arise to determine how appropriate' they are for particular types of child-

ren. The learning specialist may try out sample materials sent to the

schools to decide whether they are suitable for ordering. The media specia-

list in each school often functions in an advisory capacity to the learning

specialist and to the teachers, recommending books, films, adjunct materials

which he/she thinks appropriate.

Description of the CRT

O

Originally developed solely as a measure of student progres, the tests

initiated in the early 70's have evolved into a system which assures a link-

age between instruction and test results. Supported* the staff develop-

ment program and by other support personnel such as the learning specialist

and the media specialist, the system currently is in full operation in

grades -8. Highlights of our testing, system:

o Ail tests are direttly linked to a kindergarten through eighth grade

instructional continuum for both reading/language arts and mathe-

matics.

o All tests are cmputer-scored. Results are formatted in easy-to-

read computer reports to teachers, parents, and site and district

administrators.
-

o Information about the testing system and how it works is taught as a

part of"the staff development pro ram.

4

° The tests are reviewed on an ongonn basis'with revisions occurring

four times over the last several years.

o The testing program has been recognized by state and national teach-

ers, administrators and college educators as an exemplary,model

appropriate for many school. systems.

The costs of implementing a system like the one currently operating

within Los Alamitos Unified School District are high, both in terms of
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dollars and in terms of teacher and administrator time and effort. But the

benefits are also great. Teachers can use the tests to group students

according to instructional needs. Teachers and site administrators can use

summarized test results to identify school-wide instructional strengths and

weaknesses. This information can be used to set goals for the coming school

year. District administrators can use the results in the same fashion to

identify appropriate instruction program priorities for both the immediate

and distant future. Finally, the tests can be used to meet continuing man-

dates from the state and federal ,government for the setting of local gradua-

tion standards.

Test Uses

Perhaps the most important use of the testing information is made by

the classroom teacher in.planning for the instruction of his/her students.

The test is referenced to a graded sequence of instructional continua for

reading/language arts and math, thus enabling the teacher to determine

exactly what skills have been mastered by each student and which still need

to be learned. An example may serve to illustrate this important se of the

test. Assuming a first grade teacher plans to teach calendar skills to

his/her class. The teacher would first consult the district instructional

sequence for teaching calendar skills. A section of the sequence is repro-

duced below.
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Task Analysis Grade Level

1. States the days of the week in order K-1

*2. Identifies the number of days in a week K-1

3. Locates the names of the days of the week
on a calendar 1

4. Reads numbers to 31 1

5. Locates a given number on a calendar

*6. Identifies days of the week for a given date 1-2

7. Identifies the number of dates in a month
for a given day of the week 1-2

*8. Identifies the dates of a given day of the
week

The learnings which have asterisks are known as benchmarks and are tested.

After becoming familiar with this task analysis, the teacher administers

benchmark tests as appropriate for each studeq. Generally the tests are

given to sLiall groups of children. Individual performance on the test-will

enable the teacher to reorganize student groupings according to level of

mastery of skills along the continuum. Not only can the teacher group the

students for instruction based on their current level of achievement, but

the teacher can also project student growth over the course of the school

year. Those. students not able yet to identify the number of days in the

week might be projected to locate a given number on a calendar by the end of

the school year. But a student who already is able to identify the dates of

a given day of the week might be projected to master one of the learnings

that falls at the second or third grade level of the task analysis.



It's important to note that the testing is designed as a gross

sis ofitudent performance. After teachers review the test results, they

,decide whether to move back or forward along the continuum and develop thcr

own form of assessment as they proceed along the instructional sequence.

In summary, individual teachers use, the test for gross diagnosis of

student's current level of performance and or projecting and measuring

student growth over the course of a school year. Teachers 'as a group also

work with school principals to identify instructional priorities according

to student performance on the tests. Since the tests measure several con-

tent areas within reading, language arts and mathematics, it is possible to

identify student strengths and weaknesses within each of thase disciplines.

As an example,. analysis of global performance in reading might reveal that

as a group, seventh graders had strength in identifying the main idea of a

short story, but that they had difficulty in predicting the outcome of the

story. The teachers and their principals might identify "predicting out.-

comes" as a high priority instructional area for the coming school year.

The testing system also allows teachers and administrators to determine

the percentage cf students performing below, at, and above grade level.

This information may be used for.a.variety of purposes, including the vali-

dation of other standardized tests mandatA by federal and state regula-

tions.

Another use of the testing information occurs at the district level.

District administrators can review test results with site administrators to

set district and site-levelinstructional priorities.

Finally, the testing system can be used to meet proficiency standard

requirements currently enacted in some states. California State law
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requires all school districts to establish high school graduation standards

and to Provide a warning system beginning in fourth grade for those students

not making satisfactory progress toward graduation. The testing system

developed in Los Alamitos fits in nicely with these requirements. Los

Alamitos students who are found to. be two years below grade level in any of

the tested areas :are identified as JecJing additional remedial assistance.

In this way, the system is used not only to guiCc instruction for, all stu-

dents, but also to identify those students who nee; remedial assistance.

Factors Contributing to Successful Implementation

The system sounds attractive. But I've already indicated that it was

costly t6 develop, and that may make it not feasible for all school organi-

zations. A number of factors expedited the implementation of our system in

Los Alamitos:

Consistent direction from leadership. Though school board composition

and superintendents changed over the last fifteen years, commitment on the

part of these leaders was strong. Since the system is expensive, support

from leadership within the district must be strong and consistent.

Principals as instructional leaders. Principals are viewed as and are

trained to be, the instructional leaders at their schools. Because of this,

administrators are knowledgeable with regard to curriculum and instruction

in each classroom. Teachers and parents know that principals' admyistra-

tive responsibility is not limited to public relations, scheduling and dis-

cipline. Principals kno%4 about instruction and can communicate knowledge-

ably with teachers about the learning of students within each classroom.



Staff development. Our commitment to` ongoing staff development h'as

expedited the implimentation of the testing system. Through staff develop-'

ment programs, teachers learn. about the tests but more importantly about the

7.

instructional continua the tests are designeeto support. Teachers not only--

learn how to diagnose appropriae-learnings for a particular instructional

group but also experience new and effective instructional techniques. The

emphasis'in the staff development program is upon continuing euucation for

teachers. Our focus is not upon teaching teachers to test. Rather, ie.is
.

upon teaching teachers to teach. Testing becomes a minor though essential

part of instruction.

The widespread participation by teachers in the staff development pro-

gram has had the.consequence of providing teachers with methods of acting .

upon the results of the district-developed,tests. Without this instruction,

teachers would not have the tools to effectively use the results of the

tests and non-use'or inappropriate use Would follow. c

Adequate funding. The development of the testing sys,tem was funded at

an adequate level by our district. We also recognized from the beginning

that implementation of the system would be expensive. Not only*was appro-

priate computing equipment purchased to implement the system, but well-

trained personnel were also employed to operate the equipment.

The Learning Specialist. In order to successfully operate a testing

system similar to the one opereJng in Los AlaMitls, someone must serve in

the role of Tkarning specialist at each school site. The learning special-

ist is a resource to teachers anil assists the teacher in acting upon,pre-

scriptions implied by the student's test responses. The learning specialist
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brings the teachers suggestions and possibilities forinstructional alterna-

tives; 'more importantly, he or she provides ektra instructional time for

students who need it. The services provided by the learning specialist are

facilitative. He/she is seen at a resource for teacher, not as an intruder

in the classroom.

Recruitment and selection. The final, yet the most important component

to the successful implementation of t'e testing system, is the expirtise of

the teachers within the district. The district has long held to a policy of

rigorous personnel selection. The selection process is comprehensive and

f requires candidates to demonstrate their teaching skills prior tobeing se-

lected. As a result of this rigorous selection process, teachers within the

district may be generally characterized as enthusiastic and committed to

teaching. They set high expectatiOns for themselves and for their stu-

dents. The district's teachers definitely are its most important resource.

Mistakes To Be 'Avoided

,

The road to full implementation of our testing/Thstructional program

was not easy. Mistakes were made along the wa *., A few that would seem to

apply to. others interested. embarking upon a similar, but hopefully less

rocky path, are as follows:

Don't let.test development precede curriculum development. In 1973,

when PAL was developed, Los Alamitos teachers and administrators selected

"performance outcomes" and then wrote test items to support them. The

performance outcomes were not selected.from an,instructional sequence and

therefore were reaningless in terms of informing the teacher where a student
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had been and where he/she now needed to go. The test based solely on

performance outcomes became something to be passed then forgotten.

Much lik the High school proficiency exams, which are require6 in'some

states, m h effort went into preparing students to pass the exam, but once

passed, teat rs had no direction or incentive to move\to higher levels.

It's important to note that not all of the learnings in our instructional

continuum are selected for the test. If the test is failed, the teacher

knows he/she must move back along the continuum to find the point at which

to instruct the student. Passage of a test on a learning item means the

teacher can look to the next step in the instructional sequence. Obviously,

the instructional sequence must have been carefully developed and be subject

- to revision by teachers.

Don't overemphasize test results. Tests are readily over-interpreted..

by teachers, aainistrators and parents. Strangely, those teachers who seem .

to be most threatened by tests, especially tests given to every student in

the district, are the same teachers most apt to over -rely on test results as

measures of student progress. While threatening to them, test results seem

to offer a certain sense of security to anxious teachers. A teacher lacking

confidence in his/her teaching skills may emphasize test performance as a

substitute for good teaching. We know that good test results may not always

indicate good teaching practices. Conversely, good instruction always leads

to good test results.

Administrators and parents sometimes contribute to the overemphasis on

test results. Tests have an ''objective" aura about them. However, if re-

sults are not combined with such powerful subjective measures as observation
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of cl'assroom climate, student oval work, and 'student interviews, test re-

.suits are prone to inflation. A balanced evaluation of student progress by

parents and administrators as well as teachers is, essential to the effective

use of a testing program. At least annually, our administrative staff meets

as a group to discuss strategies to avoid overemphasis upon testing. Gen-

erally, such strategieS include highlighting other measures of overall stu-

dent performance which indicate strengths and weaknesses in a particular

school's instructional programming. Such brainstorming by administrators

and teachers of alternative measures of evaluating:fnstructional programs

has been quite productive.

Just as we must reassure teachers who'are resistant to testing that the

test was designed as a support to instruction, so must we encourage teachers

who are overly test conscious to use test results as only ope measure of
.31

student progress. In the latter case, teachers may become so preoccupied

with "good" test results that students are.pushed to higher levels measured

by the test at the expense of broadening or enrichment of skills at a lower .

grade, level that are important but not tested. The very Pest teachers are

often trapped by this problem, especially because of the pressure for high

test scores from our parent community.

The school principal is one person largely responsible for controlling

the overextension of testing. Unles the principal reinforces other mea-

sures of student progress, students will be pushed to higher academic levels

without receiving important supplementary instruction. Striking the balance 'Y

between broadening, of current skills and extension to higher:level skills is-

an important responsibility of each site administrator.
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Don't rely on outside agencies to develop your testing system. In

1970, our district contracted with a testing company to develop a test and

to process the testing inforMatiod. While the test items were good, the

data processing was slow as is often the case when an outside agency is in-

volved. The turn-around of testing information was so slow as to make the

results meaningless to our classroom teachers.

But even if the data processing had been good, there still would have

remained a need for teacher -"ownership" of the test. Such ownership comes

about only when teachers within the district have actually participated in

the test development process. While it probably is more costly to take the

time to train teachers in item writing skills and to do your own statistical

item analysis, the long-tem benefits gained ffom teacher identification,

with the test will go a long way to insure successful implementation of the

test.

Questions Commonly Asked of Us

Throughout the years of implementation of the district's testing pro-

gram, -a.number of questions/concerns have arisen again and again. The most

salient are summarized in response to the following questions:

1. Where does teacher accountability fit?

14y as we in the central offjCle may to avoid the issue of teacher

accountability and test results, the issue comes up every time a new teacher

learns about the test or an experienced teacher complains about overemphasis

of testing. This issue should not be avoided. Ijact, it should be

pointed out that an overemphasis on accountability leads to inflated and
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meaningless test results. Certainly, accountability as to be a part of a

testing program. Indeed, the'source of the pressure for accountability

should reside with a teacher's desire to move his/her students toward com-

fortable and attainable goals. 'As stated earlier, overemphasis on test

results by teachers, parents, or administrators usually leads to inflated

test results.. A tool which can be extremely helpful to instructional

improvement is thereby rendered meaningless.

2. Would you advise developing our own system or purchasing someone else's?

Develop your own system, if possible. The advantage of having those

who have to implement the system, namely the teachers, identify with the

system, far outweigh the advantages of developing the system'outside the

district or purchasing another system developed by someone else. Even if

someof, the technical aspects of test development have to be sacrificed, it

is much better to have a system in' whiAl teachers are confident.

3. How about staff development?

This program is essential. Without it, all emphasis.will be upontest-

ing, rather than tL G ping. Again, the object of a good testing system is

not good test results in and of themselves. The object is to support and

supplement good teaching practices. An invaluableaid to emphasis upon in-

struction rather than testing is the presence of a staff development pro-

gram. Teachers must be given the opportunity to refresh and update their

teaching skills if good instruction is to be offered within their class-

rooms.

4. How much will it cost if we do our win data processing?

A lot! Our computer programming costs alone have been $30,000 over the

past seven years. The equipment to operate the system has cost more, though
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the computing equipment is used for a variety of other purposes, including

business management, and student attendance and grading.' Sufficient teacher

involvement is costly too. Teacher committees met once monthly for six

hours a day over a two-year period to develop the reading/language arts and

math tests currently used in the district.

5. How do you think testing should be implemented?

. ,

Slowly! Many districts have made the mistake of moving too quickly

with the implementation of a testing sytem. Simply put, the users of the

tests -- students, 'teachers, and administrators -- weren't ready. Without

the involvement of these grobps, the tests are doomed to failure. Start

with a needs assessment of the communities the test will serve. If only one

school is interested, implement the system on a trial basis there. Most im-

portantly, make sure the school board is.committed to a venture which will

be timeconsuming and costly, but which will lead to the rich benefits of

improved student progress.

6. What differences occur at the elementary and secondary level?

As most educators know, the orientation of elementary and secondary

teachers differs markedly. Typically, secondary teachers see as many as 150

students a day. Students are seen in groups of 30 for slightly less than an

hour. Elementary teachers generally work with 30 students for the entire

school day. The large numbers and relatively small amounts of time with

students tends to make secondary teachers resistant'to any testing system

requiring extensive amounts of time to administer and score. Since the sys-

tem described in this paper does require a significant commitment of time on

the part of the,secondary teacher, release time was given each high school
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teacher for the purpose of scoring the tests and interpreting the results

with the learning specialist. This released time paid rich dividends in

increasing teacher morale towards the new testing system.

As our,CRT system was expanded to the seventh and eighth grades, the

question of standardization of instruction arose. This was not a new

issue. A similar concern was expressed when we developed our instructional

continua at the elementary grades. The concern stems from the fact that it

is necessary to have a standard curriculum if a standard test is to be de-

veloped. Some teachers indicated that their freedom to select materials and

course content was threatened by the need for such a standardized con-

tinuum. Our response to-all vade levels has been that the purpose of a

standardized continuum is to assist studeni, learning of skills that have

been deemed important by teachers in the district. The continua were devel-

oped by teachers'for teachers; the intent was to assist instruction rather

than' control it.

In no way is the "how" of instruction dictated by the continuum.

Teachers are given full responsibility for selecting and implementing

instructional techniques to teach the skills listed in the district

continuum.

Summary

The system described in this paper has the support of the teachers,

parents, and administrators in the Los Alamitos ?ommunity. Its greatest

asset is that it was developed by the distric-t rather than by some outside
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agency. It works because test results are not overemphasized and because

teachers who use the system are provided with the training necessary to use

it effectively. Prc/ision of proper training has meant the addition of

support personnel in the district. The bottom line is that having a system

similar to the one described in this paper is much more expensive than other

testing alternatives. However; the expense is far outweighed by the

excellence of instruction that is made possible by such a system, School

entities -who find themselves in a .situation similar to that of. Los Alamitos

and who can afford the cost of a district-developed system should certainly

consider this alternative.

4
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THE NEWPORT-MESA EXPERIENCE: THE HISTORY

OF A COMMITMENT TO CBE.

by Dale Woolley
and Nola Rochelle

4

Many "old-timers" in this district recall an incident that occurred to

Don Hout. Nearly fifteen years ago, Don was an elementary principal who

was paid a visit by an interested 'father during the summer. The father was

enrolling his fourth grade youngster for the fall semester and was inter-

ested in helping his son make a successful transition frdel his former school

' district to Newport-Mesa. He asked Don, "What is it you expect a t'pical
4

fourth grade student in your schT0 district to knoW when he or she enters

fourth grade? What skills do you expect him/her to have already mastered?" .

Don was concerned that this very reasonable question was difficult, if not

impossible to answer. He could talk in terms of curricular materials to be

studied, but not specific instructional goals to be mastered. This type of

inquiry fromthe middle to upper income Parents that characterize the

Newport-Mesa District leads one to understand why in ]965 the Board of

Education selected Wand Newcother for its superintendent.

Lee Newcomel- met the Board of Education's criteria for a new leader.

The board was interested in finding out what the main educational priorities

of a school district should be. Lee Newcomer was schooled in accountability

and suggested a data gathering system that would provide them with just such

information. To accomplish his missions the new superintendent brought.on

board a new director of research and development from his dative Clark
-e"

County, Nevada. -the new driving force-ws to be Les Shuck, an administrator

who would provide a detailed blueprint for\a CBE system that would guide

10 7'
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Newport-Mesa for ten years. For most of this time the district would be

steered by three men -- Lee Necomer, Normah Loats (t'rien Associate Superin-

tendent), and Les Shuck -- whose joint philosophy it mas that the district

should be in control of the "what" of education (the important skills to be

learned), while the schools would be in charge of the "how." For many

years, -the district was to be decentralized. Each school would have its own

budget and the freedom to achieve the "what" it whatever way the principal

and staff saw fit.

The project which initiated Newport-Mesa's .question for the "what" of

education was called the Instructional Tasks Project. The I.T.P. was writ-

ten by Dr. Shuck with the help of some educational consultants and funded by

ESEA Title III or federal monies. Its goal was to determine the contribu-

tions that the community,expected from the school district. In process, it

involved in-depth interviews with a stratified random sample of cemmunity

members. Participants were asked to describe specific incidents from their

past where the behavior of young people served as good or bad examples of

the kinds of skills and knowledge they thought young people should have.

The results of this one and one-half year study included the finding that

some skills and knowledge were considered more important than others:

Exactly what primary and secondary responsibilities the schools should.

assume became the Board's most important policy. It was adopted in 1970 and

entitled the "Statement of Educational Principles,"-thereafter known as SEP

for short.

SEP dictated that theschools' .primary responsibility was to help stu-

dents develop their maximum intellectual capacity in twelve specific skill

and knowledge areas. These twelve areas included:



reading
composition
listening
speaking
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computation fine and practipal arts
mathematical systems doing

science thinking
social studies language systems

Since reading is always an area of great concerr, the district began with

this subject area in its first attempt to further sObcify the skills com-

prising this general skill. As it would on many, occasions, the district

would turn to university consultantsland research and development centers

for suggestions as to how to proceed. The project of reading led to OBER.

Although the development_of behavioral objectives was becoming quite-a

popular thing to do' in many educatipn circles, the district had a hard time
c-,

finding examples where an entire curricular area,had been translated into a

continuum of specific instructional .outcomes. The new director of the dis-

trict's Development Lab, Bob Otto, hoped to adopt.or adapt the work that

had been accomplished outside the district to the district's needs. Otto

found that Professors James Popham and Rod Skager were developing'acon-

tinuum of instructional objectives,in reading, grades 1-6. ,Newport-Mesa

then entered a joint venture with U.C.L.A's Center for the Study of Evalua-

tion, where the continuum was being put together, that allowed the district

to use the objectives and test items:, This continuum was to becalled OBER

for Objective-based Evaluation--Reading and was to represent not just the

objectives that were important for every student to master, but rather all

the objectivesithat could be used to define what was meant by "reading" at

the elementary school level. Interested teachers in the Newport-Mesa

schools were asked to review the objectives and choose those they thought

important for students to master at various grade levels. Most partici-

pating teachers did this on school time and for no extra pay. Objectives

10,9
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chosen by participants from more than half of the schools were then used to

conduct district-wide assessments. Otto and his group could then paint a

picture of how students were performing on these chosen objectives. The

4'

results of this assessment yielded more than the usual data.

One unexpected piece of information was not the. least academic in

nature. It was learned that schOol staff members have a strong tendency to

be unconcerned about the procdss of choosing instructional outcomes until

assessment begins to take place in their classrooms The OBER assessments

generated teacher and administrator comments that the district was trying to

"mechanize" the creative process of education. OtherS said that "you. just

can't measure what is taught in afclassroom (or school) in specific in-

structional outcomes!" Despite such commentary, Dr. Shuck, Dr. Loats, and

///
the new superintendent, Bill Cunningham, forged ahead, using OBER as a model

and learning its lessons on staff development.
/-'

Since no other complete system such as OBER was available, the district

set out'on its own to create needed continuums in othe subject areas. With

some consultant assistance -- notably Dick Harsh from E.T.S. and Dr. John

McNeil from U.C.L.A -- and the district coordination of Cora Schultz,

'newly-appointed resource teacher for the,Development Lab, the district set

up twelve teacher committees. There was.one committee for each subject area

in the SEPist or priority subject 'areas. \Each committee was charged with

the duty of developing a continuum of objectives. Through a competitive

interview process a capable teacher was selected as chairperson for each

committee. S/he had the freedom to select the rest of the committee mem-

.bers. Each was paid for 22 extra days of work per year. Frequently, the

1'0
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ch,1;person and his/her committee members were provided with substitutes for

all-day organizational or work meetings. Each committee had a small budget

in order to bring in outside consultants to help them when necessary.

As the SEP committees began to work writing behavior objectives to

define each subject area, twelve more, committees were created to develop

test items to match the objectives being developed by the SEP groups. These

committees were concerned with "program outcome evaluation" and were known

as the POE committees. Interaction between the SEP and POE groups resulted

in twelve continuums of behavioral objectives known as "universes" -- tomes

that were to a fledgling CBE program what the English dictionary is to'a

foreign-born speaker of our language. This interaction also resulted in

banks of items correlated to these objectives, and to many heated discus-

sions between the two committees about the merits of certain objectives.

The writing of test items, it was discovered, caused the rejection of many

an objective as unclear or impos4ible to measure. Test items served to test

the objectives themselves as we went along.

At this point Research and Development and Development Lab staffs were

beginning to anticipate some district-wide assessments. Items were available

and the time was drawing nigh. The missing link was the need for a wider

teacher exposure to the workaccomplished and for a thorough surveying of .

teachers to determine the grade level'where each skill would be considerer,

appropriate. Universes of objectives were sent out to each school and tfe

process known as U.A.L. was begun. U.A.L. stood for Understanding, Accep-

tance, and Level of Assessment. Each school was required to complete the

U.A.L. process on a set of objectives sent'to them. In most cases the
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requirement was satisfied by one ter..., a small group of teachers, or the

school principal completing the task. The U.A.L. protess worked best when

teachers did participate in the process. It was later discovered that-
.

several objectives that were "accepted" and "leveled" by principals were

objectives which teachers singled out as unworkable and inappropriately

leveled. Once again, a test instrument ,"got everyone's attention" and

exposed what seemed Tike a harmless shortcut arising from the usual indif-

ference. The U.A.L. process did serve to make schools moraware and more

educated in the growing competency-based system as it also gave the SEP com-

mittees more revision to do and the district some notion of what objectives'

to 'assess.

The long-awaited SEP assessment!. naturally followed. With the assis-

tance of Dale Woolley, Difector of Pupil Personnel Services, a schedule was

developed so that a given SEP subject area would be tested district-wide

every two years. A matrix sampling approach was devised with item sampling

used on a 100 percent student sample. First assessments_ included reading,

computation, and math systems. Following assessments included language sys-

tems and composition. Each year additional areas were tested. By 1977-Z8

all SEP areas had been tested except for science, fine and practical arts,

and dofng. Teachers responded to these assessments in several ways. Those

involved with the SEP or POE committees were enthusiastic and filled with

anticipation. Many teachers at school sites were concerned that results not'

be used to evaluate their effectiveness in the classroom. During this time

of initial impact it was fortunate that due to matrix sampling \t'6 district

could not report results on individual students or classroom unitsOnly
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grade' level and school scores could be made';\pvailjble: After.several.years

the SEP assessments had run their course; and, due to budgetary constraints,

were discontinued in 1979.

.What took its place was/ called Student Progress Monitoring or SPM. The

new computer program written by data processing consultant Hal Roach, wa to

permit the very individual student results that many teachers hoped for and

that others feared. SEP assessments had been thought unnecessary by many

teachers. They often objected to the expense of,such testing and saw no

"relevance" for the'elassroom teacher since they did not personally chooSe

the objectives on which their students were tested nor did they receive

classroom level results. The new SPM program was to solve these problems

and quiet many of the objections.

SPM began as a pilot prOject at Paularino Elementary School where an

interested, forward-thinking-principal .Bill Knight -- asked for district

funds to develop a small, individual student testing system with computer

support. Based on his positive experience, a district-wide committee of

teachers and principals agreed to meet with central office staff to describe

the type of computer programs desired. This program proved to have the

following advantages:

(1) Individual teachers of groups of teachers ware able to select

specific objectives from the various SEP Un!verses, then develop

tests using items from the district item banks and administer

these tests to their students.

(2) The district would then machine-score the resulting answer sheets

and provide reperts back to schools indicating which students had

mastered which objectives.
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(3) Teachers also had the option of writing their own objectives and

.
items and assessing students with a totally "home-grown" test
instrument. Although this option was not selected by a large
number of teachers, it did give some teachers the feeling that
they were not bound to use only the objectives that were in the

district.banks.

Although the SEP district assessment program was mandated during its

duration, SPM started out as an optional testing pi'ogram tnat individual

teachers and groups of teachers were ncouraged to use. Schools that were

not performing well on the district SEP assessments were encouraged by cen-
N

tra1,4e*ice staff to use SPM to pinpoint those, student who could benefit
\

from added instruction on the particular outcomes in question. The intro-

duction of SPM into the district was done on a low-key basis. Its use was

voluntary and increased each year after its introthIction. Whenthe SEP dis-

trict. assessment was suspended in 1079, SPM, along with the .newly developed

Minimum Graduation Proficiency Testing Program, became the main assessment

tool of the 'district's competency-based education program.

In 1976, California passed'a piece of legislation called the Hart Bill

which required the establishment of minimum graduation proficiencies in the

basic skill subjects of reading, computation, and writing. The first class

to be affecteg would be the class of 1981. Although many California

tricts were caught unaware and unprepared, Newport-Mesa was indeed ready for

the challenge. Having complete "universes" of objectives in many subject

areas including the basic skills, the district merely gathered community

leaders, parents, administrators, SEP and POE chairpersons, teachers and

some students to select important objectives for consideration as graduation

proficiencies. Although such a process "workedn'to a certain extent, a

rather positive-thinking and ambitidus group was turned loose on a task that
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somewhat resembled the supermarket game show where contestants are given a

market basket to legally "loot" all the merchandise they can in a specified

period of time. It had all the appeal and results of the pr verbial excur-

sion by the "kid in the candy stqre." After the first series( of lengthy'

meetings, the committee had identified over 1,200 objectives for,further

study as possible proficiencies! As would be expected, this unwieldy list

of skills was finally reduced to a more reasonable number while still being

comprehensive of the curriculum areas to be tested. The final versions of

the test were at last created by committees of secondary level department

chairOersons 1- both English and mathematics -- who culled much more limited

lists of proficiencies from the original ones. Teachers would also select

and write the items which would comprise the tests to be used on the 1981
P

graduates. The tests would finally measure no more than 60 proficiencies.

Having experienced continual' budget cutbacks due to severe declining

enrollment, and penalizing state legislation as a result of Proposition 13,

Newport-Mesa turned its limited budget and its CBE system to the proficien-

cies and the support needed to guarantee student success. The district's

new Development Lab director, Nola-Rochelle, began development of several

types of teacher support materials justified by student needs and demanded
S.

by teacher requests. Among the instructional materlals created were:

(1) Basic Skills Review Packets -- individual review packets for each
proficiency containing a pretest, review instruction and exer-
cises, posttest, and (removable) answer key. All packets were

dire-ctly linked to the item specifications handed out to teachers

and distributed widely in the schools.

(2) Proficiency Assistance Catalogue -- a brochure listing both dis-

-written and publisher materials found by teachers to by

helpful in teaching to the tested skills. The Development Lab

assists teachers in teh procurement and duplication of materials

teachers request by phone or district mail.

J



In addition to assistance to the middle and high schools in the gradua-

tion proficiency areas, the Development Lab began work with the elementary

schools to articulate the proficiency skills at the lower grade levels --

K-6. In thp years 1980 and 1981, proficiency tests were devised for pre/

posttest use at all elementary graft levels andiby 1982 were mandated by

Dr. Loats, the Deputy Superintendent, as a non-optional testing program.

Although some instructional materials are available to assist upper grade

teachers, very little exists for primary. As it is affordable, more deve-

lopment may occur in this area.

The most impressive CBE support at the secondary level proficiencies

remains the creation of a summer school basic skills "lab." The six-week

summer program was designed to take advantage of the pretest data available

on students in grides 9-11 and to provide a wide variety of instructional.

materials (including those mentioned-previously) and individual student

attention for attending pupils. Staff selected to teach in the program

attend important inservice sessions where the instructional materials are

previewed and instructional approaches discussed. A testing room is set up

on the summer school site where students take and retake mini-tests at the

discretion of their lab instructors. Although enrichment is provided for

students who wish to remain after they have mastered deficiencies, lab

instructors have found that students prefer to "take care of business" and

leave without the credits available for remaining the full six weeks. Seat

time has been so deemphasized with this program that students have little

motivation when proficiency requirements have been satisfied.
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Beyond the focus on the proficiencies in the basic skills and support-

ing materials programs, the Board of Education continues to desire the ulti-

mate fruition of tht original CBE plans. Thisrar the displct will admi-

nister the first proficiency test that goes beyond the "minimum" -- both in

,level of skills and as a district-imposed (rather than State-imposed) gradu-

ation requirement. The class of 1988 will be responsible for social studie

graduation proficiencies. Like basic skill areas, social studies will be-

come the beneficiary of not only our past proficiency experience but our

seventeen-year goals. Through three superintendents and several turnovers

in research and development personnel; the blueprint and the vision have

remained the same.

Summary

The CBE s/stem of the Newport-Mesa Unified School District has been

able to maintain momentum through several changes in school district manag-

ing personnel. The Board of Education that exists in 1982 has only one mem-

ber who was on the Board in 1965. Since unification, there have been three

superintendents although the Deputy Superintendent (Dr. boats) has remained

the same during the entire period. Dv. to the involvement of the staff from

the inception of th CBE idea, there remains a widespread commitment to con-

tinue the maintenance, revision, and new development needed to keep the CBE

system viable. As a result of declining enrollments and budgets, recently-

hired staff have been laid off and no new teacher contracts have been ten-

dered since 1975. The majority of the remaining staff is committed to

Newport-Mesa's CBE system.
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The Newport-Mesa Unified School District has in place a competency-

Cased education program anchOred by adopted Board of Education policies.

Although the major emphasis of the program at present is in the monitoring

of progress made by students on a minimal level of desired proficiencies in

the basic skills, efforts are beginning tomove the CBE system more into

higher levels of expectancy. The program's success has been indicated by

several factors:

(1) Teachers have become more involved in individualizing instruction
in the basic skill areas.

(2) The yearly performance .of students ha's also improved, both in
terms of higher percentages of students demonstrating proficiency
on the minimally required skills and'also in terms of district
scores on nctm-referenced tests.

(3) Parents in the district have expressed greater satisfaction over
communication from the district about the basic expectations for
their children and how their children are doing.

In the process of implementing its competency-based education sys'tem,

we have learned, sometimes the hard way, a number of important facts regard-

ing the pioneering of such a program in the school district. The following

is a brief summary of those facts:

(1) It is possible to define the core of an instructional.programio
terms of measurable objectives although one must be ready to
devote a great amount of resources and energy to do this.

(2) Although more resources, including time, will be expended, it is
worth the time to develop a system from within a school_district
rather than to attempt to adopt .a system of instructional outcomes
taken from some other district. Staff is much more committed to
the implementation of a system if they have had the opportunity to
work on its development. "Home grown" products do have their me-
rits. Even though the resources and motivation may not be avail -
able. to a school district to spell out all of the curriculum in
terms of measurable objectives, at least the basic core can be
done. Such an understanding cannot be accomplished,in a brief
period such as one or two years if staff is to be heavily
involved.
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(3) In the implementation of a competency-based education system, one
cannot be too aware of staff concern for how the student assess-
ment data will be used. The goals of such a system must be to
assist students to learn. Once these goals are clear, it may be
possible to use same of the information to develop evaluation
agreements betwee.i teachers and principals. An exciting moment in
Newport-Mesa's history was when a teacher complained to district
staff that she did not,see why she couldn't use test results from
the SPM program in her Stull Bill agreement (teacher evaluation
agreement).

(4) In developin asurable objectives for any instructional program,
you need to v to the assessment phase before you can be
assured of everyon s attentioncon the instructional objectives.
Once assessment information has been collected, you must be pre-
pared to-go back and reanalyze the content and scope of the vari-
ous objectives that have been developed.

(5) The task of scoring objective-based tests that require a "s-ub-
scbre" for each objective is an enormous one. The use of a

computer is almost mandatory.

(6) When implementing a competency-based education system where mas-
tery information is reported by individual objective rather than
by total percent of correct items, it takes a very long time be-
fore staff truly comprehends and becomet comfortable with this way

of reporting.

Questions We're Commonly74-ked About Our System

How much did it cost? Approximately $100,000 per year was devoted to

developing Newport-Mesa's CBE system for the ten-year period, 1966-1976.

From 1976 on, all development and operation costs-of the system have been

met through normal operating budgets of the various district offices,

involved.

Was the district's system developed primarily by outside consultants?

No. Consultants were used to assist district staff in developing plans for

the overall system, but actual work on the system was done by district

staff.
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Did you buy objectives and/or test items? No.. All objectives and

items were developed by staff. Consultants were used on occasion to provide

inservice training for staff relative to skills needed to develop good

objectives.and items.

Does your CBE system deal only with "minimum" expectations of the Board

of Education, staff and parents? No. Although the majgrity of required CBE

tests in the district are oriented toward "quality control" or seeing to it

that all students have mastered required basal skills, some tests are used

that'measure skills that are not required of everyone but are "expected" of

most students.

Pitfalls/Mistakes to be Avoided

In the rush to implement various testing programs, sometimes computer

programs were developed in such haste that they did not follow standards

normally followed by the Data Center and were not always properly docu-

mented. This fict made it more difficult to debug the programs and/or add

to them later on.

Although the school district emphasized staff involvement in the devel-

opment of its CBE system, there were times when feedback was needed from

schools that the principal was allowed to "vote" fo his/her staff rather

than getting responses from each teacher. This always turned out to be a

mistake since more often than not, it was those very same teachers who ob-

jected to decisions made from the surveys in which they had had no input.

Factors Contributing to Success

The continued use of district staff in the development of the system

proved to be a major asset. Not only did this contribute to the final
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acceptance of the system by the staff but it also -provided the district with

a cadre-of trained professionals to continue the development work.

Newport-Mesa's CBE system enjoyed, from the beginning, the support of

the Board of Education and the Superintendent. The basics of the system are

anchored in Board policy and hence will not,"go away" overnight.

When turnover in the district,staff responsible for implementing and

maintaining the CBE system was necessary, replaceMents were selected who

were trainlin criterion-referenced assessment and who were familiar with

the district's philosophy and policy,in this area.

Low turnover of principals and teachers in the district was an aid in

that inservice training could be directed toward building on previously-

trained skills-rather than on- teachings the basics.
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CLARK COUNTY'S EXPERIENCE

by Theron St.ainston

District's Salient Features

The Clark County School District was created in 1956 as part of a

legislated reorganization to consolidate all of the school districts in the

entire state of Nevada into seventeen districts -- one for each county.

Since its creation, the district grew from 20,000 students in 1956 to

approximately 90,000 in 1982. The minority enrollment typically comprises

° 25 percent of the total. In 1979 the State Legislature enacted an extensive

property tax cut and placed stringent restrictions on public agency spending

and revenues. In 1981 further legislation dramatically shifted the reverie

base from real property taxes to retail sales taxes. The major national

recession which began in 1981 vividly demonstrated that this "tax shfft".

from real property to sales tax placed Nevada school finance at the mercy

economic ups and downs for the first time. In 1982 a $70 million school

construction bond was defeated marking the first time the District had lost

a bond election.

Tax revolts, tax shifts, a defeated bond referendum and a major

recession all served to strain the relationship between the community and

the schools and confirm the value of an instructional management system that

allows teachers, administrators, and board members to demonstrate

accountability for acceptable student achievement.
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Genesis of a Data-Based Instructional Improvement' Movement

In 1969 and 1970 a few central office administrators became increas-

ingly uncomfortable with test scores and instructional inconsistencies.

Yedr after year the norm-referenced test results were below the mean and, in

some grades, certain major subtests yielded percentoile scores in the twen-

ties and thirties. Initially, low scores were rationalized by statements

such as "Those tests don't measure what we teach," or( "The norms don't fit

our district," or "You can't accurately measure school effectiveness wheri

student transiency is so high." There were also concerns about gross incon-

sistencies in curriculum and measured achievelent from school to school.

At that time, concern for student achievement was,kept from the fore-

front throUgh critical writers and legislation mandating minimum proficiency

and demonstrated accountability in neighboring states. Also, at that time,

a district administratirefreorwization aimed at centralization placed the

total supervision of all schools under two assistant superintendents--one

for elementary and one for secondary. Thus with the need demonstrated and

the organizational structu.'e put in place, the stage was set for a major

thrust toward data-based instructional improvement.

Shape and Direction of the Movement

. The Assistdnt Superintendent for Elementary, Education, encouraged and

assisted by certain other administrators, assumed the leadership for the

design and implementation of a comprehensive system for instructional
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management and improvement beginning in 1970. It was determined that in

light of the rapidly changing demographic composition of the district, any

significant and lasting improvement would have to be centrally developed and

directed. While the system's design and programs were not mandated by the

superintendent or the board of schOol trustees, so long as too many feathers

were not ruffled or too many financial demands made, they were usually sup-

portive. At one point, as some principals began to feel uncomfortable with

the demands for'change and accountability, as they visited with the super-

intendent they asked him for relief. Initially he sympathized with them,

but as he was made more fully aware of the system's potential he became a

staunch supporter.

After approximately seven years of development and utilization in the

district's elementary schools, in 1978 a new superintendent directed that

the system be adapted for and implemented to a limited degree in the secon-

dary schools. This required conside bly less development time because a

model was in:place and operating. Howe er, that superintendent resigned in

1981 and the extent of secondary development and implementation became

uncertain.

From the beginning, certain assumptions about curriculum, evaluati

staff development, management and school administration, and the role of

educational research provided continuity of approach and design. As the

movement extended in years and people, these assumptions became increasingly

Q,

important. Perhaps the three most basic and far-reaching assumptions were:

1. Goals and objectives need to be clearly written and widely
communicated.
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2. Means must be provided and used to assess the degree to which

objectives are attained.

3. All assessment should culminate in program improvement decisions.

It was always assumed that each component of the overall school and

instructional management system would be designed to fit into and facilitate

one or more of the above three basic assumptions. Those three came to be

expressed commonly as "What should be;" "What is," and "How to reducel"the

difference." It was also assumed that the probability of objectives being

attained would be greatly increased if each individual were held accountable

through a modified management by objectives and 'results approach.

Some of the other assumptions that were made consistently were as

follows:

I. Curriculum guides should be developed in the district and should

define the specifics of curriculum content through learner behavior

objectives for each subject.

2. Effective instruction does have research verified characteristics,

and instructional programs and teacher performance can be evaluated

objectively.

3. Teacher effectiveness can be improved through skilled supervision

and relevant_staff development.

4. The principal can play a key role as an instructional leader within

a school and will effectively fill this role if given the skills,

motivation and direction to do so.

Instructional Management System Design

The system has three major components or subsystems. The first com-

ponent consists of goals, objectives, and evaluative criteria ("What should

be"). These range in scope and specificity from a simple math skill in the

Kindergarten Curriculum Guide to annual priority goals adopted by the
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superintendent and the board of school trustees. At the school level the

heartof this component is a set of objectives and standards for school

operation known as Elements of Quality. r
Theten basic elements listed below have become widely accepted and are.

commonly used as criteria in planning for and ev_--dting instruction. Each

of the ten elements (an eleventh was added for student activities in secon-'

dary schools) has sub-objectives or specific evaluative criteria. 'These_

specific criteria serve as guides for curricular and instructional planning

and both self and program evaluation. The first five also serve as a set of

observable criteria to guide principals in evaluating teacher performance.

All of the elements are used by principals in making an annual assessment of

their school (note Element 6) and by the supervisors of principals in making

an annual evaluation of each principal's performance.

Clark County School District

ELEMENTS OF QUALITY FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

Note: for brevity, the subobjectives and evaluative criteria have either
been omitted or printed in abstracted form.

1. Curriculum guides serve as the basis for classroom instruction.
Lesson objectives and learning activities are planned in accordance
with specified skills and concepts contained in Clark County School
District curriculum guides. Content of textbooks, etc., is used
selectively to teach and reinforce skills and concepts specified in
curriculum guides.

2. Student achievement is commensurate with ability or other established

expectancies.

3. Individual differences in the educational needs of students are
identified and. appropriately met.
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The learning needs of students are assessed in relation to esta-
blished objectives. Students are grouped for instruction according
to assessed needs. Instruction is adjusted to student learning-
rates. Opportunities are provided for students to use their most
effective ways of learning. Learning progress is monitored-and

recorded.

4. Provision is made for the social and emotional development of stu-

dents. Positive direction and reinforcement are the primary means
. for motivating students. Students respond positively to teacher model

and direction: Students remain attentive to their work. Students

display positive behavior when interacting with each other. Students

are provided opportunities to initiate; direct, and evaluate some of

their own learning activities. Student talk and movement are appro-

priate for the learning activity.

5. Instructional methods are consistent with established objectives and
proven principles of learning.

The teacher sets a positive climate for learning (stimulates student
excitement, anticipation, curiosity, etc.). The teacher clearly com-

municates lesson objectives and their importance to students. The .

teaching activities are appropriate for concept, skill or positive

behavior lesson objectives. The teacher clearly communicates direc-

tions for follow-up activities. Teacher questioning strategies
(questions, responses, reaction) facilitate the development of think-

ing skills (literal, interpretative and critical): Resources are

appropriately used for achieving lesson objectives. The physical

environment of the classroom is well organized and designed by the

teacher to enhance, stimulate and extend learning.

6. A management system providing for needs assessmnt, priority objec-

tives and plans, monitoring and-evaluation by results is effectively

used by the principal and teachers.

Principals are involved and involve their, staff members individually

in a structured assessment, priority setting, planning, evaluating

and reporting process' for improving performance results in relation

to established criteria.

7. Personnel management procedures prescribed by law, regulation, and

contract are effectively administered by the principal.

The principal makes (and records as appropriate) frequent visits to
classrooms to directly observe the instructional program and holds

individual conferences with teachers as needed to discuss their

priority objectiVes and plans, their progress toward objectives,

needed change and assistance and overall performance results.

8. Staff effectiveness is promoted by the principal through proper

application of proven principles of leadership and management.
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The principal provides for staff involvement, promotes an open cli-
mate, provides training and assistance as needed, reinforces good
perforhwice of the staff, and accurately assesses and avropriately
responds to measured faculty opinion regarding the operation of the
school.

9. Community confidence in the school is established and maintained.
Parents are kept well informed regarding the school, its objectives,
programs and procidures, are provided convenient means to express
their opinion and suggestions regarding the school, are kept well
informed regarding their child's school program and progress, and are
provided.means to be involved at the school and supportive of its
objectives and programs.

10. Management organization and procedures for the school are cleaily
written, effective and consistent with the established procedures and
regulatiohs of the District.

Necessary and standard school regulations and management procedures
are clearly written in a staff handbook. Provision is made by the
principal to monitor and evaluate the management functions of the
school to identify exceptions to established standards and procedures,
and to appropriately deal with management exceptions.

A second, component consists of both formative and,summative measures of

the extent that objectives are achieved ("What Norm-referenced

(nationally standardized) tests are administered in grades three, six, eight

and eleven. Locally developed criterion referenced tests are used in read-
,

ing and math in three modes. One CRT form is used as a general placement

test generally,pt the beginning of the school year. Another CRT form, is a

series'of specific-diagnostic instruments used to identify specific learning

needs for individual students. The third CRT form is an end -of -year measure

of mastery of specific instructionalkobjectives. Other measures of "What
A

is" include structured surveys of parents, student, teacher and principal

opinions and recorded direct observations of instructional personnel and

student behavior utilizing specific observable criteria growing out of the

Elements of Quality. The opinion surveys are machine-scored and by computer
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processing school personnel are provided data through printouts keyed to the

.Elements of Quality.

The third major component of the system directly addresses-the chal-

1enge of data-based instructional improvement ("Reducing the difference"

between what should be and what is). This component includes a framework

for goal setting, priority planning, monitoring and staff development.

Utilizing the data base provided by comparing "What is" with "What should

be", each level of the district organization from teacher to superintendent

and school board selects as priorities for change a limted number of Objec-

tives which areeTealistically attainable and offer the greatest probability

for instructional improvement. Each of these priorities is written in a

universal format to promote simplicity and common understanding. The fOrmat

includes statements of identified need, objectives, activities to achieve

the objectives, the means for evaluation, the person(s) responsible and

finally a statement of evaluation added at the end of the annual cycle. To

encourage the selection of significant priorities, a direct relationship

between achieving 'personal priority objectives and personnel performance

evaluation is carefully avoided.

Results

Standardized test results have clearly shown that the district's

efforts to improve.measured student achievement were effective. Elementary

achievement at both the primary and intermediate grade levels increased

approximately 20 percentile points over a period of seven to ten years from
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1970. For example, the sixth grade total reading and math percentile scores

had increased from 42 and 38 in 1970-71, to 60 and 64 i.n 1981-82. The

second grade reading and math percentile scores had increased from 50 in
0

1970-71 to 71, and 76 by 1976-7),. In 1978 standardized testing was moved

from second 'to third grade where in 1981-82 thcitotal reading percentile was

64 and math was 71.

Since the secondary schools did not begin to utilize a comparable

instructional management system until later, direct comparisons between

elementary and secondary achievement are not so meaningful. However, it is

reasonable to assume that.elementary students would carry some of their.

higher achievement into the secondary grades. The eighth grade reuling and

math percentile scores increased from 40 and 36 in 1975-76, to 59 and 65 in

1981-82 and the eleVenth grade increased to 53 and 57 by 1981-82.

The results of district-developed criterion referenced measures of ele-

mentary student proficiency have been used to group students within a class

for instruction, to diagnose individual student learning needs and to eval-

uate instructional programs in terms of student mastery of instructional

objectives. Care has been taken to avoid using the criterion-referenced

placement and diagnostic tests as measures of'student performance for

accountability purposes. By machine-scoring placement and end-of-year cri-

terion referenced tests we can give printouts to individual teachers and

principals. These printouts provide extensive analysis data by student,

classroom (teacher), grade, school, and district.

An analysis of the responses to'elementary tLcher and parent opinion

surveys which are criterion referenced to the Elements of Quality reveals

13
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certain attitude patterns that have been consistently positive for several

years. Teachers and parents respond to each item in the survey instrument

on a five-point Likert-type scale. The weighted point scores could range

from a low of 1.00 (strongly disagree) to a high of 5.00 (strongly agree).

From 1978-79 to 1981-82 the mean weighted response on the teacher instrument

increased from 3.36 to 3.46 for Elements 6 through 10. The mean weighted

response on parent survey remained very stable, but high with a mean of 4.36

in-1978-79 and 4.37 in 1981-82. ,Certain items on each survey have special

significance. For example, on the parent survey, "The teachers use effec-

tive methods and materials to help my child learn" yielded 4.46 in 1978-79

and 4.47 in 1981-82 with an average 14,000 parents responding, representing

all of the 71 elementary schools. Two of the most significant items'on the

teacher survey were,"My teaching performance is accurately assessed relative

to District-estabished criteria" (3.51 in 1978-79 and-3.55'in 1981-82) and

The principal's supervision of my classroom performance results in improVed

instruction" (3.29 in 1978-79 and 3.44 in 1981-82). An average of 1,950

teachers responded which was nearly 100 percent of the total number of

elementary teachers on staff. One of the challenges of,a highly structured

and centralized instructional management and accountability system such as

ours is managing the affective response of teachers. The teacher opinion

survey is used annually to allow individual principals and district admini-

strators to monitor-the attitudes and feelings of teachers. Both the

teacher and parent surveys are administered in a manner to encou age o jec-

tivity through anonymity of respondents. Since each item in the survey in-

struments (35 for teachers and 15 for parents) is a clear statement of a
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desirable condition or objective to be achieved, they represent a directing

force as well as a means to measure attitudes.

A Unique Feature

A very significant and somewhat unique characteristic of .the Clark

County experience deserves special consideration. Many top level Clark

County administrators believe, that it'is the single most vital difference

between what might have been a passing experiment of limited impact and one

that has endured and has had a profound influence in dramatically reshaping

the instructional program of a very large school district. ThecTanagement

of all instructional improvement efforts was deliberately linked with the

overall direct management of schools. The following examples will serve to

illustrate this point.

When one independent department was responsible for developing curri-

culum and others were responsible for implementation, the use of curriculum

guides was considered to be optional and many principals and teachers did

not take them seriously. However, when key line administrators assumed

responsibility for the development, implementation and success of the curri-

culum, a new standard was set. One of the criteria used to evaluate the

performance of principals and teacher& was the extent that curriculum guides

were used as a basis for instruction. (See Element of Quality No. 1.) A

uniform curriculum became a reality.

Prior to the early 1970's, test scores were not taken seriously except

by a.few people and mostly by the central offiCe staff responsible for
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testing and evaluation. However, when the comprehensive school and instruc-

tional management system was developed, acceptable test scores became one of

the criteria not only for evaluating instructional programs, but also for

evaluating the performance of instructional personnel. (See Element of

Quality No. 2.) Here an important distinction was attempted. An adage was
RIM

coined that "When tests are used as weapons of supervision rather than tools

of instructional improvement, they soon become useless for either purpose."

Rather than an individua's effectiveness being evaluated upon reaching a

norm or an absolute standard, they were evaluated. upon showing needed or

significant improvement. This permitted teachers and principals in tradi-

tionally low achieving areas to be winners and' it required those who hap-

pened to be in traditionally high achieving areas to do more than exceed the

district means. It was reasoned that if the bottom line of the school busi-

,..g.ess is student achievement, those who control the day-to-day operation of

the business should be directly accountable for the bottom line.

It was determined that principals and their direct supervisori would be

the first line instructional leaders. 'They would plan and conduct or direct

staff3levelopment for themselves and teachers. They would be involved in

curriculum development and all curriculum implementation and instructional

improvement programs would flow through them,.

Challenges and Recommendations

In a continuing sequence of development implementation and refinement

Since 1969, the aspect of the system whic currently offers the greatest
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challenge and promise is staff development. For example, considering the

classroom teacher and school principal we can now describe quite well the

characteristics of good performance ("What should be") and with considerable

accuracy assess the performance of a given individual skill and motivation.

An additional challenge of a highly structured system is providing for

upgrading and renewal of all the components to ensure that it is dynamic and

relevent.

Certain recoMmenations seem to be appropriate for others who might

consider utilizing any part of the Clark County system or experience. It is

important to assess the philosophy or assumptions of key leaders to ensure

that there is compatability with goals and approaches that are developed. e

Objectives are most basic and should be clearly written for all levels of

the organization and generally accepted by those responsible for attai,z-

ment. There are clear time advantages of adapting existing .models where

they can be found rather than starting with nothing. Formal endorsement and

support from the Superintendent and the Board of Trustees is ultimately ne-

cessary and should be sought early. Heavy involvement in'design and devel-

opment by those staff most directly affected helps to ensure acceptance and

commitment.

Questions Commonly Asked About the System

Administrators who work with the Clark County system are most often

asked if the management and accountability system has made a positive dif-

ference in teacher and principal behavior and student achievement. Princi-

pals and teachers are much more structured and objective in planning and

evaluating instruction as a direct consequence of the system. While it is
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not always possible to quantify the exact degree, it is possible to demon-

strate that the system is the most significant cause for dramatic improve-

ment in test scores. our principals and teachers are now far more more

sensitive to the need to ask questions of themselves such as "What changes

can we make which will result in the greatest possible improvement in

program quality, and how will we demonstrate or measure the desired improve-

ment?" This represents not only a more objective attitude and approach pat-

tern, but has led to a dramatic increase in planning and evaluation skills

and knowledge at the school level.

The question of whether the increased centralized structure has reduced

individuality is often asked. Great care has been taken to place emphasis

upon specifying curricular objectives and measuring results rather than lim-

iting methods and individual techniques. For example, the district care-

fully avoids single textbook adoptions and allows te4chers and principals in

individual schools to select texts from an-approved list of two to five.

books for each subject. Even wider.individual discretion is allowed in the

selection of supplementary instructional materials.

The question of how widely the system is accepted is also raised.- The

fact that the system. has spread from elementa,v to' secondary schools and has

endured at the elementary level for more than ten years says something about

its acceptability. However, the system, has been and continues to be re-

sisted by certain people. The line of people demanding or volunteer:h., to

be held more accountable is never long. Approaches as such an.ual opinion

surveys and widespread involvement in the development,of system components

have increased the acceptability of the system. The system survived a
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lawsuit by an employee group which originally saw it as a threat to

employment security.

Pitfalls/Mistakes to be Avoieed

Perhaps the most serious pitfall to be avoided is the tendency to use

such a management system almost entirely as a tool (or worse still, a

weapon) for controlling at the expense of planning, organizing and motivat-

ing functions. To avoid this, great care must be taken to ensure that those

who administer the system understand and apply the principles of management

and leadership upon which the system is based and without which the system

will die 'of its own weight.

Another pitfall to be avoided is moving too far too'soon. Components

of the system should be structured in detail and field-tested before wide-

spread implementation is attempted. A master plan for the entire system is

highly desirable in order for each component to be seen in proper perspec-

tive. For example, a criterion-referenced test for sixth grade mathematics

should not be viewed as boards and nails, but as part of a building that can

be viewed in blueprint elevations and floor plans. To move too far too soon

sets up resistance shockwaves stemming from misunderstanding and anxiety

about the value of such a system to either the employee or the students.

Special attention should be given to keeping paperwork to a minimum and

the major focus on what happens in the classroom compared with what should

happen.

Factors Contributing to Success

I believe that a major factor contributing to the success of the Clark

County system is consistency of design and application. Because the system
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rests upon a clearly defined philosophy and research-proven principles, it

has weathered well the shifting winds and storms of criticism and passing

"latest" innovations. For example, when "Theory Z" and "Quality Circles"

came upon the scene, the system had a place for them. When the Beginning

Teacher Evaluation Study became a major-topic of discussion, the-system

easily accomodated the major findings and implications.
.1

The overall system design rests upon a core of overriding criteria de-

fining quality at the school level, and these Elements of Quality are mani-

fest throughout the entire system. We measure almost everything is measured

in light of its consistency with these criteria. The application and opera-
__

tion of the system rests upon certain proven principles of management, and

administrative behavioris evaluated in light of consistency with these

principles (process) and the criteria defining quality education (product).

because this consistency has been preserved over an extended period of time,

the system and its components have become second nature to those who have

"grown up" with our system.
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VALLEJO'S EXPERIENCE: LINKING -

TESTING WITH INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT

by Joan McDonald

Introduction

The Vallejo City Unified School District is.a medium-sized California

school district (14,000-15,000 students) located in an urban, multi-ethnic

community. Over 50 percent of the students are members of a minority

group. Black students represent the largest minority population, followed

by a fast growing Filipino population and an increasing Hispanic popula-

tion.

Vallejo is a low-income community. Mare Island Naval Shipyard is the

major employer in the city; the school district is the second major em-

ployer. Many of the students' parents are unemployed or have low-paying

jobs. Most students enter school without pi-eschool experience.

Vallejo's students have many needs, both academically and economi-

cally. The primary goal of the district is to provide the students with an

excellent education and to see that they reach their fullest potential. The

same goal probably exists in all school districts. This is the story of one

district's efforts to make the vision a reality through instructional im-

provement. The use of test data became a catelystfor analyzing instruc-

tional problems.

The vision that the superintendent and his staff have is a district

with a clearly expressed philosophy and direction. Too often a school dis-.

trict does not take the time to articulate a philosophy and to establish and
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communicate clear directions both within the district and to the public. It

is assumed that everybody wants the "best for kids" and knows how to bring

that about. Part of Vallejo's vision has been to establish and articulate a

clear sense of purpose.

Improved instruction was a part of the vision. The district's defini-

tion of improved instruction included: 1) a district curriculum where ob-

jectives, learning activities and evaluation procedures match and are con-

sistent; 2) schools in which principals and teachers engaged in ongoing ef-

forts to analyze and improve teaching; and 3) the use of test results to

improve instruction.

A long-range plan for curriculum development was initiated. A district

professional development center was established to research, teach and pro-

mote sound instructional practices. Ongoing efforts were made to become

familiar with the purposes, content and uses of tests and test results.

This article will describe in chronological order the problems that preci-

pitated the actions taken, a description of some of the solutions and a sum-

mary of lessons learned.

The Beginning

The California Assessment Program (CAP) was a major influence propel-

ling the Vallejo School District to use evaluation information to improv,

instruction. CAP was initiated in 1974, toward the end of an era of decen-

tralization in the Vallejo School District. Between 1965-1975, school sites

had considerable autonomy and had assumed responsibility for curriculum

development and staff development. Schools had experimented with a variety

of organizational schemes such as team teaching, departmentalization and

non-graded classrooms and had tried various schedules for students. During
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this decade, decentralization was actively encouraged to promote school-site

autonomy and decision making: District-wide coordination took a back seat

to experimentation and the development of school-site ownership of instruc-

tional programs.

When CAP came on the scene, it assumed center stage. Test scores made

front page headlines and became "the algenda" for disgruntled members of the

governing board and the community who were already critical of the schools.

CAP was a catalyst. The educational community had no choice but to deal

with CAP, though initially it would have preferred not to.

Problems That Arose

Dealing with CAP testing and its results productively was difficult for

us for several reasons. First, the previous decentralization of our school-

system impcied any coordinated and comprehensive effort to use the results.

Second, CAP testing became a highly emotional issue both with the public and

within the school district. Third,.our school staffs had limited knowledge

about how to use test results to improve the instructional program.

The previous decentralization,of the school district contributed to our

problems because there were no consistent district -wide instructional prac-

tices and clear curriculum outlines. Additionally, schools had become ac-

customed to making decisions for themselves without necessarily coordinating

their efforts with other schools. No district-wide statement of the curri-

culum existed to tell teachers what skills should be addressed when and in

what formats. Title I project elementary schools had done more in terms of

defining the curriculum for themselves, but they had Worked in isolation

from one another. So, in fact, each Title I school used a different skill

continuum. Non-project schools typically had no curriculum frameworks.
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Textbooks provided the curriculum, and teachers taught Oat the teacher's

guide prescribed and used the methods described there. A further problem

was that schools made autonomous decisions about textbook selection and, in

fact, many different series were being used throughout the district.

The emotionalism surrounding CAP interfered with its being,used as a

tool for improving instruction. Some of the most severe critics- of schools

seized on CAP as a vehicle for casting criticism and blame on the schools.

The educational community responded defensively to past and current misuses

of test information. Ignorance increased emotionalism on both sides.

School staffs had limited knowledge about the purpose, content and

usefulness of the CAP tests. The district leadership had not emphasized the

use of test results. Since the district curriculum was not defined, prin-

cipals did not have identified expectations to help them use test results to

improve the school's instructional program. Neither principals nor teachers
_

had training to equip them to properly analyze, interpret and use test re-

sults for program planning.

Cental Office Decisions About the CAP Test: School-site Analysis

The central office leaders decided that a district-wide effort to use

test information to improve instruction had to be initiated. The plan for

accomplishing the goal included developing awareness on the part of princi-

pals, training principals in the use of test results, and providing direc-

tion for school-site analysis and planning. This process led to a series,of

long-range efforts in the area of curriculum and instruction.

1,!
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A centralized plan for using test information was developed to inttiate

,scime consistent processes across the district for dealing with test re-

sults. We emphasized that those in central office leadership roles believed

that test data was important to program development and evaluation. As will

be described in the fdllowing sections, our plan moved methodically from

promoting awareness,,. to training, to requiring application of knowledge at

the school site. Use of test data was the intended outcome, but those who

were providing leadership were aware that some emotional and awareness

issues had to be addressed first. Although site managers did not respond

enthusiastically in the beginning, a growing appreciation fnr the value of_

using test data did develop.. In the central office, we initiated a process

to ensure that school-site staffs used test data to improve the instruc-

tional program.

The first step in developing principal awar-ress about the power and

uses' of test results was to overcome the emotionalism that surrounded the

iss0e.-The most immediate reaction of principals was highly defensive and

resistant. Without even reviewing the test /results of their schools, a

majority .of the principals rejected them. Principals claimed loudly, "CAP

didn't test what we teach, CAP is "biased" and "irrelevant." Another favo-

ti

rite cry was, "CAP was created by test makers who'kave little or no know-

ledge about schools and what we do." The fact that.the district had a low

percentile ranking even in relationship to other districts in its comparison

score band didn't help a bit. The fact that the local newspapers headlined

stories that governing board members were accusing the schools of failure

only served to further hamper communication.
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The district leadership realized that further emotional qlscussion

would only exaggerate the problem. We made plans to provide training to

principals, selected teachers and the governing board so they could begin

dealing with CAP productively. Inservice topics focused on information

about the test itself, skills to analyze test data and strategies for inter-

,

preting and using results to plan for instructional imprchement.

The central office administrators contacted the Office of Program

Evaluation in the State Department of Education. Consultants from the State

office came to Vallejo, met with the district staff and principals and con-

--ducted-a-se-ri sessi ons-on-the-purpose_and_devel

of CAP. Test score reading and Interpretation were also essential compo-

nents of the awareness level training provided by the state staff. The

information contained in the workshops was essential in terms of providing a

knowledge base to begin dealing with CAP results, yet the training itself

did little to affeCt the defensive attitudes of principals and teachers.

The next activity we initiated had the most powerful impact on school

staffs. District offic ministrators drew up a three-step process in

which school staff were required to work through and submit in writing an

analysis of their test data and a plan of action. The process tivcived

becoming familiar with the content of the CAP test, then analyzing the

school's program and finally identifying directions for improvement. The

directions were then reported to the governing board.

This'school-site analysis process required school staffs to use the

'Test Content Specifications provided by the State Office of Evaluation tc

become familiar with the actual skills tested by CAP. The purpose of this

component of the process was to have/teachers and principals answer the
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question, "Are we teaching what is being tested? This was an important

step because it caused principals and teachers, for the first time, to deal

specifically and objectively (rather than emotionally) with what CAP tested

in relation to their school's instructional program. The argument that

"this doesn't test what we teach" faded abruptly.

ONE SCHOOL'S STORY

The following is one principal's description of how the,school-

site analysis process worked at his school. The school described here

was actually located on two campuses and served by one principal. The

----student-population-was-made:up-Of-Over TO percent-filiel:ofit-Yitaihts and

a high percentage of students who demonstrated low academic achievement

on standardized tests. At that time, the school also had the highest

percent of AFDC,(Aid to Families with Dependent Children) students.

The Principal's Description

Most of the school-site analysis activities were related to the
use of CAP results. Other standardized tests were also administered to
evaluate our Title I program, but the use \of other test data at
point in our history was primarily a result of transferring knowledge
gained by using CAP result's to other testing programs.

The Instructional Associate (a non-classroom teacher paid for out
of Title I funds), selected teachers and I reviewed the test results to
identify areas of concern. Areas of concern were defined as those
areas that either seemed to be especially dit;crepant with overall test
results or those areas where their results sceed discrepant given the
amount of instruction that had been provided a.A the results expected.
It was also decided that no more than three areas would be selected in
reading and three in math for a more ir-do. analysis.

The Instructional Associate and I used the State manuals and other
materials we received during.the training provided by the State
consultants to:

4

- identify and define the content being tested in the areas
that had been identified;
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- restate the learnings-that wer&-being tested in our own words

and in terminology familiar to our staff;

- prepare a task analysis of each of the skill areas.

The above information was shared with all staff members at regu-

larly scheduled meetings., A decision was made to familiarize all of

the teachers with CAP, not just the teachers of students in the grade

levels that were tested. We wanted the entire staff to share the re

sponsibility for improving our instructional program.

After the skill areas tested by CAP were carefully analyzed and

shared with the staff, they were matched with the appropriate objec-

tives and evaluation instruments in. the reading and math curriculum

management systems being used at our school. Some of the teachers were

involved in validating the match between the skills areas being tested .

by CAP and the skills being taught through the use of the reading and

math textbooks at the school.

All teachers worked individually or in small groups to develop

prototype lessons and activities for teaching the identified skills at

different levels of difficulty. These products were shared among the

teachers for use in classroom instruction. The lessons and activities

were.not the only results of this part of the process; it also produced

a renewed sense of purpose and teamwork among staff members.

In addition to improving their lessons for students, teachers also

began working on teaching their students test-taking techniques.

Teachers examined the testing formats used by CAP (multiple-choice,

fill-in-the-blanks, etc.) and incorporated those formats into the prac-

tice activities they built into their lessons. Teachers also familiar-

ized themselves with some of the key words used in test directions and

taught them to their students. The Instructional Associate and I de-

veloped Oactice activities and conducted practice sessions for groups

of ten to fifteen students.

Outcomes at the School

A very important outcome of the school-site analysis process at

the school described here was the change in attitude toward testing.

Staff meetings were used to discuss the value .of usibg a testing pro-

gram to plan instructional improvement.' Teachers came to the conclu

sion that testing is an important component of a schoolrprogram, that

analyzing test results could help them monitor and modify instruction
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and that test taking itself is a valuable skill for students to

acquire.

Test scores at the school described did begin to improve as a

result of the school -site analysis process. Miracles did not occur.

Test scores were not immediately and dramatically much higher. The

instructional program did improve, the school staff developed a more

positive attitude toward testing and a more cohesive plan for using

test results, and test scores reflected those efforts. The principal's

active leadership, interest and involvement provided a powerful message

to the staff and led to their active involvement in using test data to

improve instruction.,

District Outcomes Leading to New Directions:

Curriculum, Staff Development and CRT's

There were several outcomes that resulted from developing a greater

awareness about CAP, providing training to help principals and teachers use

test results for instructional improvement and requiring each school to use

a school-site analysis process.

The first outcome was an improved attitude on the part of the educa-

tional community with regard to the potential uses of test information. The

educational community as a whole became more objective, analytical and con-

fident as it developed an understanding of information and the skills to act

on this information.

A second outcome was a growing awareness and concern for continuity,

consistency and coordination of the curriculum that surfaced both within
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schools and across schools. 'School staffs also became aware of specific

skill areas that needed to be given more attention because students were

demonstrating difficulty with them on tests.

The outcomes described above led to some new directions for the dis-

trict. The realization that there was no well-defined district curriculum

resulted in a substantial curriculum development effort.

Within three years district continua in reading/math/lawiage were

developed. The district also established.a Professional Development Center

to provide extensive training to principals and teachers in improving their

instructional skills. Attention was given to improving testing procedures

throughout the district. Two years later criterion-referenced tests and

student profile cards were introduced to complete the curriculum management

system in those skill areas.

Curriculum Development

The closer look at the instructional program that. followed, a greater

emphasis on using test results made everyone very aware that no district-

wide statement of what skills were to be taught to whom and when existed. ,

With the advent of the "Hart Bill" proficiency test movement, the district

moved to develop the necessary district -wide statement of skills. Skills ---

continua were written in reading, language and math, including the identi-

fication of proficiency skills developed throughout the K-12 curriculum in

basic skills.

For the first time, teachers came together across grade levels and ham-

mered out the Ciontinuse. Certainly, those who were most centrally involved

in that effort \learned the greatest amount from the experience. However, as
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those continua were introduced to staffs and field tested, a wider and wider

segment of the teachers was affected. The first steps toward improving

instruction had been taken, as throughout the district, individual teachers

were becoming more specific and articulate about the skills being taught.

The greatest benefit was a beginning recognition of a move toward a dis-

trict-wide statement of c

The next step was the development of the Criterion Referenced Tests

(CRT's) in relation to designated essential skills in the continua. The

requirement that teachers test their children and record their progress on a

district-wide (K-6) student profile card finally moved the continua into

prominence as the basis for instruction. The use of the CRT's and requiring

teachers to record skill mastery on student profile cards can be identified

as crucial to the institutionalizing of the continua of skills. Prior to

that time, only some of the teachers truly felt bound to teach the district

curriculum.

Inservice training for teachers was provided on school sites by central

office personnel assisted by teachers who had been involved in the develop-

ment and subsequent revision of the continua and the CRT's. The more in-

volved a staff became, the more aware they became of the need to review

together the task analysis and instructional strategies involved in' teaching

the essential skills. Now, staffs are identifying their instructional areas

of need through CRT's as well as CAP and CTBS. In addition, they are also

identifying areas of need for staff deve]opmdnt. Instructional improvement

is, beginning to show results in test scores.
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Principals became aware of the complexity of truly bringing about

change as they provided'leadership to their staffs in implementing the dis-

trict curriculum management system. One principal tells the following story

whidi illustrates some of the challenges that confronted her and the solu-

tions she"tried at her 4-6 school.

ONE SCHOOL'S STORY

The Principal's Description

In the spring of 1981, the district curriculum management system
package arrived 'complete with continua, CRT's and student profile
cards. Our staff spent the spring and summer playing with a variety of
ways to introduce and teach its use to our staff. At this point, we
were primarily dealing with the mechanics of using it. How would

teachers get CRT's? How could teachers manage 90 profile cards? How

could we insure that teaching would go on prior to testing? How could

we streamline and facilitate the duplication and storing cf CRT's?

We finally developed what we considered to be an excellent, almost
foolproof system for management, and an enlightened inservice program
with audiovisuals, songs and dances, etc., on how this foolproof system
would work was developed and presentedin the fall. The inservice was

heralded as a great success. Teachers seemed delighted with the organ-
ization and toted their boxes of 90 cards (one for reading, math and
language for each student) to their rooms filled with enthusiasm and

good will.

The first hint of any disaffection was evident in November of 1981
when teachers were required to turn in their student profile cards for
review by the principal for the first time. Comments like, "If I could

use my time teaching insteat of marking cards, my kids would learn

something" were common. My review of the cards showed haphazard mark-
ing, no uniformity of skills addressed, and general lack of care taken

in their marking. This response came from a generally cooperative,
hard working, concerned and dedicated staff.

I began a series of informal chats with a variety of teachers
during which I asked things like, "How do you decide what skills to

teach?" "What does introduced mean to you?" "Do you think you can

cover all skills required for your level?" "Which skills are most

important to your grade/class?"

By listening carefully and reading between the lines a bit, it be-

came increasingly clear that my group of dedicated upper grade teachers

were having a terrible time. The complaints and concerns boiled down

to the fact that for many of them it was the first time they were being

0
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forced to teach reading, language and math skills and they weren't any
too sure what these skills were and how to teach them. So long as they
followed the textbopk,.they were fine. All of a sudden they had skills
to teach and no reference to a specific page number in a book. For
many, particularly in reading, it was the first time they were con-
fronted with subdivided content skills. The component parts of reading
were all of a sudden isolated for them and many had never taught these
component parts.

We realised that in order to get back on track and make the
management system an effective tool for us, we needed to do several
things. We needed to:

- narrow the laundry list of skills contained on the continua
so that teachers would learn to teach skills in digestible
hunks;

- select skills for this narrowed list that were critical to
mastery of each subject;

select - skills that were consistently critical across the
three grades we serve:

- select skills that were measured on most of our assessment
instruments;

- help teachers value these skills;

- help teachers learn how to teach these skills.

The steps we took to accomplish these tasks were to:

- use standard reading, language and math committees to discuss
and isolate 10-15 skills that were critical and that were
necessary at each glade level;

- select reading as our focus for spring 1982 with language and
math to follow in the 1982-83 school year;

- cross-match skills selected by the reading committee to the
test specifications for Hart Bill, CTBS, and CAP;

- select the 10 skills most commonly measured and critical to
mastery of reading;

- divide the staff into three committees with each being
responsible for:

° refining the district's task analyses fo'r each of 3 -4
skills;
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o developing additional CRT's for grade levels where none
were available for each skill;

o developing/ordering/adopting teacher. .support material for
each skill;

O sharing task analysis content, CRT's and materials for
each skill with the rest of the staff;

o identifying staff resource persons for each skill.

We were able to refine the task analyses, develop-additional CRT's
and order materials by the end of the year. Sharing the task analyses
and identifying resource persons 'are agenda items for September 1982

faculty meetings. We.Will then begin the process again for language
in October of 1982. Teachers will be required to begin to complete
profile cards for reading in September. As we complete language and
then math in the spring, they will begin to complete cards in these

areas.

One of the terrific things that happened in thii process is that
by narrowing our focus to critical, often measured skills, teachers
were able to focus on only a few skills to learn how to teach at

once. They own the program now because they have developed it and
taught it to each other. Their confidence is high and they've
painlessly learned new skills. Next steps, of course, include
expansion of skills, to be addressed and extension-of resources and
teacher skills.

One critical point was that by cross-matching the skills we se-
lected with the instruments we use to measure skills (CTBS, CAP, Hart

Bill), the skills were validated for teachers and I can be sure our
students are being taught the skills on which they will be tested.

Staff Development

Curriculum development and staff development go hand in hand. Curricu-

lum development is staff development. The teachers, principals and central

office staff members who designed, developed and are implementing the curri-

culum management system were definitely engaged in 'rofessional develop-

ment. The activities described in this section are specifically the staff

development activities that occurred at the district Professional Develop-

ment Center.
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The Vallejo Protessional Development Center was established in 1976

with state funds and by law served only the 10 Title I elem_ntary schools.

In 1978 federal Teacher Center funds allowed the Center to serve all of the

3
district's schools. The district staff development program was used to help

train teachers arik principals to make effective use test data yid to

improve instruction.

The Professional Development Cgn",:er program identicied specific skills

areas c feature its task analysis/lesson desigh training sessios.

"Identifying the main idea," "inference," "differentiating fact from

opinion," were among the skills areas the district identified for focus.

The task was essentially to improve the job being done in district class-

rooms in teaching these skills.

Once teachers received training, they received follow-up visits in

their classrooms. Principals, trainers and other teachers observed the

teacher putting new skills into practice in the classroom and provided

feedback. The follow-up component of the training assured thit new skills

would be applied and promoted ongoing teamwork and dialogue about effective

instruction.

Improved Testing Procedures

In addition to curriculum development and staff development efforts,

procedures were instituted to improve actual testing procedures. A coordi-

nator was appointed to organize the testing program and to work with school

sites to implement it. LI addition to CAP and CTBS testing, a major task

was to develop, pilot and adopt proficiency tests. Because of all the work

that preceded proficiency testing movement, the district was prepared to

address the new challenge in a systematic way.
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The development of the district continua was described earlier. Subse-

quent to continua development, three teachers were released from their se-

condary teaching assignments to help other teachers incorporate the skills

on the continua and tested by the proficiency test into their courses. The

use of experienced classroom teachers to help other classroom teachers

proved effectiie.

Principals' meetings were also used to improve testing procedures. At

key points during the year, the importance of testing was reviewed with

principals. They, were asked to come to meetings prepared to share strate-

gies that Worked for them to help students and teachers take testing seri-

ously, to schedule testing at times when there would be a minimum number of

interruptions and to use test results in a planful way. Principals learned

many valuable strategies from one another. The superintendent chaired the

meeting as he does most principals' meetings. His clear direction that ef-

fective testing kocedures were important re-emphasized a district priority.

Where We Are Now

The directions set as a result of the initial concern about testing

continue. Curriculum development, staff development and improved testing

procedures remain priorities. The past six years marked a pericid of very

ac_ive development. The current thrust is to thoroughly implement and re-

fine what exists.

A great deal c4. energy went into the developmental phase of the curri-

culum products. The current thrust is to see that the products are used

rather than shelved. In an earlier vignette, one principal described

1 53
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the difficulties of actually using CRT's and profile cards. It is a slow,

painful process. Each principal submits annually an objective to the-super-

intendent for providing the leadership for his or her staff to proceed to

the next level. of use of the system. The Curriculum Director provides di-

rect assistance to principals who are evaluated by the superintendent on the

degree to which they accomplish their objectives.

The staff development program will include more and more training ses-

sions on how to apply effective instructional practices to using the dis-

trict's curriculum products. The Staff Development Department and the Cur-

riculum Development Department are working together to find teachers who

have worked out solutions to typical curriculum development problems who can

train other teachers. The follow-up component described earlier continues

to emphasize and assist in the application of nee skills in classroom

instruction.

Testing procedures continue to be improved both through the central

coordinatipn of efforts by the Coordinator of Research and Assessment and

through the site leadership of principals. Principals° meetings continue to

be used to help train principals and maintain a focus on the effective use

of test results for instructional improvement. Without involving school

staffs, a curriculum may only be words printed on pages. In order for a

curriculum to be taught, it must be wrestled with. Teamwork is an essential .

ingredient of success and teamwork, too, takes time. A real success is the

current level of teamwork.

Planning is another key ingredient of success. An extensive effort to

revalidate district goals with school staffs, students, parents, and the
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community was recently developed. Without a long-range plan and a timeline,

it is too easy to drift away from directions. The plan was developed with

input from -many teacher:s and principals. It will be presented to all school

staffs, parents-and the public. An Instructional. Improvement Council con-

sisting of administrators, teachers, classified employees, parents, stu-

dents, and community members will monitor the plan.

A final success has to do with morale. Teachers and principals are

probably working harder than ever before. They are tackling serious issues

in a serious way. The teamwork, sense of purpose, and sense of accomplish-

ment has had a positive effect on morale. The danger always remains that

dedicated professionals will work too hard, too fast, and too long and burn

themselifes out. The purpose of the five-year plan is to maintain the vision

and intensity but pace the efforts in a simple and satisfying way.

Lessons Learned

Many lessons have been learned in Vallejo. 'Experience has taught that

the most important endeavors require a great deal of time and commitment.

Our experience has shown that there are some possible pitfalls, some ques-

,tions that are frequently asked, and some successes to share.

Possible Pitfalls

There are pitfalls to avoid. Our experience would lead us to caution

other districts not to attempt a comprehensive improvement effort unless

they are willing to allocate the necessary time,and human and finanical

resources'
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The greatest cost is staff time. In Vallejo, the Administrator for

Instructional Services, the Curriculum Development Director and the

Professional Development Director have allocated a subSta.ntial amount of

\their time to the efforts described here. Release time has also been a sub-

stantial expense both for curriculum development and training activities.

The time period in which Vallejo's efforts were initiated was one in which

state and federal grants,were more readily available. The district's com-

mitment was essential but'some aggressive grant writing efforts also elded

some financial resources that probably allowed the efforts to develop more

fully in a shorter period of time than would have been possible with no

external sources of funds. A real pitfall would be to undertake a serious

change effort without examining the costs.

Questions Others Ask

We are often asked-about the balance between leadership and involve-

ment. What we have found is that leadership and structure is appreciated as

long as clear and relevant opportunities for involvement are built into the

process. The superintendent and his staff are very much in charge in erms

of establishing directions, but school-site staffs have the flexibility to

tailor !district directions and programs to their needs. Both the curriculum

development and staff development efforts have built in a wide variety of

ways to be involved as well as varying degrees of involvement. Some teach-

ers and principals are involved only in school -site efforts while others-sit

on the Instructional Improvement Council. Some teachers and principals

choose mainly to receive and apply training in their own job situation. while

-tub
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others stretch themselves to receive and apply training and then train

others. There are many avenues for individuals and groups to participate in

the instructional improvement efforts.

Factors Contributing to Success

The importance of district level leadershfp is constantly revalidated.

The superintendent sets clear priorities, evaluates principals on their

ability to carry out those priorities, and directs his staff members to use

their resources to assist. the school sites in their efforts to address the

priorities. The superintendent's vision isan important prerequisite.

A second factor contributing to our success has been the willingness to

take the time needed to accomplish change. A curriculum management system

takes a long time to develop and even longer to implement. Involvement

takes time, but it is time worth spending.
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THE SAN JUAN EXPERIENCE: CREATING AN EFFECTIVE

EVALUATION/PLANNING MODEL

by Larry Crabbe

Introduction

The areas of program evaluation and planning are relatively new to edu-

cation. Much of the attention given to them in recent years has come as a

result of legislated requirements attached to such specially funded programs

as California's Early Childhood Education (ECE) and School Improvement

Programs (SIP) as well as the indomitable ESEA Title I Program (now ECIA,

Chapter I).

Ten years ago, the San Juan Unified School District created the posi-

tion of Evaluation Specialist specifically to carry out these mandated eval-

uation and planning responsibilities. This was the beginning of an exciting

experiment which has produced dramatic changes (improvements, we hope!) in

the ways in which our schools' manage their educational affairs.

Our evaluation/planning model is one which takes place "where the

action is," at the school-site level. It also involves those with high

stakes in its outcome, namely, the school's staff, students and parents.

Significantly, our model is one which begins with a broad data base. Most

importantly, it goes on serving throughout the school year, long after the

formal process of planning has been concluded.

In the early seventies, our model was used in fewer than a dozen dis-

trict elementary schools. As the number of programs expanded, so did the

application of our model. It is now in -6ffect in over 40 of our district's

.
elemerj.ary, intermediate and secondary schools. We are proud that all of

15.8
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our evaluation and planning support activities, and, in fact, many addi-

tional d'ctivites, have been provided to all these schools with no addition

in staff (a teacher and myself) from the days when less than a dozen were

involved. In fact, our entire Research and Evaluation Department has,

throughout its .history, remained exceedingly small with a specialist staff

of four and a budget representing a fraction of one percent of the dis-

trict's overall budget.

The most important outcome from the evaluation/planning process has

been instructional programs which are tailored to the actual needs of the

students. These programs are "owned" by teachers and, therefore, are sup -

ported by those charged with their implementation. The most important by-

products at the school-site level have been a strong sense of school-commu-

nity relationship, as well as feelings of openness and self-confidence.

In the succeeding pages I will describe our mo el. I will indica its

philosophical basis, its major components and its chronological evolution.

It will be helpful, I think, to "set the stage" by discussing the historic

and current contexts in which our. evaluation /planning model has spent its

youth.

Historic and Current Context

When James Marshall discovered gold at Sutter's Mill in 1848,

Sacramento, California consisted only of Sutter's small fortress. That was

all. The infamous gold rush that followed instantly transformed Sacramento

into a thriving city of considerable size. Many of the other townstolwhich

that great rush gave birth slowly faded with the demise of the rush. How-
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ever, Sacramento, because of its strategic location at the juncture of the

two largest rivers of the great central valley, continued to prosper and

grow. This trend has continued, nearly uninterrupted, to the present day.

As Sacramento grew, small communities began to dot the surrounding

countryside. As the years'passed, they formed their own school districts to

attend to the educational needs of their children. Six such school dis-

tricts, twenty-two years ago, combined to form the San Juan Unified School

District. With the passage of time, these individual communities and their

district offices merged to form the north-eastern suburban area of

Sacramento.

San Juan is now the seventh largest school district in California. It

serves over 44,000 kindergarten through twelfth grade students and spreads

its influence over an area of approximately 75 square miles. The district

as a whole has been described as "middle" to "upper-middle" class. Socio-

economically, San Juan exceeds 80 to 85 percent of California's unified

school districts. Sacramento, the capital city of California, owes much of

its economic ex;Istence to federal, state and local government as well as to
2

the military and aerospace. These "industries" utilize the services of many

professional and paraprofessional employees. After work, many of these

people come home to the vast "bedroom" community served by the school

district.

As might be expected, the district's students have strong academic

orientations. Student performance, according to the state's testing pro-

gram, is in the 73rd to 87th percentile range. Three out of every four

graduates attend college. There has been a gradual, increase it racial and

socioeconomic variety. The current racial composition is 1.9 percent
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American Indian, 2.5 percent Asian, 1.9 percent Black, 4.6 percent Hispanic

and 89.1 percent Caucasian. The percentage of students receiving public

assistance (AFDC) varies widely from school to school, from a low of less

than one percent to a high in excess of 40.percent.

In recent years, the district has faced several significant chal-

lenges. Our most enduring problem has been financial. Because of our

suburban character, the district's tax base and, hence, resulting revenues

have been and continue to be low. The community's support of public edu-

cation has resulted in a relatively high tax effort. But despite this, the

district's expenditures still average $30 to $150 less per pupil than the

median district in the state. This situation is now complicated by the

state of the economy and the discontinuation of funds for special programs.

District costs are escalating while, at the same time, funds are drying up.

A second recent challenge to the district revolved around its board of

education. Our traditionaly peaceful district has in the past several years

received much statewide attention as a result of, not one but two board

recall elections.

The third challenge is declining and shifting enrollment. Like many in

the state, we are experiencing a gradual decline in enrollment. Were this

not enough, our district situation is compounded by a shift of students

from west to east within our long and narrow district. As a consequence,

schoolsin the older western portion of the district have surplus capacity

while those at the opposite, eastern end are bursting their seams. Solu-

tions to such problems, especially in districts of this size and wealth, do

not come easily.
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This, the ,,4s the context in which we labored to develop our approach

to educational program evaluation and planning.

Our philosophy

I mentioned earlier that the district responded to early legal evalua-

tion and planning mandates by creating a position, Evaluation Specialist,

with those mandated activities as its job description. This decision, pos-

sibly more than any other, may have been responsible for the success that

the district has had in the area. This may have less to do with the indivi-

dual filling the position, me, than it does with the fact that a position

was created with evaluation and planning as its direct responsibilities. We

all,-quite reasonably, concentrate the majority of our efforts in those

areas upon which our continued employment most directly depends. We also,

quite reasonably, limit the amount of time. we devote to peripheral duties so

as to ensure that our primary responsibilities are not neglected.

Purpose of Evaluation: Planning

Throughout the evolution of our evaluation/planning model, we have held

true to several fundamental beliefs as to the reasons for evaluation and

planning. We believed that the evaluation and planning model would deliver

the greatest "payoff" to the district's schools if these were its primary

goals:

O to improve the quality of the local educational program;

O to encourage the most effective or efficient use of scarce
financial resources;

O to assist with the attainment of the goals of the school, the
school district and the special program(s) mandating the
evaluation/planning activities.
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There was another, secondary, goal for evaluation and planning:

0 to create a written document or "plan" in which to preserve the
most significant findings or conclusions emanating from the

evaluation/planning process.

If well attended to, this secondary concern can assist schools signi-

ficantly to move toward attainment of our primary goals, even though it

should never, never, exist as a goal or end in itself. A well written plan

or "grant" can certainly have a favorable financial impact on the school or

district. But, an impressively written grant does not ensure that the

resulting funds will be used effectively. Them: is a vast chasm between

true planning and "grantsmanshiR." Schools are definitely shortchanged to

the extent that the evaluation and planning involved in the grantwriting

exercise are "simulated" rather than "real." But if the evaluation/planning

effort is real, a well-developed written plan format can be of immEAse value

in insuring that the fruits of planning are not last but remain-available

for use during the implementation phase.

You will notice we talk about the concepts of evaluation and planning

as inseparable companions. It is our belief that the value accruing to the

school district relates very directly to the closeness of the linkage be-

tween the two. In fact, we believe that the major reason for evaluation is,

in fact, planning. We believe that evaluation shotild exist to enlighten

decision makers.

The close relationship between evaluation and planning depends upon an

equally close relationship between evaluator and planner. Within our dis-

trict, this problem is easily solved: they-are one and the same person. The

Evaluation Specialist is also the lanning Specialist, though not by name.

To some evaluators this may be a scandalous situation. It is, therefore,
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important that you understand our position. In our district, most evalua-

tion and planning activities take place at the school site. The Evaluation

Specialist acts primarily as a resource person and facilitator. Most of the

actual evaluation and planning "conclusions" are reached by those participa-

ting at the local level. The Evaluation Specialist is the developer and

custodian of the evaluation and planning processes. Those at the local

level are the actual participants. The Evaluation Specialist is also the

manufacturer and provider of data Those involved at the school level are

the actual consumers. For these reasons, much of the traditional concern

for evaluator independence is unnecessary. While the Evaluation Specialist

could certainly be expected to be biased with regard to the value orthe

processes involved, he does not necessarily have to be biased with regard to

the program which results at any particular school site. What this dual

role does do is prevent the impotence which often results when the evaluator

is absent during the critical latter half of the evaluation/planning

process.

Our Planning/Evaluation Cycle

We have, thus far, discussed our philosophy as to the "why's" of evalu-

ation and planning. We have thOughts regarding the "how`s" of evaluation

and planning.
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First, any evaluation/planning cycle should parallel the essential

steps of human problem solving which are. . .

RECOGNIZING WHAT
PROBLEMS EXIST

RECOGNIZING THE
ALTERNATIVES

RECOGNIZING WHY
THEY EXIST

[

IMPLEMENTING
> ALTERNATIVES

SELECTING FROM
THE ALTERNATIVES

Our evaluation/planning process acts as our "tour guide" leading us

through each stage of problem solving.

Our evaluation/planning process
is comprehens-Ne, in the same way a

physical examination is comprehensive. The medical doctor cannot affort to

overlook a single area of medical significance to his patient. Nor can we,

as educators, afford to overlook any of the educational essentials if we

wish to maximize our students' educational wellbeing.

Our evaluation/planning process is "broadbased." It involves all ele-

ments of the school community. This includes students (at the proper level

of maturity), parents, staff members as well as administrators.. 'The value

of the varying perceptions and points of view which exist within the variet3

groups should not be underestimated: Also, being participants in the pro-

cesses of evaluating and planniOg can develop a deep sense of commitment

toward the resulting program as well as a kind of "bonding" between school



and community. This participatory aspect of evaluation and planning places

the site administrators in a unique and key role.

Our evaluation / planning process is "data-based.- L mentioned that we

believed it was evaluation's primary responsibility to ef ,ghten tanners or

decision makers. One means of enlightenment is through available ini:,,ma-

tion regarding student performance, attitudes, etc. We have contacted end

"heard from" each student through the medium of a written instrument. We
9

would seldom, if ever, have the time to do this in any more literal way.

So, surveys and the like serve us by gathering those student, parent and

staff perceptions which we acclaimed earlier. The more such information. we

have, the better our decisions are likely-to be. Our educational program

and our students are the ul,imate beneficiaries,

The Evolution of Our Model

One has to reflect back over ten or firteen years to re:ognize the c'ra-

matic changes which-have occurred in the way we operate our schools in the

area of evaluation and planning.

Initial Resistance

At the beginning, my feeling was one of loneliness, like being out on a

limb all by yourself. The attitude in our schools regarding "outsiders" --

not only local visitors, but also staff members and administrators from

other schools -- was often, pleasant but guarded. The feeling toward cen-

tral administrators was often one of privacy, protection or suspiciousness.

When we began getting down to business, the atmosphere frequently became

even less pleasant. And the differences-were not limited to attitudes.

1,66
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The aversion to what might be described as program management activi-

ties seemed widespread: "Principals are teachers' teachers, not managers!"

Since formalized planning was much less frequent than it is today, programs

were based on enduring, but perhaps obsolete, assumptions rather than on any

assessment of participant needs. Programs were incompletely planned, with

significant areas regarding objectives and curriculum om;tted. There was

only a limited sense of accountability for program funds regarding such pro-

grams as ESEA Title I. Staff commitment to such programs was limited by a

general feeling that these programs had been "laid on." Lastly t very

significantly, there was limited parental' support for such programs fre-

quently accompanied by criticism and suspicion.

I mentioned that staffs felt a limited sense of commitment and also

that programs were "laid on." Such was exactly the case, and so specified

by state regulations. At that time, districts throughout the state cen-

trally developed a single Title I plan and then shipped it out to the pro-

ject schools for implementation. The program contained objectives which

served as the basis for a single central program evaluation. These objec-

,

tives were not considered y the schools to be their objectives.

It was this condition that provided the impetus fo.- change to the

site-level approach we see inuse today.

Tr-1 years ago, when our Evaluation Specialist position was established,

the district had six elementary schools in its Title I program. School per-

sonnel continually as,:ed that they be allowed to create their own program

pans suited to the uniquenesses of their individual school sites. Serious

doubt was often expressed by federal or state administrators with regard to
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the ability of local school sites to accomplish such a task. However, in

1971, the legislature passed legislation creating the Early Childhood Educa-

tion (ECE) program and, with it, a framework for evaluation and planning at

the school level. The California State Department of Education developed

the evaluatidn/planning model as well as the planning format. The creation

of the ECE program prompted us to develop a participatory evaluation/plan-

ning model based on a broadbased needs assessment process'. Our efforts were

shaped by the state's process and by its forms.

Before discussing what we did, I think it would be worthwhile to dis-

cuss the atmosphere within the "central office" toward our efforts. Early

on, central administrative awareness, understanding and appreciation of our

efforts were limited as was their support. There were several highly placed

strategic exceptions, namely, the Director of Research and Evaluation and

his superior, the Assistant Superintendent for Special Services. They have

always philosophically supported the importance of educational evaluation.

We also had a critical ally in the ECE/Title I Director. He had based

his doctoral dissertation on community needs assessment. Many times, he and

I shared the feelings of isolation which were so much a part of those early

days. At one point, he asked me if I realized that it was just he and I

trying to convince a skeptical district of the value of categorical pro-

grams, planning, evaluation and the like. I will never forget the

"friendly" weekend mountain re'Lreat for project principals which evolved

into a kind of marathon Director/Evaluator "roast" lasting two days.

We. knew that for our efforts to be successful we would have to win the

central and field administration over to our point of view. We attempted to
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accomplish this by deed. We know that evaluation and planning activities do

create a burden for teachers and principals. Our evaluation/planning acti-

vities had to solve more problems than they created. The values of our pro-

cesses had to be made visable to students and management. We successfully

used our model several times to facilitate the resolution of school-comMu-

nity conflicts in schools outside the small group of project schools. We

can now report that our relationship with both central and field administra-

tors is an exceedingly positive one. It is satisfying to see, and espe-

cially to feel, the contrast.

Needs Assessment Survey

Let's return now to our needs assessment process. Our earliest ver-

sions of the staff, parent and student survey instruments came to be widely

known as the Educational Program Assessment (EPA) process. Since its crea-

tion, the ongoing work on the EPA instruments has involved large numbers of

parents, staff, administrators and secondary students. This has given us a

unique opportunity to test out a theory regarding the beneficial effects of

involvement on school and community feelings of ownership and support for

such processes.

We believe that broad school and community involvement has contributed

to responsive instruments. These, in turn, have led to high response rates,

averaging about 70 percent and rising to an unbelievable high of 100 percent

response from one school and its community.

There were, I believe, several additional key elements in our suc-

cess. First, our surveys were very unusual in that they, unlike many others
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conducted in the educational setting, were done "by" the school and "for"

the school. If was.one of those rare instances. where information actually

completed the loop back to ltspoint of origin. School people were used to

seeing a survey when filling it out and never again. This time the result-

ing data was returned to them for their use, a very/signif cant difference.

While school-site involvement in instrument deelopment and completion

of the information loop were necessary, they were not sufficient to ensure

the positive effect we wanted from our efforts. We carefully considered the

content, the format and the length of the instruments themselves as well as

to the manner in which the resulting data were presented for use at the

school level.

The questions in our survey instruments addressed not only those areas

of particular interest to the sponsoring special program(s), but also those

areas of general concern to the entire educational program. In this way,

much of what a school wanted to know from its community could be obtained

from a single survey. Survey questions asked about parents' perceptions of

the effectiveness of the current program in various areas of the curriculum

as well as the need for improvement in their child's performance. Questions

were limited to those which respondents could reasonably and intelligently

answer. For example, parents were asked about the performance attitudes,

--et...ofthei-r---ownch-ildren-and--not_ those of other students in the' school or

neighborhood.

As I mentioned, we were concerned about the way in widch the data was

delivered back to the school. Here, we ran into a dilemma. Popular at OiElt

time was a belief that broad participation in any activity, including sJrvey
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tallying, was beneficial. This is precisely how we formatted our surveys

during the first year. This was, in part, to test our belief in participa-

tion but mainly it was practical. There was no other way of doing it at the

time. All went well, but it became apparent to me that the cost, in terms

of_time, aecJracy and effort, exceeded the actual benefits. I came to be-

lieve that the greatest benefit accrues from easy access to the resulting

information, not from the process used to analyze it.

The second set of arrangements made for survey 'processing was even more

interesting. We used the computer facilities of a university in a neighbor-

ing community, having keypunched the surveys within, the district. The data

decks, along with the control cards for the statistical'software being used

had to be physically transported to the university computer center. This I

'Ally',4id on my way home fr.lm work. The next morning, I retrieved the

,:Fcks and printouts on my to work where a team of clerical workers tran-

:ribed their contents onto a specially developed graphic format. In spite

its compexity, thic7 arrangement was a definite improvement over hand
fi

tallying.

But finally, moved into a third phase for survey processing. My

commuting back -rd f.y'th between the district and the university for one

year provided with incentive to develop our own com.)uter

prOgram for vse within the disttict. We then could tabulate the results of

each survey both graphic and-tabular form.

Standardized vests

While survey responses do provide a large amount of information for

evalu?tion and planning, they do not provide it all. The primary source of
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our evidence about student achievement is the standardized test, in our case

the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS). e needed to maximize-the value and

validity of the test information while minimizing its cost in time and ef-

fort. Title I regulations had manda d fall and spring testing which seemed

an enormous amount of testing with its predictable negative effect upon the

students and staff. Calculating academic gains between fall and spring, as

was the r,ractice, brought with it all sorts of complications and excluded

the :-ignificant effects of the summer period.' Ironically, due to this

sc.-ing testing requirement, the most useful information for local evaluation

d planning typically became available to schools at or after the end of

V,e school year. For these reasons, the districts in the Sacramento area

requested, and were granted, a waiver so that they could implement an annual

(spring-to-spring) testing schedule. The gains from such testing cumulate

over a number of years and yield a more accurate reflection of student

learning. Perhaps the greatest benefit was that the information for evalua-

tion and planning was now available at the out of the next school year.

While we had overcome a major problem in the area of standardized test-

ing, another related major problem went unattended until very recently.

This had to do with the form in which standardized test results were pro-

vited to schools. This was not a problem unique to the San Juan Unified

School District but can be found coast to coast. District offices, as do

the scoring services offered by test publishers, ordinarily return results

as computer printouts, usually perceived by teachers as unattractive and

technical. However, this is only half of the problem. The other half has

to do with the staggering number of such printouts which must be consulted
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in order to draw the kinds of conclusions that are critical to evaluation

and planning.

For example, a test with four subtest areas will require 24 printouts

to summarize a single year's results (grades 1-6). The typical Title I

school will also want separate results for participating students, requiring

another 24 printouts. Much of the value from standardized test results.

comes from the examination of results over a number of years. Looking at a

four-year period for these two groups requires 192 pages of printouts. For

a separate report of gains for each of these groups an additional 120 pages

is needed. That is a grand total of 312 pages, more than enough to intimi-

date the mostembitious administrator.

This problem led to the development of our Academic Performance Profile

(APP). Each Academic Performance Profile contained graphic and statistic

results for a particular subtest area. On this single profile are the re-

sults for "all the grades" for "all the years." A set of eight profiles

contains the information formerly contained in 312 pages.

Another of our conquests is a major advance in the evaluation/planning

process,, and deals with the'actual act of budgeting. Formerly, it was left

until after planning was complete. But, our recent modifiCation to the

planning format has created a proper place for budgeting with in the evalu-

ation/planning process. Each activity in the program description is now

linked to the funds and the funding source which makes it possible. An

easy-to-read "audit trail" has thus been created.

An evolutionary process has, thus, brought us to a point where we have

a needs assessment process, and an efficient and effective means by which to

present standardized test results.
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A Description of Our Model

Any discussion of our current evaluation/planning model should focus on

four major areas: our human evaluation/planning activities at the school

site, our program plan forms, the information gathering and organizing

processes and- our district level evaluation/planning activities.

Evaluation and Planning at Schools

As we mentioned earlier, the evaluation/planning model is systematic

problem solving, i.e., identifying existing problems, isolating the

mental reasons for those problems, discovering and evaluating alternative

solutions, adopting the most promising solutions, and going about our busi-

ness. Our evaluation/planning process takes people through six steps which

gets them to problem solve at the school-community level.

Evaluation and planning activities at the school take place under the

patronage of the School Site Council, a body whose composition and influence

has grown out of the California School Improvement Program (SIP) legisla-

tion. This committee, with the site administrator, represents each of the

major constituencies within school-community (i.e., parents, staff, admini-

strators, and secondary students).

The school's curriculum is typically (although not always) separated

;
into academic components such as reading, language, mathematics, etc. The

School Site Council usually creates "component committees" of parents, staff

members and students (in secondary schools) to do evaluation and planning

for each academic area. The final school program plan will have sections

addressing each component written by the separate committees.
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At the outset, each component commitee tries to define their area of

the curriculum comprehensively, to ensure that all sub-areas are addressed

in the evaluation/planning process.

The committees of educational planners, like physicians, begin by

determining the status of their students' educational "health" in each

significant area.

When a physician's examination and tests are complete, his or her job

has only just begun. The same is true for the component committees. The

members of the component committees examine their newly gathered informa-

tion to identify the strengths and weaknesses of their students. With this

step complete, the component committees turn their attention to the existing

programs. In those areas where student performance has been found to be

unsatisfactory, an effort is made to identify probable program causes, that

is, program gaps or weaknesses which, if eliminated, would result in

improved studdnt performance.

Once a doctor has completed his review of the existing treatment plan,

he is then ready to progress to the presciption phase, in which a new, or

perhaps a modified, treatment plan is developed. Not unlike the physician,

educators have the responsibility of remaining aware of the variety of -Itra-

tegies and materials which are potentially available,to meet the needs of

their__ " clients School people join with others who have special skills in

the curricular areas and are available for consultation. After such con-

sultation, members can modify, extend and improve their school's existing

program. When they have finished deliberating, they use the Program Plan

form to document their new program description.
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Were schools not constrained by budget and time limitations, it would

be simple to adopt all of the modifications and additions proposed by the

various component committees. However, dollars and time are definitely

limited. Therefore, there must be a forum to make these inevitable time and

financial budgeting decisions. We return to the School Site Council who

does a component-by-component review of the proposed program after an anti-

cipated projected cost has been attached to each proposed expenditure.

Through negotiation and compromise, the activities of lowest priority, along

with their related costs, will be reduced or eliminated to the point where

the amount which the school proposes to spend willexactly equal the amount

which it expects to receive.

There is something of great importance which occurs at this critical

juncture in the evaluation/planning process. Up to this point all activi-

ties have occurred in the individual component committees. In order for

ownership and commitment to be strengthened there must be this meeting of

the members of the total planning group. The ultimate result, sometimes

after many emotional hours, is a program which is widely owned and

supported.

When the doctor has completed his or her diagnostic activities and

prescribed a course of treatment, h:2 is often in a position to offer an

opinion regarding the probable effects of the treatment plan on the future

health of the patient. This is called a "prognosis." Our schools accomplish

this step when they identify their program objectives and determine a means

of measurement for each. It is our belief that the greatest value of

objectives does not come from identifying them but rather from the data

gathering activities which they stimulate. It is also our belief that

17
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objectives become much less fanciful when they are not prematurely

formulated.

Program Plan Forms

We have already mentioned that our program plan format was designed so

that there is a very close relationship between its layout and the various

steps of the evaluation/planning process. The columns are sequentially

organized from left to right to parallel the steps of the evaluation/

planning process. The format assists the experienced planner/evaluator in

documenting his/her findings. It functions as a guide for the less

experienced by presenting the steps in their proper order.

This format has undergone a number of major revisions. The State's

first attempt at a form for use was a complicated two-page affair with need-

less redundancy. The State's willingness to allow districts to experiment.

with the form itself has led to major improvements.

information Gathering and Organization

We have described the survey instrument on which we gather the views of

each of the three major segments of the school community -- parents, staff,

and secondary students. The survey is composed of a minimum set of standard

questions common to all schools plus a second set of optional school-

developed questions unique toeach school. Our assistance is provided to

requesting schools in developing questions. The district summarizes these

school - developed questions along with the standard questions used at every

site.

Each staff member and secondary student completes an EPA survey form,

while the parent sure ., is completed one-per-household. The responding

parent is directed to randomly select one child as the survey's focus.
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One set of "standard" survey questions request that the parent or

:secondary student* assess the effectiveness of the school in teaching the

student what he/she needs to know in each of fourteen curricular areas

(eighteen at the secondary level). This set of questions tries to establish

the status quo in terms of the extent to which the student°5 academic needs

are being met. There is another side to the coin: how much or how little

need is there for change in the status quo? That is, how much need is there

for improvement in the student's performance in eacitof those same areas?

A second "standard"
#
set of questions brings student and parental values'into

play. The fact that a particular student's needs are not being met effec-

tively in a particular area of the curriculum does not necessarily mean that

program improvement is desired either by the parent or the student. The two

sets of questions must, in our view, be used together to produce a complete

picture.

Surveying takes place in the spring ofeach year. Our office schedules

'evaluation/planning release time. We are aware of when each sites survey-

ing must begin in order that the tabulated results are available during

their scheduled release time. The standard sur,.'y forms are printed and

shipped from the central office. Any desired "optional" school qiiestions

are added at the school-prior to their distribution. The surveys are re-

turned to the central office for processing.

Earlier we described the exhaustive=efforts that have gone into the

presentation of survey and other results. Currently, the data frOm EPA sur-

'vey instruments are keypunched directly onto tape which is then formulatedi

into tabular and histogram formats. The survey uses four-pc,t "forced
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choice" questions in order to enable the creation of a simple visual index

of, for example, "effectiveness." Almost instantly, the strongest and

weakest areas can be identified by consulting the histograms provided.

While the student and parent survey instruments focus almost entirely

upon student performance, the stIff survey asks for comment on the strengths

and weaknesses of key educa' ,Lcivities. This has been most exten-

sively. developed in the seco sc:lool version of the EPA staff survey

where clusters of questions address topics such as the effectiveness of the

instructional processes, the effectiveness of the curriculum content and

organization, the effectiveness of the class and school environments in

which learning takes place, the effectiveness of staff development, the

effectiveness of guidance and health services. Responses to each of these

questions are summarized and presented on a school-wide departmental basis.

WE are developing similar questions for the elementary staff survey instru-

ment. The same computer program is used to summarize these items as well as

the other sections of the staff survey. It should be emphasized that this

computer program was written so as to be useful in summarizing a wide vari-

ety of local evaluation instruments.

While the surveys which make up the'EPA are a valuable source of evalu-

ation and planning information, they by no means provide all of the necas-

sary data. Academic performance in our district is assessed by the Iowa

Test of Basic Skills (IThS). One major product of the recent past was the

development o; an economical and concise method.of storing and presenting

the results of the ITBS. The method developed was the Academic Performance

Profile (APP). Thy APP conveys a large amount of information relating to

1 7 9
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the academic performance of students assessed by the ITBS. Admittedly, it

has a complicated appearance at first glance. However, once understood, it

is of great value in enabling the reader to master a lot of information in a

minimum amount of tlmE.

5'n Juan Unifie,1 School District annually assesses the academic perfor-

mance of its elementary and intermediate students during the month of

January. Our profile format relies on grade equivalent scores, although the

format can ,asily be modified fo' use with percentile scores.

Each profile corresponds to a si-gle ITBS subtest. All ITBS grade

equivalent information pertaining to the particular subtest is contained in

that profile regardless of the grade or year. The basic information con-

tained in the Profile is displayed in two ways: 1) in statistical fashion

in tables situated down the right side of tile Profile; and 2) in visual or

graphic fashion in the graphs down the center of the Profile.

A key table located at the upper right corner of the Profile contains

grade placement scores for each graci and year. These scores can be exa-

mined by grade level (horizontally) or by student group (diagonally). These

two types of analyses are shown via the top two graphs in the center of the

form. Across the bottom of the form, a single graph and table present

year-to-year group gains for the various grades in an unusual manner. The

gains, are stacked, one atop the other, to produce an aggregate indicator of

the "total productivity" of the school.

Within our district, the availability of the ITBS data in this fashion

has greatly expanded its use. A similar profile has also been developed to

display the standardized test data for Title I participants only. This
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profile, in contrast, charts the beginning and ending grade placement scores

as well as the related grade placement gains for all students identified as

Title I participants.

District Level Evaluation and Planning

Each of oor evaluative instruments a5 well as their summary displays

is designed to satisfy district and program evaluation and plannihg needs.

Responsive to the informational needs of the board of education, district

and program administrators, such summaries also serve.as valuable frames of

reference for those at the local sites. In many instances, these district-

level summaries are placed on transparencies directly laid over ne school's

summary for easy comparison.

In all of these activities, our motive has been to create the greatest

benefit with the least burden. School staff members must be involved in

program evaluation and planning. They also have a fundamental responsibi-

lity to be in classrooms, educating students. Therefore, their time out of

the classroom must be well-utilized-. We must see that the benefits to stu-

dents outweigh the,cost of administratorand teacher time.

A Look To The Future

While we are proud of our ',accomplishments t: date, there are always

areas in needof attention and improvement. We o not allow ourselves the

luxury of feeling totally adequate. We know the we have a long way to go.

There are many areas where it still "just doesn't feel right." In some

instances we know why; in others, we do not.
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In this age of tenuous financing throughout the educational system,

perhaps a greater proportion of the potential value from evaluation and

planning activities could be had if something could be done to consolidate

special program funding. But this is not the major problem. While the size

of the check is of importance, a great deal of difficulty is caused by the

late date at which districts and, therefore, schools find out what their

actual funding is going to be for the coming year. Making the most effi-

cient use of our limited financial resources is one of the most basic goals

of evaluation and planning. Its attainment is not made any easier when-we

find out what our budget is only after our planning efforts have been

concluded. 1This complication in our life has existed fora long time,

probably as long as the special program funds have existed. It should be

mentioned, because it is one of the factors limiting our success in

evaluation and planning.

While we are speaking of budgets and budgeting, there is another situa-

tion worth mentioning. There is a definite need fo- inservice trening in '

the area of accounting and bookkeeping for staff members and administrators

alike. Special program funds and accountability for those funds, not to

mention the budgeting act itself,'have been a source of frustration to those

inexperienced in such matters. We have only scratched the surface of auto-

mated expenditure accounting in the management of special program funds.

The typical district accounting system is not equipped to handle the de-

tailed budgeting required by special programs. Participatory decision

making requires up-to-date figures regarding expenditures, unencumbered

reserves and the like. The application of modern microcomputer and word-

processing technology holds great promise.
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Meeting all of the widely varying demands for information at the

school, program, and district level is a great challenge. Automation is, I

believe, the ultimate answer. Few people fully appreciate the magnitude of

fully automating a district's data needs. Computer programming is a slow

and arduour:, process in the beginning, especially when there is intense com-

petition for computer services. Shrinking fundS complicate matters fur-

ther. We have to look into the future for such advances as-an accessible

district-level ,data base. When this is a reality, evaluation and planning

will realize more of their potential. Theoretically, there are no limits to

the factors that, could be-encoded in a data system. Entering a reasonable

number of "independent variables" Could enable us to select one or a combi-

nation of these variables and examine their longitudinal effects.

Our goal must continue to be to maximize the benefits while minimizing

the burdens of any activity outside the classroom, including evaluation and
ti

planning. While our district has been very' successful in recent years in

reducing the burden, there is stil room for improvement. We must continue

to emphasize bona fide planning as opposed to "simulated" planning or plan

writing. We intend to focus our attention on increasing the depth at which

we examine our instructional program, concentrating on effective instructive

strategies. We have come a long way. We still have a long way to go.
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INCINNATI'S EXPERIENCE: SUPPORTING COMMUNITY EFFORTS

TO IMPROVE INSTRUCTION: A FOCUS FOR EVALUATION

by Joseph Felix

Introduction

Improt ,nstruction despite declining resources is a key challenge

facing publi,: ..:ration today, especially in urban districts. School

finance has crucial issue, debated by educators, politicians,

parents, ta,;., alid?.I.Tiost everyone else. The financial difficulties

that have forced man:;, .c.hools to revise their curricular offerings; limit

lifter- school activies, and even close their doors at times are 1x/7--

expected to disappear in the necr future, In Fact, with a continuing

enrollment decline and an aging population with fewer direct ties to

schools, the picture may even become gloomier.

For many school districts acrcss the country, budgetary austerity has

become a ways of life. California's Proposition 13 is probably the most

publicized instance of texpayer revolt that hes cut into schools' budgets.

But the nroblem is natioriwide, esp,Kially among large-city school systems.

Ohio's requirement teat each inc?se of school taxes be approved by

the voters has made the problem particularly acute for our large cities.

ColuMbus, fLr exam'e, has had to make dramatic cutbacks in its research and

evaluation area, as sell in other departments that had ,been built to

notable Ftrength. Cleveland hdS been un the brink of bankruptcy.

Tn Cincinnati, too, the financial problems loom great. A $12 million

deficit has been projeted fo, the 1983 fiscal year. Confronted with such

fiscal shortage, it is vary difficult to maintain formal efforts to improve

Reaching and 1 rning.

I 8 4
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Some years ago I co-authored an article for Theory into Practice on

Research and Development (R&D) in Cincinnati. I gave the article the

alliterative title, "Developing Developers: The Race to Improve Education."

It began:

Read that title again. Do you hear hbofbf!ats?

The race is on . . . For big-city liveries . . .the odds

against bringing '.ome a winner are astronomical. Under-

nourished by voters' decree, our horses move forward at a

pace that would humiliate the tortoise. A seemingly end-

less parade of jockeys mount and dismount tAth unprece-

dented frequency.

Cincinnati's chances of winning the race are probably not

much better than those of any other major city. But

we've scouted up an entry fee from oui benevolent Uncle

Sam, hired a few stable boys and girls to unstabalize

-things, -and mounted a drive fdr change . . ."(1)

W!'l R&D was given its start' through federal funding, there was much

uncertainty .a5out how long would last. "Soft money" was seen as an

..-ground foundation fOr so important an eh(leavor. We made efforts to get R&D

services moved ",:o the "more solid grcJnd" of -local tax money. Now the hard

g-ound is even softer than t'qe.soft ground. No wonder our horses stumble

occasionally!

Gratefully, I have seen a strong R&D effort survive in Cincinnati

despitc.- severe budgeta liMitations. Credit for this survival must go

our Superin,:i.,dent, James N. Jacobs, who has national renown as.a leader

in public scH,o1 researn and evaluation. Jacobs had won the confidence of

the board and much of the staff and community for the cost-effectiveness of .

1. Jacobs, Janes N., & Felix, Joseph L. "Developing Developers: The Race

to Improve Education." Theory Into Practice, April, 1972, 11, 225-231.
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evaluation and program development. We continue to believe that a strong

evaluation unit can lead a school system to making the best possible use of

its limited resources.

Recently, we have developed in Cincinnati a major thrust that holds

considerable promise for further strengthening our instructional program.

. The board and administration have been making a concerted effort to increase

community involvement in both the decision-making and support processes. I

want to describe this move to bring the community closer to the schools and

the measures we have taken to make community involvement the focal point of

our evaluation effort.

Despite our budgetary problems, the Cincinnati school system is at an

historic juncture. Even as local, state, and federal funding decreases, the

interest of the community in contributing its time and energy for the sup-

port of schools continues to rise. The business community has rallied over

the past five years to furnish us with substantial free consultation and

support services. A number of local businesses have established partner- .

ships with individual schools and are contributing both time and money to

the improvement of these schools. Volunteer service throughout the district

is increasing in the face of a contrary national trend of decreased volun-

tary contribution of time.

In addition, cooperative efforte, have begun with'local universities,

the City of Cincinnati, and other political and educational groups. These

endeavors hold considerabie promise fcr filling the gaps caused by limited

financial resources.

186'
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What has brought about the school district's success in garnering com-

r dity support? The contributing factors are numerous, but an essential

ingredient has been the school district's willingness to allow participation

in the decision process. Our attitude creates, in turn, a very positive

attitude among the participants.

Of course, organizations such as the PTA have long contributed time and

resources to helping us attain school goals. Their willingness and interest

in investing in the goals set by the board and administration might have

dwindled in Cincinnati as elsewhere. But by inviting parents and other

community members to participate in planning', our school system is gaining

commitment to the educational program. We know that the community's will-

ingness to contribute volunteer resources and to approve tax support is

increasing. A new organization called Cincinnatians Active To Support.

Education rallied behind a tax referendum three years ago and gained its

approval. Community councils are beginning to take an actiye'interest in

education, and this often occurs in neighborhoods where other forms of

pirent and community participation are minimal.

In 1980, the district started a new program of community involvement.

This program is a comprehensive, decentralized educational planning process

carried out by teams representative of each school's total community. Be-

cause of the district's financial crisis, the initial focus was on budgetary

planning. The program was thus designated Local School Budgeting (LSB).

More recently, the Board of Education passed an action motion calling for

the establishment of local school advisory committees in all schools. The

budgeting teams are seen as the prototypes of these advisory committees.
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As with any new programmatic effort, initiating LSB has not been prob-

lara-free. Community participation in decision making is threatening to some

administrators. Reaching consensus on needs and goals is arduous when dif-

ferent segments of the community have varying priorities. Many questions of

prerogative and process have to be resolved as the LSB program has moved

forward. Still, we see the program ,as a significantly successful means of

improving the education we are providing for the students of our district.

Wellave chosen to make the locaj school planning effort the focus of

our evaluation services. We define evaluation in the Cincinnati schools in

the broad sense of providing information for decision making. For the past

ten years, the structure and functions of the Evaluation Branch have

shifted towards serving the local school unit in preference to serving

central administrators. In the hope that managers in other districts might

benefit from our experience, I would like to describe how Cincinnati's

evaluation unit has attempted to respond to the needs of school-community

participants in the educational planning process.

To help the reader understand the setting in which we function, let's

look first at the demography of our school district and the history of its

evaluation unit. Then we'll discuss Local School Budgeting and the branch

functions that support it. Finally, we'll talk about the specific role of

the Local School Evaluator.

The Cincinnati School District and Our Evaluation Past

The Cincinnati school district covers an area of 90 square miles with a

population of 410,000. The school district's boundaries overlap a number 'of
,

IS
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politically separate areas. In addition, there are within the circumference

of the district several communities that have their own government and

school district.

The enrollment of the Cincinnati Public Schools presentlytals ap-

proximately 51,000. Of these, 57 percent are Black, 42 percent are Cauca-

sian, and one percent are of other races. The socio-economic level of the

district is reflected in the fact that 56 percent of the enrolled students

qualify for free or reduced-price lunches.

There are 26 schools in the district: 57 elementary, 13 middle or

junior high schools, 9 senior highs 'and 7 speCial schools for handicapped

students. To achieve racial balance, the school system operates a voluntary

integration program featuring a wide variety of alternative curricula and an

open enrollment policy.

In 1932-83 the district had a general find operating budget of $138

million. This was supplemented with about $8 million of federal grant sup-.

port and $3 million. of special state funding.

The foundations of research and evaluation in Cincinnati, as in most

other school' systems, are in the testing and survey movements of the 1920's

and 1930's. Prior to this time, inquiry and innovation rested almost

entirely in the hands of the creative tea her and administrator. In 1929,

the Division of Resoarch and Statistics was organized in Cincinnati Public 4

Schools. Nine years later, a separate diivision in the Department of

Instruction was set up to administer the group testing program. These two

divisions provided the first semblance of systematic structure and scien-

tific orientation for R&E in Cincinnati.

18rj
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With the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, there

came a new emphasis on program evaluation. The mandate that the federally

funded projects developed under Title I be systematically evaluated led to

the creation of the Division of Program Development in 1965.

Since that time, research and evaluation activities have been conducted

by personnel in a variety of organizational structures. For several years,

the district had a Department of Research and Development headed by our cur-

rent Superintendent, then an assistant superintendent. Jacobs was named

Interim Superintendent of the Cincinnati Public Schools in July, 1976.

Regular appointment as Superintendent of Schools followed in February,

1977.

As the district's financial condition worsened, some cutbacks in R&D

-- as everywhere else -- were essential. With much pain, Jacobs disbanded

the department he had organized. Branches that had been part of the depart-

ment were assigned to other departments. Functions were kept intact.

Throughout the recent organizational changes, the Evaluation Branch has

remained responsible for most R&E activities. Changes in the organizatiOnal

structure have made it easier to coordinate some functions such as test

administration and interpretation. But these same changes have also added

difficulty and challenge to the task of integrating evalution with program

planning.,

The Evaluation Branch includes four sections: Program Evaluation,

Testing, School Information, and Communications. These four sections coop-

crate to serve district and school needs. Increasingly, however, a higher

priority has been given to meeting the needs of the local school units in
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the district. In-discussing this process, I'll try to show how the four

sections of the branch relate to one another and to the local school plan-

ning effort.

Early evaluations of Title I projects were organized to meet state and

federal requirements. To receive continued funding, the school district had

to complete state evaluation forms and submit written reports of results.

Local interest in the findings thus submitted was limited, and evaluation

outcomes did little to impact program development or. administration.

After several years, questions began to be asked nationally about the

effectiveness of the Title I investment. This brought the local district

increased pressure for improvement in these programs. Gradually, it became

common to design evaluations so they served school district decision-making,

as well as state and national reporting needs. Still, the perennial con-

flict between scientific results and political expedience continued to limit,

the benefit derived from the evaluation effort.

Somewhere around the beginning of,,the 1970's, our emphasis began to

change. Individual schools in our district were seeking autonomy in plan-

ning and implementing their instructional programs. The school district ob-

tained a grant under Title III ESEA to create a "School- Community Evaluation

and Development System." This system set up within one senior high school

area a working partnership between school community to develop and eval-

uate instructional programs. From this project there emerged a model for

local school program development and evaluation which,although never offi-

cially adopted by the Board, has strongly influenced school district evalua-

tion services. (2)

2. -Jacobs, dames N. "A Model for Program Development and Evaluation."
Theory Into Practice, February, 1974, 13, 15-21.
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Local School Budgeting (LSB)

LSB has been in Cincinnati for just over two years. Already we believe

it has altered the-traditional modes of educational planning, Although evi-

cience is still scanty, our current data suggest improved student achievement.

in those schools where the program is working well. We also believe that

these same schools are typically directing their educational resources more

pointedly at their goals. If the evaluation effort can vieet its challenge

of adequately supporting this movement, the program holds great promise for

getting more mileage from the educational dollar.

To initiate the program, a Local School Budgetin Steering Committee

was chosen by the community. This committee selected Seven schools to par-

ticipate in the first year. Three other schools wer.. added to the program

through a foundation grant, Additional schools are b.ing included each year

so that every school will be participating by 1985.

Creative approaches to resource allocation is the basic challenge

confronting LSB teams. The project-has been designated as a "budgeting"

project to focus on this need. More accurately, it is c:,r;entralized

process of educational planning that attempts to involv& the total school-

community of each local school.

There are numerous examples of creative use of resources devised by the

budgeting teams. Several schools have elected to organize volunteers to

supply some of the school's maintenance needs, tnereby decreasing the jani-

torial budget and providing more funds for instruction. Schools have formed

192
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partnerships with local businesses and industry. They have organized pools

of qualified volunteers to serve as substitute teachers so that Money for-
.

merly spent for substitutes' salaries could be dedicated to other purposes.

One of the most common steps taken by school budget teams has been the

application of energy-saving measures. Savings realized through such econo-

mies are returned to the school for instructional use. Other schools have

capitaliZed on the school district's current practice of providing pai'..for

volunteers.to redecorate classrooms and corridors when budgetary limitat,xls

preclude having salaried personnel perform this service.

-More related to evaluation activities are)be teams' efforts to

.strengthen the instructional process. Each team has an opportunity to

-locate personnel, material or training resources for thiS-purpose. When a

local-site budgeting team attempts to stretch its resources to Meet,the

needs' of students in the school, it is dealing with much more than dollars.

The team needs to have some way to choose between alternative means of meet-

ing needs;_evaluation of possible programs is important. Techniques for

program planning in times of austerity are also important to make the best

use of limited resources. The team also needs to know of wayS of soliciting

funds from external sources, building volunteer support, and capitalizing on

community and parent resources, Training and consultation on these and

other topics are available to all team members.

To better serve the needs of students, the program locates decisions

at the individual school. This decentralized process takes advantageof the

day-to-day contact between teachers and students and uses that interchange
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to add valuable knowledge to decision making. Non-certificated staff mem-

bers and members of the community also apply their experience and knowledge

when assesstng the strengths and needs of their local schools.

The rationale for LSB recognizes that parents are also prime teachers.

They have specific concerns pertaing to'their children'sAducation. They

are also uniquely aware of their children's needs. Since the public at

large supplies the resources for education, they also have a legitimate

interest in what is being done with those resources.

Team members are selected by their respective groups: parents elect

parents, community council members and staff choose their representatives.

. The principal, as. the accountable ,educational leader of the school, ,serves

as a member of the team, but also acts as the.,decision maker on many local

issues.

Team members bring ideas to the committee and reflect the position of

. the group they are representing. This approach brings non-team members

closer to the decision-making process. It enables a parent"to contact a

person on the committee and have his/her,opinion expressed.

The underlying conceptual model for evaluating services throughout the

system is Stufflebeam's Context, 'Input, Process, Product (CIPP) Model,. (3)

This model sets forth four stages for evaluation as a means of "delineating,

obtaining and providing information for decision making.". The first stage

is context evaluation, which involves needs assessment and goal develop-

*T49

ment. Input evaluation, the second stage, includes the review of various

3. Stufflebeam, D. L., et al. Educational Evaluation and Decision Making.

Ithaca, Illinois: Peacock Publishers, Inc, 1971.
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alternatives that might accomplish the goals that have been selected. In

the third stage, process evaluation, the implementation of the selected pro-

-gram is monitored to insure that plans are carried out according to sche-

dule. Finally, product evaluation looks at the outcomes of the educational
e".

program to determine whether objectives and goals have in fact been at-

tained.

The LSB planning model has been designed to fit the CIO approaCh to

evaluation. It also includes four sta es: determining need,.. and goals,

resource allocation, implementation, and review.

4 Key support for the local teams is provided by the Evaluation Branch;

the Communications section coordinates,this support. This coordination in-

cludes training and consultation. In addition, a parent-community coordi-

nator helps principals and teams build local interest. Communications

specialists garner media support and publish information to facilitate'the

work of the teams.

Other sections of the branch provide support services more tredition-
r

ally considered evaluation functions. These services are reflected in the

discussion of the four stages of the planning model.

Needs and Goals. Assessing need, and settings goals are continuing

processes: Formally, however, local needs assessment begins in Janua"y of

each year. A goal development model which we evolved from a former federal

project 's recommended to each local team. TheSchool Information Section

provides rucial service in this'stage of planning. A data bank called the

School Information System includes .evera1 huhdred variableS on each school.

unit. A number of these -, e.g., dropout rates by cause, socioeconomic
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variables, etc. -T are very helpful in determining high-priority local

needs. Also in the data bIlnk are the results of annual surveys. Each year

surveys of administrators, teacherse parents, Ad.students are conducted

throughout the school system. Results of these surveys are useful

barometers of attitudes and opinions.

Resource Allocation. Once goals have been set, the team next addresses

the allocatioh of resources. Monies allocated to the local level are consi-

dered first; the team determines the best use of these.dollars in attaining

the goals that have been set. Resgurce allocation goes beyond the available

dollars, however, as teams then address other ways to met their goals.

Plans for obtaining external funds, using community resources, building vol-

unteer resources, and teaching parents to work with their children toward

school goals are all part of this stage.

In addition to training, grantsmanship. assistance, and community rela-

tions help, the Evaluation Branch provides support in prioritizing and eval-

uating possible program strategies. A feddiiially funded Cost Effectiveness

project has generated .a model by which teams' may study alternative program

possibilities. A library research capability within the School Information

Section furnishes guidance from the professional literature.

The resource allocation stage of the model is seen as the focal point

for evaluation support. From the team's evaluation in this stage. flow re-

commendations and decisions that determine the local program.

Together with the implementation (next stage), these functions consti=

tute the power cycle that lies at the heart of LSB success: Evaluation,

Recommendation, Decision, Implementation. The LSB philosophy recognizes



power resides in shared participation in these functions. It minimizes

nportance of. questions like "Who makes the final decision?"

qie final local school budget for the corning year is developed by the

budgi. team, then presented to the public at open hearings at each school.

. N

Aker public feedback has been taken into consideration, the final budget is

tif'm to the central adminisration for approval. If the budget is\unac-

ceptable, the administration discusses the problems with the budget team and

together they resolve the issues. Finally, the Cincinnati Board of Educa-
,

. tion adopts the annual district budget reflecting the'ibdividual school

needs.

Implementation and Review. The two remaining stages of the planning

.model are implemehtatidn and review. The evaluation support for these

stages follows the traditional modes of process and product evaluation. The

Program Evaluation section, using data from the Testing.apd School Informa-

tion sections, furnishes this support.

Implementation and review data are made available by several additional

evaluation-related activities. The standardized testing program provides

survey achievement information in reading and mathematics, grades one

through eight. The Program-EValuation section has devised several creative

ways totie this information more directly to instruction.
.30"."\

Other activities supporting impleMentation and review are a program of

criterion- referenced instructional management called the Cincinnati

Instructional Management System, an embryonic system of competency-based

instruction, and a school improvement project using techniques developed by

SRI, Incorporated. The Evaluation Branch works with other divisions of the

I

197
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school system, chiefly the Planning and Development Branch, in helping local

schools use information from these activities.

Training provided for team members covers three main topical areas:

Educational 'Planning, Group Process, and Budget and Finance. The nine

training modules offered in Edu'Cational Planning reflect the broad scope of

the local school budgeting process:

Needs Assessment
- Setting Local School Goals
- Prioritizing and Evaluating Possible Programs
- Making the Best Use of Limited Resources
- Solicitiog External Funds
-. Building Volunteer Support

- Strengthening the Program through Community Resources
- Capitalizing'on Parent Interest

- Evaluating Program Outcomes

Although those titles might suggest that we are trying to make expert

program planners out of.all LSI members; such is not our intent. Indeed, in

some communities, we are satisfied i1 a quorum of a team membership attends

most meetings. On the other hand, we do have some communities in which the

teams-have built on the training content with an enthusiastic and dedicated

effort to tailor the program to the needs of their students.

Whqt characterizeS\tk: settings in whiCh LSB works best? We have found

that the single most important component of a successful LSB effort is the

wholehearted commitment of the local school administrator. The principal is

most importaft because he/she alone Ian weld the staff, community, and

school clientele into a cooperative unit. The process simly does not work

in settings where. principals give only condescending endorsement to collabo-

rative planning.

A second obviously important ingredient o; LSB successs is community

interest. ,Our underlying assumption has been that none of our local school

1.9.8
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communities is without an.adequate degree of interest in education to permit

the process to work. In a few instances we have yet to validate this

assumption. We have reason to believe, however, that distrut on part of

some segments of the community is'a major reason for non-participation.

Also, many residents of the poorer sections of the community seem to doubt

their own ability to contribute to such a process.

A question we have often been asked s, "What does a process like LSB

That's hard to answer. In one sense, it costs everything because the

(.

scope of the planning effort eventually entails every element of the dis-

itrict's bIdget. In another sense, it costs'nothing. The entire process has

been effected by realigning resources and setting new priorities. We have

spent no more money on LSB than we would have spent without it; remember,

our poverty, was a key motivator for taking this route in the first place,

We believe that the effort to better dire4 ct our educational resources to the

needs of students at the local school level can only increase our cost-
,

effectiveness.

The Local.School Evaluator

The agent serving the evaluation needs of the schools is called the

Local School Evaluator (LSE). This Is a centrally.based staff member

assigned responsibility for helping the local school evaluate its educa-

tional program. LSE's have been funCtioning in Cincinnati for ten years.

The position of -LSE was first operationalized within Title I. Approxi-
.

mately half the resources formerly invested in the centralized evaluation of

19.9
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Title I were diverted to serve local school needs through this position.

Lack of available funds has limited the implementation of this function in

Other school settings. With the advent of LSB, however, the service has

been extended.

NfAch LSE is assigned a group of schools whose respective evaluation

needs he/she must serve. Early in the school year, the LSE makes contact

with the assigned schools and outlines available services. The functioning

of the LSE for the year is determined in large measure by the specific ser-

vices requested by the local school.

In cases where response to the initial contact is slow, the LSE will

attempt to stimulate further interest by offering assistance in addressing

specific local school problems. These offers frequently take the form of

letting one school know of a service that has proven valuable in another

location. The history of local school evaluation in Cincinnati indicates

that the'services of the LSE are valued as a means of improving instruc-

tion.

Ahn, Barta, and Rockwood have described the LSE function as an evalua-

tion track of services supporting the instructional track. Needs assessment

supports the. selection of content and goals; diagnosis of entry behavior

supports the specifications of objectives. Assessment of implementation

supports the selection and implementation of strategy, group, time, space

and resources; and assessment of end results supports the instruction pro-

cess itself. (5)

5. Ahn, Unhai R., Barta, Maryann B., & Rockwood, Stacy F.. "Localizing
Evaluation for Public Schools: Concept and Practice." Presented at Annual

Meeting of the American Educational Research Association, San FranciSco, CA

i1 r,
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To give the reader a better understanding of how the LSE assists the

local school's planning effort, let me describe six specific services selec-

ted as representative of LSE functioning. Three of these serve the procesS

and product of evaluation functions and three the context and input evalua-

tion functions.

The examples will reflect how the LSE interacts with school staff, in

addition to the LSB teams. Staff' interaction is an important part of the

LSE function; its significance may be obscured by the emphasis of our

earlier discussion.

Alterhative Data. Special pr'ocedures for evaluating Cincinnati's al-

ternative programs call for an evaluation team to study each program on a

cyclic basis. The LSE is required to furnish the evaluation team with rele-

vant data. In the course of the team visit, the major focus is on process

. and product evaluation. The visit begins with a discussion of data that the

LSE has assembled, and the interpretation of this information by the evalu-

ator is crucial to setting the tone for the visit.

Data forms have been devised for summarizing the data on the alterna-.

tive programs in accordance with the set of .1ternative questions prescribed

for team responses. Of primary interest here are those questions that gen-

crate comments and ratings to be shared only at the local school level.

These questions concern curriculum, administration staffing needs, space

utilization and concerns-of persons involved.

For example, the_LSE provides data to answer the question, "Does the

status of reading achievement scores suggesea change in overall program

emphasis?" Another question related to curriculum is, "Do item data reflect

goi
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certain skills that need increased emphasis or modified approach?" Related

to student concerns, the evaluator compiles data to answer the question, "Do

students' survey results suggest specific concerns that the program-or staff

should address?" In the course of the visit, team members also seek an

answer to the question, "Does Casual student questioning reflect other

matters of important concern to students?"

CIMS Reports. Another service of the LSE related to process and pro-

duct evaluation is assisting staff in interpreting and applying reports from

the Cincinnati Instructional Management System (CIMS). This is a computer-

ized system of monitoring student progress in achieving fundamental reading

and arithmetic skills. The teacher using CIMS inventories can more easily

41
keep track of each student's progress in skll mastery. The evaluator 'can

assist the teacher in under1tanding the computer - generated reports, recog-

nizing common needs of stude.nts and planning strategies to serve these

needs.

One CIMS report, for example, indicatesstudents' mastery levels on

each of a variety of reading skills. These include skills in phonetic ana-

lysis, structural analysis, vocabulary, literal comprehension and interpre-

tive comprehension. If several studentsreading at approximately the same

level show a weakness in distinguishing hard and soft si sounds, the teacher

can arrange practice in that skill for these students. It is this kind of

focus that the evaluator helps to make possible in working with CIMS.

Chapter I School Profile. Becaufse of the availability of resources for

Chapter I evaluation, each Chapter I school has a larger amount of data than

other schools in the system. Over the last several years, LSE's have worked

202,
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to help school staffs use this information for instructional improvement.

One important part of this approach has been the Chapter I school profile.

Essentially, this profile helps the staff of an-individual school eval-
4

uate certain process and product outcomes in the light of comparison with

other Chapter I schools. This has been a recommended approach among these

inner-city school units, which formerly suffered from comparison with

schools in more affluent communities.

The school profile includes information on student achievement as mea-

sured by. standardized tests: Information on student attendance; teacher,

parent, and student attitudes; data on parent involvement -- all of these

L
are included in profiling the Chapter I school against the background of

other schools in the program.

Item Report. One of the most frequently requested services of the LSE

is training in the use of standardized test item analysis. The LSE helps

teachers use the results of specific items to dthgnose student and group

needs for instruction or remediation.

Several approaches have been devised to make this process easier for

teachers. Among these are the pupil item report worksheet.and the group

report worksheet. The pupil- worksheet allows the teacher to list names of

students whose item results suggest a need for more practice time, further

diagnosis or other reinforcement. The group worksheet permits the compari-

son of class unit or school unit item data with similar data for the schoOl

system.

Su6ey Information. Our earlier discussion of goal setting mentioned

the work of the LSE in helping local teams use information collected through
- ,

203
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the annual surveys. The surveys of administrators, teachers, parents, and

students provide a large volume of attitudinal information which the LSE can

help the local team understand and apply.

The student survey, for example contains a number of items related to

self-concept. By comparing the results of these items from one year to the

next and-with results from other schools, the team can gain useful insight

into specific needs for program emphasis.

School Information System. The survey results on each school are

stored in the district's School Information System. This data bank includes

several hundred variables on each school unit. A number of these, e.g.,

drOp-out rates by cause, socioeconomic variables, etc., are very useful in

context and input evaluation.

Each year the school `receives a comprehehsive report of its data as

contained in the School Information System. The shear volume of this report

.makes it important that someone be available on a consulting basis to help

staff and team interpret and apply the information.

A Look Ahead'

What we have seen happen in our attempt to support community efforts to

improve instruction has been encouraging. We see considerable basis for

hope in this approach. As the educatiqpal dollar continues to become more

scarce, the communities to whom.the schools belong are joining in the

concurrent missions of providing adequate resources and putting what we have

to the best possible use.
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Advisory committees are 'not new, of course. Many, districts have used

them, some under requirement of state law, and they have had varying degrees

of success in realizing educational benefit from the wok of these groups.

We seeour emphasis and procedure as swewhat different from those of most

,other districts. And the support evaluation provides to these teams is a

key element in this difference;

Perhaps more than in any other district, communication of evaluative

data to local clientele is given to priority in Cincinnati. This emphasis
11,

has led to7long-range planning in which research, testing,and evaluation

functions are the means of obtaining information to be communicated to those

.1'`interested in the schools.

The five-year plan for the school system includes a major section on

communications. Four goals are set down for this part of the plan: 1) im-

prove the school system's ability to hear the voice of the publiC it serves;

2) obtain better information to serve the need of staff, clients and commu-

`nity; 3) improve the quality of information processing and reporting; and

4) assist staff, clients, and community in interpreting: and using informa-

tion for deciSion making.

Our attempt to support community improvement of instruction has not

been free of problems. Stirring up apathetic communities, gaining commit-

ment of sufficient time, internal coordination -- these and other difficul-
c?.

ties have kept Us aware that we are still in areal world where panaceas

seldom exist. We deal with these problems as they appear, using the re-

sources described in this exposition. The success we have had leads us to

believe that some of what we are doing may be helpful to managers in other

205
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A superintendent who shares Cincinnati's pressing financial dilemma may

be able to apply'our strategies for gaining additional community. support.

Another manager confronted with non-productivd advisory committees could

perhaps use some of Cincinnati's techniques for involving' them more inte-

grally in educational planning.

Whatever the application, I hope my attempt to describe the LSB pro-

cess, giving the answers to many of the questions we are asked about it,

will be of some utility. I hope that the reader can blnefjt from what we

have learned about the key role of the local school administrator in apply-

ing such a process. I hope that our experiences in trust-building, working

toward consensus,.and applying evaluatiVe findings to Oogram choices will

be helpful.

I hope, too, that the reader can profit from some of the mistakes we

have made. It is important to avoid the pitfall of trying teiCcomplish too

much change too rapidly. Especially with a process such as this, it is cru-

cial to allow time enough for the participants to work through many'details

-

of operation. Involving all parties. affected is e constant challenge: And,

most Importantly, the selfish interests and protected domains of individuals

must never be allowed to interfere with what is really best for the students

we serve.

206
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CHAPTER 5

School District. Analyses
in which the impedimerlts.to developing such
systems are discussed along with the conditions
propelling districts in this direction . . .

4
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CHAPTER 5

a

SCHOOL DISTRICT ANALYSES

Introduction

In this chapter we take a broad conceptual view of why school districts

do not naturally link their testing and evaluation with their instructional

programs, even though this may seem a logical or important lhkage to deve-

lop. We include this section for several reasons: one, we, believe that you

cannot improve or change something unless you understand it; two, we want to '

dispel some common misconceptions about how school districts operate and

change; three, we want to stress the importance of school districts develop-

ing their own approach to linking testing, evaluation and instruction 'rather

than adopting ready-made programs.

First, let us consider the steps commonly taken by school districts

that are.found with low or declining test scores. Again, we will refer back

to the scenario in doing so.

Why Districts Have Trouble Dealing With Test Scores

In developing this section, we will start off by referring back to the

2

scenario in Chapter 1. While the scenario focuses on the decline of test

scores, it also contains several elements that are typically found in school

districts and that complicate attempts to reach a solution to this test

score dilemma. For example, consider the following:

1. Lack of consensus over the problem's Cause. A district's

declining test scores can be'caused by one 'pr several fac-

tors: poor instruction, inadequate time on struction,'

png
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limited match between whit is taught/ and what the test

measures, statistical variations such as standard error,

lack of pupil knowledge of how to take tests, shifting

pupil population. Each of these variable causes suggests a

different, solution or strategy.

2. These declining test scores are not the only problem the

district faces The electrical power failure in high

school demands immediate attention. The district is expe-

-,a.
riencing declining enrollments which will likely force the

district to initiate the difficult task of closing schools

and possibly ,laying off staff. Both of these processes,

closing schools and laying off staff, are generally politi-

cally and organizationally difficult problems that will

likely consume much time and effort. Of course, districts

often face other problems, e.g., desegregation orders, drug

problems, contract negotiations, that also chip away at the

amount of time and energy that testing problems can

receive.

3. The district does not have the luxury, or freedom, to pre-

sent the problem to the public in its own terms. In this

case, the newspapers presented the story and likely influ-

enced considerably the way the the public interpreted the

results. Newspaper reporters generally are not educators

R.
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and sometimes, but by no means always, their interpretation

of educational events can be limited or reductionist in

character, e.g.,.the teachers must not be teaching the

basic skills. While lack of teacher attention to bisic

skills may not really be the'problem, the district ni'st,

nonetheless, deal with the public's perception that this is

indeed the problem.

4nabol management cannot take unilateral steps to solve the

problem. In this scenario, the school board, or a repre-

sentative public body, and the teachers' union, which re-

presents. the school teachers will likely have a major say

in whatever is decided. The board, for example, if it is

concerned about re-election, may insist that the district's

solution to the problem be in response to the public's per-

ception of the problem. Thus, they may insist on more

classroom time on basic skills. The teachers' union, on

the other hand, may insist that teachers be paid for any

out-of-school inservice training sessions. If the district

is facing budgetary problems, this may effectively remove

inservice training as a viable strategy for solving the

problem.

5. Lack of consensus on the solution to the problem. If, one

can not define the cause of the immediate'problem it

follows that it will be impossible to select an dppropriate

solution to the problem. But even if one can reasonably

define the problem, there is limited consensus about-what ,
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to do about it. For example, if the problem is defined as°

inadequate time on instruction in basic skills, does that

mean that all pupils should increase their time in basi

f
skills instruction or just a few? The instructional time

in schools As finite; if instruction in basic skills is
,

,

increased, what other subjects will "lose" instructional

time? How will that dilemma be resolved?

Given all these characteristics of school districts, is there nothing

hat can be done? Must school disTts'continually,be buffeted back and

orth on the basis of test scores? Must they forever be placed in a dilemma

here they cannot define the problem, have limited choice over solutions,'

nd have no realistic way of determining whether or not selected solutions

re achieving the intended results?

Some districts; in response to declining test scores, take specific

teps, such as: teaching the pupils how better to take tests, or increasing

:he required classroom time on certain subjects.. such as reading or math, or

Initiating yet another series of inservice training workshops for teachers.

4e would argue, these isolated steps generally do not make much of a dif-
o

:erence. These steps do not usually improve test,scor'es very much and the

iilemmas, and sometimes risks, remain. In the mean time, teachers begin to

lose their feeling of efficacy, the public lessens its support for the

;chools and the pupils are judged as not receiving an adequate education.

We think not. While the problem is complex, it must be solved if dis-

tricts are going to make progress in providing a good educational program

hile at the same time improving public confidence and satisfying staff con-

cerns. But it is not easy. School districts, faced with such a' problem as

21.t
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4

that described in the first chapter's scenario, are confronted with a

formidable problem. As the superintendent and board members and staff

members in our scenario meet to consider the problem, they must address

several questions.

How can'we describe the problem? Where do we start? Who should be

involved? How will we know if we are making progress or have solved the

problem? The remainder of this ,chapter deals with some basic assumptions

that we feel should be kept in mind-when this or any school district
Aot

approaches this problem.

Some Assumptions

As the administration, board members, and staff members ir) our scenario

school district sit down to begin to ponder their dilemma, we would recom-

mend that they keep in mind some assumptions that should form the basis for

their discussions. We will list the assumptfOns here. and then subsequently

discuss each in more detail immediately thereafter.

Assump ion 1. The problem cannot be solved unless it is first

k
analyz d and understood.

...

Assumption 2. The problem is a school district systems problem
and not the fault of any one individual, groups of individuals

or single process.

Assumption 3. A strategy for linking together the district's
testing and evaluation and instructional program can be an
effective strategy for solving the challenge posed by declining

test scores.

Assumption 4. A system for linking testing and evaluation and
instruction must-be situation-specific and accommodate various

external and internal factors.

Assumption 5. Developing and implementing a subsystem for
linking together the district's testing, evaluation and in-

structional programs (t/e/i linking subsystem) can be thought

of as an educational innovation.
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Assumption I. The problem cannot be solved unless it is first analyzed

and uneerstood.

This seems like a self-evident statement; yet we have observed and

studied district after district that has adopted a particular strategy or

taken certain steps without having taken this first problem-identification

step. In 'order to sdtisfy public demands for action districts often choose

a single strategy such as mandating that instructional time on/selected sub-

jects be implemented, or changing the district's reading or math or social

studies program, or requiring teachers to attend mandatory inservice pro-

grams, or changing the norm-referenced tests the district is using. This

list of selected isolated activities could go on and on. The district's-

basis for these seemingly isolated strategies might include such factors as

an influential book salesman or a local university consultant or some unex-

amined belief system of a prominent school board member or administrator.

In making these statements we don't mean to be hyper-critical of school

districts who act in this manner. As we pointed out earlier, and as was

illustrated in the scenario, schools districts have many problems pressing

on them for solution. Often there simply isn't time to give this problem

the sustained attention it needs, especially if the district is unsure of,

or lacks the technical capacity to identify and deal with this problem.

Yet, the problem will not go away and its potential ramifications can be

serious indeed.

Let's look again at the scenario district for ways in which the

district might begin looking at the problem. The most immediate question
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is, "What is the problem?" or perhaps more accurately, "What are the prob-

lems?" Many districts often assume that the lowering test s9ores automati-

cally mean that the students have learned,lessor that the quality of in-

struction has declined. Of course, it may not be an instructional or learn-

ing problem at all. It may be that there is-'a whole relationship between

what the test measures and what is taught in the classrooms. Either the

instruction should change or a different test might be selected. Or dis-

tricts make compariSons between test scores from one year to years past. If

there is a decline, they assume that the schools are not performing as well

as in years past. But is the school population the same? .For'example,

there may have been a significant influx of new students whose preflous edu-

cational background is subStantially different from the district students

who-were tested earlier. What the test results might indicate is that the

district test does not measure what new, or relatively new students learned

elsewhere. Or, a district might conclude that the instructional program

simply doesn't give adequate time to certain subjects. But often times,

districts have nb basis for knowing how much time is presently being spent

in classrooms on various subjects. Or a district might conclude that a pre-

sent instructional program isn't effective, but they have little knowledge

about whether or not the program has been implemented by the teachers.as it

was designed.

In a sense, what starts out to be an essentially straightfoward problem

quickly dissolves when various alternative problem statements are con-

sidered. In a sense, the "testing problem" becomes an' evaluation problem.

The situation cries out for a thorough systematic assessment. The
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dilemma will riot likely be dealt with effectively until such an analytical

process is begun. Please note, we are not suggestihg that such an analysis

is a single, massive effort to analyze the problem.` Rather we are suggest-

ing an analytical frame of mind that will result in long-term, continuing

inquiry into the problem, and the results of various strategical implementa-

tions to solve the problem.

Assumption 2. The problem is a school district systems dilemma, and

not the fault of any one individual, groups of individuals, or single

person.

School districts, even small ones, are complex organizations. It is

difficult, often, to conceptualize the problem because we limit our thinking

to the district organization itself, with its school board, school sites,

and administrative and teaching staffs. Often, we focus our attention on

some subsystem, such 'as the Central administration or school sites when con-

'ceptUalizing the problem-. lut, of course, school districts do'not exist in

isolation from their environments. Nor do the various subsystems exist

independently of each other.

But how does one conceptualize such d complex entity? We find the open

ilfstems model of organizations to be useful in this regard.

School Districts As Open Systems. Open systems is a widely-used and

relatively simple conceptual model. It is used in many fields, such as

biology, to illustrate the functioning of an organism:in its environment.

One of its major features is that it accounts for the external environment's

influence on the unit, or organization being studied. By using the open

systems model, one is forced to consider the dynamic interaction between an

organization and its environment.



Viewed graphically, a school district as an open system can be depicted

as follows:
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Relevant External Environment. This includes those agencies, indivi-

duals, groups of individuals and other organizations that can influence an

organization's functioning. In the Chapter 1 scenario, this was represented

in several ways: parents calling the schools, the newspaper article, commu-

nity persons. Of course, the list of external environmental influences is

much larger, and includes such groups and individuals as: the federal and,

state courts; federal, state, and local governments; taxpayer associations;

radio and television; local community and business leader's; poSt-secondary

schools to which the district's population matriculate and Tocal private

schools. From time to time, these groups and individuals can exert consi-

derable pressure on the school district to confrom to its or their wishes.

Many factors influence the district's response including the external

groups, political power, legal mandates, and the saliency or popularity of

the issue. What is m ,pre, the district's response to these demands, and,

some have argued, the district's internal organizational structure, must

respond to the make-up and complexity of the external environment if the

organization is going to deal effectively with its problems.

Permeable Boundary. 'All organizations have a boundary around them that

separates the organization from its:lexternal environment. It is, however,

almost impossible to determine exactly where that boundary is. In the case

of the schools, for example, the governing body of the district (that is,

school oards) are agents of the state. Does it include the parents who in

many i stances....have final authority-over the child's education, but limited

authority in other instances? This issue is essentially unresolvable,
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depending as it does on the problem or action being considered and how one

, defines influence.

This boundary is permeable, that is, virtually no organization is com-

pletely:independent of its external environment. External influences can

penetrate the boundary and effect its operations and decisions. But the

permeability of the boundary'varies considerably from organization to orga-

nization. In the case of public school districts, the boundary is quite

easily bridged. That is, many of the school's actions on such vital matters

as budget allocations, whether or not to close schools, the school's test

scores, are easily accessible to the external environment. What is more,

decisions by external agencies such as federal courts or state legislatures

and local business, for example, that may decide to open a new factory,

often bridge the school district's permeable boundary and require that the

organization vary its processes or decisions.

In our scenario, this boundary penetration is clearly illustrated by

the way in which the test score data were obtained by the press and subse-

quently by the effect the newspaper article had on the external environment

and its subsequently penetrating the organization to cause it to consider

the appropriate action to be taken. This boundary permeability has both

advantages and disadvantages. On the plus side, it forces an organization

to be responsive to items and issues that the external environment considers

important. Organizations cannot ignore the external environment and hope to

remain current with the needs of the constituents they serve. On the nega-

tive side, the organization can be easily buffeted by changing public atti-

tudes that may be based on incomplete information or on faulty analyses, or
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on developments elsewhere that may be inappropriate to the schobl district's

situation., The result of this is that school districts find it difficult to

conduct long-term planning; a plan ';.hat is developed and Implemented based

on the public's view or wishes at a given time may have to be altered or

discarded before the plan is fully implemented beCaUse, some influential

9
agency or group in the rPievant external environm.int has changed its goals

or priohties.

Internal Subsystems. All complex organizations, such as school dis-

tri.cts, are composed of subsystems. This factor is sometimes forgotten when

weAthink and speak of organizational actions and decisions. Then, we say a

school district did this or that, or performs in certain ways. We would be

more accurate to say that various subsystems and individuals have decided

something or are performing n a certain way. Thus, a school district can

have a curriculum that is ad9pted by the school board (one subsystem), arti-,

culated by the curriculum department (another subsystem), and implemented by

the teachers in the school sites (another subsystem). And, as.will be ela-

borated in a-subsequent section, the articulation and coordination among

these various subsystems is often less than perfect. Thus, one can talk

about the district's curriculum; but general statements about it often

ignore or gloss over the complexity that is inherent' in such a general

statement.

A complex organization then consists, internally, of a whole series of

subsystems that vary considerably in the degree to which they are working

toward common goals and the level of coordination and cooperation among

them.
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Input, Throughput and Output. This organization of operating subsys-

tems, which exists in a dynamic relationship with its relevant environment,

then, takes in resources (input)" in-the form of money, materials, personnel,

clients, etc. which it parcels out into organizational subsystems, in the

form of such agencies as school sites, personnel offices, curriculum unit's,

budget offices, custodial and support staff, etc., to produce an output,

such as institutional programs, educated pupils, employed citizens (both

graduates and citizens who work, in the district), community entertainment

(such as athletes and musical performers), and babysitting (that is, pupils

are engaged and supervised during the school day).

While there are commonalities from district to district on these in-

puts, throUghputs and outputs, significant differences exist among districts

that make generalizations hazardous. That is, schools differ considerably

on such important items as: level and source of financial support, mix and

variety of pupils in racial and socioeconomic terms, district organization

of the subsystem, coordination among the subsystem, definition of a success-

ful graduate and organizational goals.

Summary. We believe this open systems model of school districts pro-

vides a comprehensive way to look at how a school district functions and the

various initial factors that must be considered if the organization is to

deal effectively with the problems and challenges it faces. In the case of

our Chapter 1 scenario, one begins to see the interplay among the various

'parts of an open system. The district is seen as a complex of internal

subsystems ..hat are being effected dramatically by the dynamic interchange

of the organization with its relevant environment across its permeable
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boundary. The various subunits are being called together to forge a

response to the challenge -- the declining test scores.

One final comment. It is important to note-that this is an open sys-

tems model, and not a theory. That is, it provides a way to conceptualize

how complex organizations function in their environment. It provides, we

believe, an effective way to view the organization's functioning but it does

not in any way pre ow a organization does or should respond to exter-

nal challenges. Organizations indeed respond in many ways to their relevant

environment. The exact relationship between their response and their orga-

nizational success is at best speculative. We believe that one way the dis-

trict can respond to the declining test score challenge is to consider link-

ing its testing and evalution'program to its instructional program. It is

to tbis process that we turn next.

Assumption 3.\ A strategy for linking together the district's testing

and evaluation and instructional program can be an effective strategy for

solving the challenge posed by declining test scores.

',-

The wording of this assumption is important. Note that we have said

that a t/e/i linkage strategy can be an effective strategy for solving the

-challenge posed by declining test scores.

We are not suggesting that this t/e/i linkage is the only way a.dis-

trict can meet this challenge. Some districts might, for example, simply

not give norm-referenced tests and release the results to the public.

Others may decide that strategies that could be considered "humanistic"

would be more appropriate. We have no arguments with those who would_select

such approaches. Our advocacy of this tie/i linkage strategy is based on
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what we perceive as the public's belief in the importance of norm-referenced

tests, or criterion-referenced tests, or competency tests or some combina-

tion of these. (For a more detailed discussion of tests and what they mea-

sure, see pp. . ) For good or bad, testing has become accepted practice

in American schooling. Given the pervasiveness of this practice, it makes

sense, we feel, for districts to maximize the potential usefulness of those

tests in informing decisions about the instructional program.

Program Evaluation, though a more recent phenomenon, is also a common

practice in many school districts. Largely in response to federal and state

evaluation mandates that accompanied external funds for special programs

(such as ESEA title I, ESEA Title IV and PL 94-142), school districts have

either developed a capacity for in-district program evaluation research or

they have developed a continuing relationship with an external evaluation

agency that can provide systematic evaluations. Many districts now have the

capacity to perform evaluations and, with some modifications, these evalua-

tions can serve to inform local school district'instructional decision

making.

Also note in our statement of this third assumption that we refer to

this as an "effective strategy for solving the challenge posed by declining

test scores." This wording intentionally refers to the declining test

scores as a challenge. We do not take the position that the declining test

scores are themselves the problem. Instead we view them as symbols or mani-

festations of the instructional program. Our interest is in the information

presented by test scores and through evaluation to improve instruction. A

district could have an excellent instructional program and poor test
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scores. Similarly, a school district could improve its test scores, through

various manipulations of students, teachers and statistics, and make no :in-

structional improvement. The key concept here is that the testing and eval-

uation activities and capacity can be linked together to inform instruc-

.

tional decision making, and thereby improve instruction.

Our basis for suggesting this t/e/i linking strategy is based on devel-

opments on a national scale and at the local level in many districts in

testing and evaluation.

In testing we have made considerable progress in improving the quality

of norm-referenced tests and in understanding their strengths and weaknesses

in providing information about instructional programs. In short; there is

no need for districts to blindly react to norm-referenced test scores as

though they are the ultimate,measure of a school district's program. The

fact that some districts or communities continue to use norm-referenced test

results in that way suggests that the present sophistication regarding those

tests' strength's and weaknesses is not uniformly known or adhered to.

Norm - referenced, tests can provide important data but only if the relation-

ship'between the norm-referenced tests' content and the school district's

instructional prOgram is known and understood.

A parallel testing movement has developed in the design and use of

criterion-referenced tests. These tests can be more specifically related to

a district's instructional program and accordingly they can provide almost

immediate feedback regarding the district's program. But their potential

use for informing instruction is limited to the degree to which they are

linked to the instructional program. As with norm-referenced tests, there
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are certain strengths and weaknesses associated with criterion-referenced

tests. But if properly designed and linked to the instructional program,

they can provide valuable data.

I Still a third mwremen;Cis the competency testing movement. While some-

what more limited in scope than the norm-referenced and criterion-referenced

tests, these too can'provide valuable information about the instructional

program's ability to provide a basic survival education. Data collected

from these tests can answer important questions about the school district's

instructional program and the students' progress in achieving basic survival

skills. No one will argue that this proficiency testing program should be

the ultimate goal for the district, but it does provide a base line upon

which the district can build. And, data froth these tests can provide valu-

able information for district instructional decision making.

We make no argument for one testing system over another. We only re-

mind the realer that each test has its strengths and weaknesses; accord-

ingly, each provides its own kind of data (see pp. ). And these data can

form an instructional management information system but only if they are

adequately linked to the district's instructional program.

Program Evaluation is a more recent development in education. The main

emphasis for its development came from requirements that accompanied fed-
416

erally, and subsequently statt funded programs for systematic evaluation of

such projects. The purpoie of these evaluations was to provide federal and

state officials data upon which to make decisions about whether or not to

continue program funding.
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These requirements started a sizable movement in education. A number

of scholars, many of them trained in educational psychology and psychome-

trics, began developing methodologies and procedures for program evalua-

tion.. Educational evaluation began to develop as an identifiable field of

study replete with a Center for the Study of Evaluation, its own division in

the American Educational Research Association, graduate programs in major

universities, and both research and practitioner journals.

Paralleling, and indeed a major stimulant for this development of edu-

cational evaluation as a field, was the development of school 'districts'

capacities to conduct edueAtional evaluations. In the beginning of the

movement many school districts handled all the evaluation requirements by

utilizing external consultants or by adding this task on to the duties of

those who handled the district's testing program. This procedure continues

in many districts, especially smaller districts, today. Many other dis-

tricts began to consolidate all the evaluation funds into a separate unit

which was given a variety(of names which included some mix of terms such as

research, evaluation'and testing.

The result of this movement was to provide diStricts with increasingly

sophisticated capacity to conduct program evaluations. But recent research

has revealed that much of the work of these units, that is, their evaluation

reports, has been directed, understandably, to external funding agencies.
%

The evaluation reports have been designed to answer the external funding

agencies' questions;they have not been developed to meet the local needs.

Also, the evaluation-community has come to realize that in many instances

the evaluations were not being utilized as intended by decision-makers.

2?5



There were many reasons for this, such as a misunderstanding of evaluation's.-

role in decision making and the evaluators' adherence to standard research

formats rather than developing evaluations that were responsive to the deci-

sion makers' needs or pressing questions. In recent years, the evaluation

community has gone through reappraisal of its purposes and methods in an

attempt to increase the utility of evaluations for decision makers. Consi- ,

derable progress has been made in that regard.

Thus, presently, many school districts have developed program evalua-

tion capacities consisting either of groups of evaluation consultants or an

internal research, evaluation and testing unit. And, this evaluation capa-

city can provide much needed data on the school district's instructional

program if it is appropriately linked to it. That is, this capacity has

habitually been used to ratify external funding agencies -- the challenge,

and promise of school districts now is to forge a linkage between their

evaluation procedures and local school district instructional decision

needs.

In summary, school districts are under considerable pressure to improve

their instructional programs. Yet, in many -- perhaps most -- districts,

instructional decision making is done quite unsystematically, often in re-

sponse to some set of scores from an annual administration of some set of

norm-referenced tests. Yet, these tests have limited capacity for making

well-informed instructional program decisions. This is especially true if

the relationship between the norm - referenced test and the district's in-

structional program is unkown. What is.more, most school districts, given

their organizational pattern with teachers functioning quite autonomously
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behind classroom doors, have surprisingly little data available about what

their instructional program really is and how it is implemented. But devel-

opments in testing, such as refinements of norm- referenced tests, the design

of criterion-referenced tests and competency tests, can provide districts

with useful tools with which to assess the outcome of their instructional

program. Similarly, advahces'in the evaluation field make it possible for

districts to begin to obtain systematic and comprehensive analyses, both

formative and summative, of the ongoing districts' instructional program.

Together, this testing and evaluation capacity, if linked with the instruc-

tional program, can provide a district with an instructional managment

information system. The fact that this has not occurred in many districts

is probably due to several factors including characteristics 'of school dis-

tricts as complex organizations; a topic to which we turn next.

0 Assumption 4. A system for linking testing, evaluation and instruction

must be situation-specific and accommodate various external and internal

variables.

We suspect, and indeed our research confirms-, that few districts have

linked their testing and evaluation activities with their instructional pro-

gra,as. There are probably a number of reasons for this, such as not reali-

zing the potential or the district's capacity to develop such a linkage or

simply the district's having decided on another strategy for instructional

improvement. We suspect, however, that the charicteristics of school dis-

tricts in general are such that they make the linkage of these three pro-

cesses, testing, evaluation and instruction, difficult to accomplish. We

suggest that the following four characteristics of school districts mitigate
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against school districts moving naturally or easily toward developing this

t/e/i linkage: institutionalization, goal differences, permeable bounda-

ries, and loose coupling.

Institutionalization. This term, derived from the sociology of organi-

zations, suggests that some organizations are valued by the public as insti-

tutions and given special status and recognition. Generally they receive

public funding and a virtual monopoly for their activities. They do not

have to compete, in the typical sense, for survival and they are under less .

pressure than most other organizations to justify their existence. Examples

of such organizations would be national parks, public libraries and public
ear

schools. This special status, of course, confers to these organisations

certain advantages in that they do not have to continually fight for survi-

val although, to be sure, the level of their support is subject to political

trends. They are by no means trouble-free.

But this institutionalized characteristic has its disadvantages as

well. That is, the organization can survive without looking critically at

the way that it operates and the degree to which it is successful in accom-

plishing its goals. A-common outcome of this Institutionalized character-

istic is that institutionalized organizations often deal in symbols rather

than in reality. Schools and school districts, when asked if they are of

high quality, will usually respond by referring to such fact ors as: the

fact that all the teachers are credentialled, or that an admirably high per-
.

cent of the teachers have Masters degree, or that thibraries have so many

volumes, or that the curriculum is clearly described. Seldom are questions

raised as to whether or not credentialled teachers or teachers with higher
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degrees are more competent than those without such symbols, nor do they

really see if pupils are reading and understanding all those books or if the

curriculum is actually being taught in classrooms. In other words, schools,

as institutionalized organizationi, tend to deal in symbols -- they pay sur-

prisingly little attention to their instructional core. Teachers, as a

group, receive little supervision over their instruction.

What is more, some have argued, it is not in the schools' best in-

terests to actually look very clearly at their instructional core if that

core is weak. And it is widely recognized, that the actual technical core

of teaching is quite weak. For example, educators have few really carefully

researched and developed methods to deal with the challenge arising from.an

influx of many non-English speaking pupils. Indeed, there are many dif-

ferent viewpoints both about the advisability and techniques of bilingual

education. In saying this, we do not suggest that educators are uncaring or

that a little thought and research has not taken place with regard to this

issue. Instead, we suggest that bilingual education, as an example, is a

value-laden issue and a very complex instructional problem. Whatever the

reasonv,the fact is that schools have a very weak technical core. If

schools look very critically at that core, and expose it to public scrutiny,

the schools may begin to lose their institutionalized status. Some things

are best left unexamined! In summary, this institutionalized characteristic

of the schools lessens the schools' incentive to link testing, evaluation

and instruction.

Goal Differences. The public schools have long suffered from lack of

agreement over the goals the schools should pursue. Readers with a sense of
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eduCational history can remember the movements from humanistic education to

vocational education to basic skills. What is more, the goals of one seg-

ment of society will often differ from those of other social segments.

While there is general agreement on, say, the basic skills, there is consi-

derable disagreement over priorities and over the importance and the best

strategies for pursuing stA other schooling functions as racial integration

or developing critical thinking skills. Thus, schools are constantly subject

to a variety of external pressures to conform to the decision of one group

or another. Given an open system orientation, it is important that they

attend to/their clients' decision; but, as was pointed out earlier, these

constantly shifting priorities make it difficult for districts to mount

sustained, long term and carefully researched efforts to implement a given

goal. Thus, school districts tend to sort of muddle through, bouncing back

and forth between various changing demands that are placed on. them. Insti-

tutions in this kind of situation tend to disassert the need for a carefully

designed management information and planning system -- it is simply not

worth the'time and limited reserves it consumes.

Permeable Boundaries. This feature has been described-in some detail

in an earlier section of this chapter so we will not elaborate further in

describing it. We- should repeat, 'however, that this permeability makes it

difficult for school districts to protect themselves from external activi-

ties that both change the basic direction of the institution or direct a

good deal of the district's attention and reserves away from the central

instructional program. Many school districts, for example, have had to deal

with demands placed on-them from the external environment for which they
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have been unprepared and which have demanded a good deal of their time.

Examples are school programs to handle: desegregation, educating handi-

capped pupils, large immigration of Latino or Asian pupils. We do not

question the merits of such programs, only that they are so large in scope

and complex in execution that they demand an enormous amount of time and

resources and they force the schools to spread their planning and develop-

ment capacities very thin. Districts so occupied with external demands are

not likely to have the energy and resources to attend to their central

instructional core, especially if the institutionalized character of the

organization reduces the immediate need for them to do so.

Loose Coupling. A currently popular term, used to describe the

schools, loose coupling refers to the characteristic of some organizations

to have loose couplings, or connections, among the organization's various

parts or subcenters. Assume that an order is given, by an organization's

management, that a certain procedure or change is to be implemented. In a

tightly coupled organization one will expect that the order or change will

be carried out within a reasonable period of time. In a loosely coupled

organization, the order or change may never be carried out or done so in a.

sporadic or idiosyncratic manner.

No organizations are completely tightly or loosely coupled. In

schools, for example, if the school board orders that the beginning and

ending hours for the district schoolsbe changed for the next school year,

one can be almost certain that the order will be carried out. In that

instance, the organization is tightly coupled. In the case of the
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instructional program, however, if the school board orders that teachers

institute a particular instructional approach or ease their instruction on

the results of certain tests, one cannot be at all sure that after a reason-

able time the order will be carried out. The school's instructional program

is often loosely coupled from the organizational management system.

There are, of-course, reasons for this, the main one being that the

organization's main technical core unit, the classroom, is operated quite

independently by teachers. District managers have neither the resources,

inclination nor agreed upon technical superiority to substitute their judg-

ment for the teachers' over instructional matters. What is more, the vari-

ous district subunits, especially in large districts, tend to operate in

considerable isolation; they are themselves loosely coupled from one an-

other. This loose coupling makes it unlikely that the testing, evaluation

and instructional processes can be easily or naturally linked.

Assumption 5. Developing and implementing a subsystem for linking a

district's.testing and evaluation together with instructional program

jt /e /i) can be thought of as an educational innovation.

As was pointed out in previous sections, it is not natural for school

districts to 7!:1,, testing, evaluation and instruction together. There are

many in:citutional, organizational and historical factors that mitigate

against such linkage. If such a linkage is going to be forged it will take

some positive, direct and sustained planning and action. For some organi-

zations, e.g., a manufacturing plant or an engineering firm, the use of an

information management system that consists of the regular monitoring of

critical technical core processes to determine whether they are being
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completed as intended and whether or not they are having the intended effect

may seem to be a standard operating procedure. Presently, in public school

districts, however, such a process can be considered an innovation or

change.

During the past twenty years or so a great deal of research has been

completed on the educational change process. While the resultant research

literatUre is too extensive to review here, there are a few generalizations

that seem to emerge frcm that literature that would apply to districts want-

ing to develop a t/e/i linking subsystem. The few generalizations that we

feel apply are: the importance of ownership, the incremental nature of com-

prehensive change, the process of mqual adaptation and the role of incen-

tives.

The Imoortance of Ownership. As th., name implies, ownership simply

means that those who will be affected by an innovation have some sense that

the innovation belonos to them. It conveys a feeling that those affected

have at least been consulted about the innovation or better still, that

they have played an important role in determining why, how and when the

innovation will be introduced, implemented and adopted. This ownership can

be developed in a number of ways, by having those who will be affected, or

some group representing them: be involved in developing the innovation; be

participants in deliberations and discussions on whether or not to initially

implement the innovation; be involved in judging whether or not the inno-

vation is working as intended; and being involved in final adoption deci-

sions.
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Consider the differences between a school district that decides at the

top administrative level to conduct, as an analytical step in building a

t/e/i linking subsetem, an evaluation study to see if teachers are uni-

formly spending enough time on mathematics and if they are using what the

district considers "appropriate" teaching methods. Assume further that the

decision is made quite unilaterally and the teachers are simply informed

that this is an important study and that the data will not be used for per-

sonnel purposes. One can pretty well predict what will happen. The teach-

ers will be suspicious of the district's motives, they will resent the

intrusion into their classroom, the study will become the target of teacher

resistance, and this will likely minimize the accuracy and therefore the

usefulness of the data gathered.

I

Suppose instead, that teachers from the beginning were told that the

district wants to work with them in improving instruction and that the re-

sponsibility for whatever inadequacies there might be infthe instructional

program belong to everyone including teachers, principals,"and central

administration. Suppose further, that it is proposed that a joint committee

be formed that consists of teachers, principals and relevant central admini-

strators to explore the 'possibilities of conducting a study to determine

current practice. And, if such a study were deemedNaluable, that the

study's design, implementation and analysis would be directed, though not

necessarily conducted, by this joint steering committee. Problems would

still exist but one can predict that because the teacherS, who are the ones

to be studied, are involved there will likely be less resistance, the study

will be more realistic in its design, execution and analysis, and therefore
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more useful to everyone. One risk of this approach is that the teachers may

decide that the study should not be conducted because of reasons they con-

sider important. If such is the case then the study should be either rede-

signed so as to meet the teachers' concerns or forgotten. It is difficult

to over-estimate the importance of ownership in designing and implementing

innovations.

The Incremental Nature of Comprehensive Change. For many years, it was

taken as an act of faith to describe the innovation process as a linear,

logical process subject to standard planning methods. Innovators were urged

to state clearly their objectives, determine the resources needed, develop a

detailed plan for developing iand implementing the innovation, and determine

the appropriate evaluation mJthods and ways of feeding evaluation back so

that the innovation could be properly adjusted.

While this standard planning procedure makes sense logically and it

looks good on graduate examination papers, it bears little relationship to

what actually goes on when comprehensive innovations are introduced into

complex organ.; ations. There are likely many reasons for this, e.g., many

complex interactions are difficult to anticipate, not enough is known about

the situation, or the innovation is not sufficiently developed so as to lend

itself to such precise planning. We suggest, however, that perhaps the

paramount reason is that educational innovations are being introduced into a

human system that simply does not respond to such planning. Instead of

being logical, linear and predictable, most innovations, when looked at in

retrospect, are implemented on a non-rational, non-linear and incremental

basis. And the patterns of implementation vary almost as much as the
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variety of innovations themselves. This isn't to suggest that planning is

to be completely avoided. Indeed, one should proceed with an innovation

with a plan in mind. However, one should avoid being too wedded to a parti-

cular strategy and one should be prepared, indeed expect, that,the original

plan will likely be changed considerably .from time to time before the inno-

vation is fully implemented.

Mutual Adaptation. Related to the incremental planning concept de-

scribed above, is the concept of mutual adaptation. Simply stated, this

suggests that the chances of an.innovation being implemented improve consi-

derably if allowances are made for the innovation and the setting to mutu-

ally adapt to each other. That is, the innovation of, for example, a new

reading program, will likely undergo some adaptation as it is implemented in

various sites.. It is unrealistic tobelieve that it can or should be imple-

mented in exactly the same way in different settings. Similarly, it is.

likely that the school settings will have to adjust themselves, though in

different ways, in order to accomodate the innovation into their settings.

These adjustments may be in the forth of changing personnel or schedules or

administrative procedures. It is not likely that any significant innovation

can be introduced withot some organizational adjustment.

The Role of Incentives. For every innovation there are those indivi-

duals and groups who expect to benefit from the innovation and those who

will either receive 'no benefit or will be disadvantaged by the innovation.

For those advantaged, there are saidito be incentives. For those disadvan-

taged, the innovation carries disincentives. It is not unlikely for those
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who are disadvantaged to offer resistance to the innovation. Noris it

unreasonable for them to be less than enthusiastic about an innovation,

especially if they perceive the innovation as using them'to benefit someone

else.

The implication of this is that one should make every effort to design

and implement innovations in suc a way that everyone benefits, and that the

benefits are clearly spelled out to those who are participating. In our own

work over the years we have come to view this as a cardinal rule of success-

ful innovation. People will more likely cooperate with thos'e innovations

that help them solve a problem that they have. Few people can resist inno-

C'

vations that solve real, pressing problems. Few people will assist innovat-

ions that promise no personal payoff.

In summary, those considering the deVelopment and implementation of a

t/e/i linking subsystem should consider this as being so atypical of most

school district functioning as to regard it as an innovation. As such the

innovation should be planned and implemented in such a way that those who

will be, affected by it will feel ownership for the plan, the plan' will be

sufficiently flexible and sequenced that it can be changed to meet changing

lo-Ca conditions and circumstances, he innovation will easily allow for

mutual adaptation and the innovation will be so.designed and explained that

all who will be involved in the plan will see in it ways to solve real and

pressing problems.
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Section 1

Improving Instruction Through the Management of Testing

and Evaluation Activities: An Action Planning Perspective
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Introduction

Earlier chapters in this book deal with various aspects of the testing/

evaluation/instruction linkage.

Chapter 2 describes a district in a crisis "situation erupting froM the

public's reaction to publication of test scores. A number of issues are

explored -- for example, the accuracy of the press' interpretation of the

scores, the extent to which the scores serve as legitimate surrogates for

student learning and as outcomes of the district's instructional effective-

ness. More importantly, the scenario implies that the specific crisis is an

instance'of a more chronic problem -- one which is generic to many districts

-- that is, -the lack of a central district level organizational structure

which routinely and effectively feeds back the evaluative data periodically

collected to assess student achievement into the instructional system which

impacts student achievement.

In Chapter 3, single factor solution strategies, often proposed byJthe

public and even by some educators, as responses to the immediate problem are

presented, discussed and rejected. We reject them because we believe that

taken individually, each points towards a dead-end direction. That is, each

of them may be an important element in an integrated data-based instruc-

tional management system. Singly, however, they are energy consuming diver-

sions not making much of a contribution to educational environments which

enhance student learning.

In Chapter 4, six districts who recognized the interaction between

assessment and action, between testing and instruction, tell how they Bevel-

oped their own data-based management systems. One district's system looks
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very different from another district's /system: In all cases, however, im-

proved student learning was the aim of the system.. The teacher was recog-

nized as the key to the delivery of effective instruction. The role of the

school as the setting within which teachers work was asknowledged. District

responsibility for supporting the principal and the teacher with relevant

information and with data-informed policies was asserted.

In Chapter 5, the generic difficulties experienced by school districts

when they developed data-based instructional management systems are des-

cribed. Many school districts these days exist in turbulent social, politi-

cal and economic environments. Their budgets may decrease while their stu-

dent needs increase. Their population may shift within the district causing

some schools to close, others to go on "double session. The first language

of many students may not be English. Student stress may be acted out in

terms of drug use, vandalism, absenteeism, violence. Such turmoil and the

rapidity with which non-educational problems seem to accumulate may engender

cynicism or despair on the part of school officials that they can educate

students at all. For these educators, district management is focused on

instructional survival rather than instructional improvement.

In our view, school districts' need'to respond to rapidly changing envi-

ronmental conditions is fuel for the development of a central office system

for collecting, analyzing, and using test or other evaluative data to en-

hance student progress and factors that seemingly contribute to or impede

that progress.

In this Chapter, then, we'discuss specific ways in which districts who

are interested in such a point of view can engage in action planning to

create such a management system for themselves.
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Definition of Action Planning

As we use it here, action. planning is not the pre-ordinate specification

of goals and objectives accompanied by a blueprint of activities and by a

time/task line, although it might well have some of these characteristics.

Action planning is not the arm-chair product of a single administrator's

conception of a data-based instructional management system, although key

individuals might well have decisive influence. On the other hand; neither

is action planning a form of "muddling through" or "making it up as we go

along" although at particular times and for particular individuals, it may

well feel that way.

Action planning, as we infer it from the "heroic districts" who have

described their efforts in Chapter 4, requires district leaders with the

vision to so shape action and events that they cumulate into new struc-

tures. For example, in Los Alamitos, the unacceptability of the criterion-

referenced tests first purchased by the district did not cause the abandon-

ment of the data-based instructional plan, but rather refocused action on

developing a set of district objectives. In San Juan, the difficulties with

Title I evaluations and program planning led not to abandonment of the idea

of planning and evalution but to greater receptivity to the school site

planning orientation of the California Early. Childhood Education Program.

In these two districts, as well as in the others in Chapter 4, individuals

did not know at the outset of their endeavors precisely what their data

mangement system would look like. Actions led to plans. These plans, in

turn, gave rise to anticipated as well as unanticipated ideas and events

which caused adjustments in subsequent actions and plans.



Action planning, therefore, can be characterized as simultaneously reac-

tive and proactive, simultaneously spontaneous and controlled, combining or

alternating both the doing and the reflecting. Action planning is a process

which enables a district staff to accommodate to the complexities of.the

external environments with which they are in constant interaction. It seems

consonant with the loose coupling of a school district's internal subsystems

characterizing most school districts today.

Attitudes on Which District Action Planning Rest

The professional attitudes which often accompany district action

planning to create data-based instructional management systems can be

divided into four categories.

Attitudes towards data. District personnel must believe -- in whole or

in part -- that

o data from tests and from other evaluative devices such as surveys,
observations, demographic statistics, are tools for describing the
current status of students, for analyzing that status and for

deciding how to upgrade it

o data from tests and other evaluative devices can be collected, ana-
lyzed and disseminated so as to be of use to a variety of audiences

-- e.g., teachers, principals, staff developers, curriculum spetiali-
sts, administrators -- fora variety of purposes -- e.g., clinical,

programmatic, managerial, policy

o the management of data from tests and other evaluative devices must
be integrated with the management of 'classroom instruction, so that

the two processes are comIgible and interact with one another

Attitudes towards instruction. District personnel must belive -- in

whole or in part -- that

o instruction can affect student learning in ways that can be measured

by tests or other evaluative devices.

o teachers can manage the elements of instruction -- e.g., materials,

time on task, teaching strategy -- so as to affect student perfor-

mance on tests
6
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' teachers who deliver instruction to students are themselves part of
and responsive to the school and the district context which influ-
ences how and what they teach.

' the district-central office has an important role -- facilitative or
directive -- in the instructional process as it occurs in their
schools; the district has overall responsibility for the learning of
the students who attend its schools

Attitudes towards management. District personnel must believe -- in

whole or in part -- that

strong central office management -- of internal operation§ and of
relationships to schools -- can upgrade teaching and thelmbfore effect

student learning

O central office management of tests, evaluations, curriculum, staff
development, materials, can be integrated and coordinated through
informal as well as formal mechanisms

' there is no single "right way" to develop a data-based instructional
management system that can be imported from elsewhere and implanted
within the district

Attitudes towards change. District personnel must believe -- in whole

or in part -- that

' the development of a data-based instructional management system may
require changes in behaviors or in attitudes on the part df-adminis-

trators, principals, teachers, students

O change in school districts is possible. It requires careful atten-
tion to the factors and forces which have "frozen" the organization

into its present configuration as well as understanding of the
"unfreezing" and "refreezing" processes essential to organizational

change and renewal

' it is likely that change in school districts will be incremental

rather than radical, gradual rather than sudden, uneven rather than
orderly

' change may produce failures as well as successes

change may be threatening to some individuals or groups, energizing

to others
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Conditions Impeding or Facilitating Action Planning

There are many conditions.within school district organizations which

might impede the action planning needed to create data-based instructional

management systems. We can list these briefly because they have already

been discussed elsewhere.

rapid changes make it difficult to undertake a coordinated long term
effort to create a data-based instructional management system

o boundary permeability requires school districts to attend to or com-
ply with legislative and administrative regulations whether or not
these actually contribute to local educational improvement

o weak technical core for education. The fact that there is a very
small number of research validated cause and effect relationships
generalizable to all teaching-learning situations encourages teacher,
principal and administrator reliance on their own working knoweldge
and insistance on their right to do so.

o loose administrative coupling. Policy and administrative decisions
taken at the bow an centra office levels may not filter down
through school and classroom layers to directly affect students. In

part, this may be due to imperfect communication devices, in part to
differing role-related perspectives about what is important to do, in
part to traditions within the American public education system.

There are, however, many conditions which facilitate action planning to

link testing and evaluation with instruction. These can be devided into

conditions external to the district and those internal to it. They will be

presented here in the form of checklists.
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S

External Conditions Favorable to Developing a

Data-based Instructional Improvement System

CL1 Stable student population with few sudden swifts in size or

distribution

C1 Community support for pub-tic education

0 Community agreement on desired educational outcomes for their

children

CI Community agreement on instructional methods

El Community acceptance of test scores as indicators of student learning

0 Cpmmunity willingness to support district policies

0 Parent willingness to support instructional change

O Media encouragement and willingness to learn about test score/school

practices

Availability of external funds from governments, foundations,

businesses, etc.

0 'Availability of consultant assistance from universities, professional

organizations, county organizations, other districts

1:1_ Availability of research and de"elopment reports, journals, etc.
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Internal Conditions Favorable to Developing a

Data-based Instructional Improvement System

O Strong "idea champions" in positions of power or influence

El Stable core of supportive staff in central office and in schools

O Individuals with technical and computer skills related to
construction, selection, analysis of test or other evaluative data

0 Individuals with substantive and technical skills related to
curricular development

El Individuals with management skills related to team building,
consensus development, communications,.etc.

O Teachers interested in instructional improvement willing to make

changes in their own methods, materials, classroom management, etc.

O Financial resources within the district to pay for system development

and maintenance

El Availability of computer services
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Section 2 -

Alternative Action Plans

Discussion and Outlines
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Discussion

Each of the four plans presented in outline form here represents a

conglomerate of actions undertaken by districts in pursuit of their intended

purpose.

As is evident from the stories presented in Chapter 4, not all dis-

tricts start from a clearly defined, explicit purpose. Some districts act

their way into new kinds of thinking, while other districts may think their

way into new kinds of acting. However, it is usually possible to infer from

the statements of'key individuals, or from an examination of the activities,

whether district intentions are narrowly defined in terms of raising student

test scores or more broadly defined in terms of altering district management

processes.

Often, however, district intentions evolve over time. If impetus for

change comes, as we see in our Chapter 2 Scenario, from public outcry around

test scores, the immediate response of the district may be test-focused.

However, as individuals in the central office, schools and classrooms think

about strengthening the interaction between what teachers do, what students

learn, and the demonstration of learning on tests, district actions may move

in new directions. This is the essence of action planning as we have

defined it.

The four outlined plans are not exhaustive of all possible district

foci, but they do seem characteristic of the range,of school district action

strategies.

The key difference among the plans is'in the pivot point around which

changes occur. "Possible payoffs" may appear similar among plans but the

probability of their being achieved does differ from plan to plan. In Plan
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A, for example, gains in student achievement test scores are highly likely

in the short term whether or not important changes in instruction take

place. By contrast, in Plan B, curriculum-based instructional changes may

occur well in advance of any rise in student achievement scores. In Plan C,

school site planning may'well have beneficial consequences on school

climate, teacher morale and student learning but these consequences may or.

may not be demonstrated by test score increases. The same is true, at the

district level, for Plan D.

The bare-bones "action sequence" described in each plan are not

prescriptive. They only indicate some of the steps that many districts have

taken in pursuit of their explicit or implied purposes. Specific "h6w-to"

suggestions which flesh out each of the plans are included in Section 3's

Tips and Techniques.

Our discussion of "district responsibility," likewise, is suggestive of

methods in use by, districts. Each district is unique in terms of its

management style, its past history, its current situation; so each district

must work out its own arrangements relating to directing, facilitating,

consulting with, informing, supervising, supporting various groups.

Finally, the "advantages" and "difficulties" are summary compilations

of experiences which may be helpful.
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Plan A: Test-Focused

Explicit Purpose - to raise test scores for all students or particular subgroup(s)

(e.g., language, SES, grade level, school) in all or a subset of
tested skills (e.g., reading, math, language arts)

I. Pivot point - currently administered test(s) (e.g., a norm-referenced test such
as the CAT, MAT, CTBS, Iowa Test of Basic Skills; a locally devel-

oped or purchased criterion-referenced test battery; State assess-
ment tests; district or State proficiency tests)

2. Possible - 2.0 Improved test scores
payoffs 2.1 Capability for tracking progress of individuals, subgroups, or

total population over time; tracking of teachers, grades,
schools by student scores.

2.2 Provision of information to parents, board, media about stu-
dent achievement as demonstrated by test scores

2.3 Improved instruction

3. Action sequence - 3.0 Identify test or subtest(s) on which scores are to befraised
3.1 Describe target students whose scores are to be raised
3.2 Analyze knowledge or skills assessed by test
3.3 Analyze past/current scores of students
3.4 Act: provide students with practice in test-taking skills,

and/or provide students with practice on items similar to

those on the test, and/or provide students, prior to test,

with instruction and materials targeted to knowledge and
skills tested

3.5 Analyze test score results, disseminate and plan for addi-
tional action

4. District
responsibilities

5. Advantages

District administrators assume responsibility for raising stu-
dent scores. With appropriate input from curriculum and test-

ing specialists, from principals and teachers, they identify

the test and the students. Analysis of the tested knowledge
and skills can be done in the district office or by committees
of teachers. Analysis of past and current scores might be
handled by a specialist. Development of action strategies
(and the supporting materials or procedures to implement them)
can handled either centrally, or by school, or by teacher
committee.

- 5.0 Short term targeted practice for students on tested skills is
likely to raise their scores expensively, without
much system change.
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5. Difficulties - 6.0 Emphasis on raising,iest scores may diminish attention to

non-tested learnings.

6.1 Emphasis on raising test scores may encourage cheating;

cause unproductive anxiety over. test performance in teachers

and children; cause excessive reliance on single indicator of

student abilities.

de
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Plan B: Curriculum/Instruction-Focused

Explicit. Purpose - to improve classroom instruction for, all students or particular

subgroup(s) (e.g., by language, SES, grade level, school), for
all or a subset of specified objectives

I. Pivot point - current teaching practices and materials relevant to specified
objectives

a. Possible - 2.0 Improved instruction on particular objectives
payoffs 2.1 Improved student achievement scores on currently adfninistened

test(s)
2.2 Upgraded teacher skills
2.3 Improved classroom management
2.4 Improved classroom climate
2.5 Improved support system for teachers
2.6 Improved supervision system for teachers

3. Action sequence -,.0 Describe target student group(s)
3.1 Describe desired student outcomes, e.g., in reading, math,

language arts
3.2 Select or develop tests, evaluative outcome measures (e.g.,

CRT's, text-tests, teacher tests, surveys, unobtrusive mea-
sures such as rates of absenteeism, vandalism, etc.)

3.3 Analyze materials/instruction in relation to desired student
outcomes

3.4 Describe base line
3.5 Act: coordinate texts:tests:teaching, and/or modify teaching

through training/supervision, and/or provide supports to

teachers: aides, pe....sts, materials, etc.
3.7 Evaluate using outcome measures and disseminate results

3.8 Take additional action

4. District

responsibilities

5. Advantages

District administrators assume responsibility for improving

instruction. With appropriate input from curriculum, testing,

evalution, staff development specialists, principals and
teachers, they identify curricular objectives, present

instruction (teaching methods/mat:irials) as well as the

changes in instruction which are called for. Central office
staff coordinate their own operations in areas such as curric-
ulum, testing, supervision, staff development in order to mon-
itor, train, support, and assist teachers.

- 5.0 Attention is focused on improving those classroom instruc-
tional practices including teaching methods, time-on-task,
materials, etc., that are relevant to particular objectives,

particular groups of students.
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Difficulties - 6.0 Test scores for norm-referenced tests may remain low if such

tests are mismatched with district curricular objectives or

text materials.

6.1 Instructional focus requires teacher support and willingness

to adopt new methods, materials, etc.
6.2. District-level coordination of support and supervisory

relationships with principals and teachers may be difficult.
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Plan C: School-Focused

Explicit Purpose - to improve school site instructional' planning and assessment

1. Pivot point - current school management

2. Possibile - 2.0 Improved School management
payoffs 2.1 Involvement of principal, teachers, community in teams to

develop school-wide problem identification, problem

resolution, resource allocation
2.2 School programming adapted to local community needs
2.3 Improved student achievement scores on currently administered

tests
2.4 Improved student knowledge, skills, attitudes on other

measures

2.5 Improved support system for teachers
2.6 Improved supervision system for teachers

3. Action sec= - 3.0 Describe target schools

3.1 Do needs assessments/problem surveys
3.2 Identify high priority problems
3.3 Analyze existing data about school-level performance on high

priority areas or problems

3.4 Describe desired outcomes: student, class-level, school-wide

3.5 Select or develop tests or other evaluative outcome measures

3.6 Identify and choose among alternative actions
3.7 Act
3.8 Evaluate using outcome measures

3.9 Analyze and disseminate results

4. District

responsibilities

5. Advantages

3.10 Take additional action

District administrators assume responsibility for improving
school site planning and assessment. With appropriate input

from community, principals, teachers, parents, district faci-

litates the organization of school site teams, provides them

with the needed training, technical support, resources to do

their own problem identificion, action planning, implementa-

tion and assessment.

- 5.0 School effectiveness may be increased through community sup-
port, regular planning and assessment procedures, ownership of

solutions by principal and teachers, etc.

5.1 Schools can develop solutions responsive to their own

situation.
5.2 Process may lead to increased morale, feelings of efficacy,

school spirit, etc.
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6. Difficulties - 6.0 Student test score increases may or may not be a high priority

school goal; test scores may or may not be affected -- short

term or long term -- by school site plans.
-5.1 leadership, composition, productivity of school planning

groups miv vary greatly.

6.;_ Support, technical assistance, resources available to schools

toay be costly compared to observable benefits.

E,-.5 Gains may be long term rather than short term.

6.4 :sustaining time-intensive efforts may be difficult.
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Plan D: District Management-Focused

Explicit Purpose - to coordinate all district operations towards the enhancement of

student learning

I. Pivot point - current district operations (e.g., testing, evaluation, curriculum,
instruction, materials and media, supe-vision, staff development

2. Possibile - 2.0 Improved district management
payoffs 2.1 Improved accountability system for principals, teachers

2.2 Coordination of testing, evaluation, curriculum, instruction,

texts, etc.

2.3 Upgraded teaching skills
2.4 Upgraded principals management skills
2.5 Improved public image
2.6. Improved district efficiency
2.7 Improved student achievement scores on existing tests

3. Action sequence - 3.0 Identify and publicize district philosophy in terms of student

learning, teaching.processes, management characteristics
3.1 Examine current situation in one or more areas by analyzing

existing data, collecting additional information from needs

assessments, problem surveys, instructional analyses, test

scores, etc.
3.2 Develop outcome measures, other indicators of progress

3.3 Develop action plan for policy; administrative; school and

classroom levels
3.4 Act
3.5 Monitor progress using outcome measures and indicators, and

reassess
3.6 Take additional action

4. District District administrators assume responsibility for coordinating

internal operations as well as school relationships in suchresponsibilities
-way that student learning.is enhanced. District takes leader-

ship in identifying the needs, problems, associated with improv

ing student learning; in directing or facilitating coordinated

action planning to meet them; in-assessing progress.

5. Advantages - 5.0 Examination and redirection of district management will lead to
more effective central office leadership, supervision, informa-

tion collection and analysis, etc.

6. Difficulties - 6.0 Test scores may not be affected in the short term by more

efficient district management.
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Tips and Techniques: Criterion-referenced and Norm-referenced Tests
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Criterion-referenced Tests

How To Decide If You Should Consider a.Criterion-referenced Testing Program

(If most of your answers are unboxed, you probably don't want a CRT
system. If most of your answers are in the boxes, you should
assume that a CRT system may be useful for your disti-ict.)

I. Do the tests that you now give -- either district-wide or by
teacher choice -- provide the teacher with information that YES

helps him/her tailor instruction to student needs?
NO

2. Do the'tests that you now give -- either district-wide or by
teacher choice -- provide the teacher with information that YES

helps him/her communicate with parents, aides, other
teachers, .abbut student needs?

3. Do the tests that you now give -- either district-wide or by
teacher choice -- provide the principal, teacher or parent
with information that helps him/her understand individual
student progress across grade levels?

4. Do the tests that you now give -- either district-wide or by
teacher choice -- provide the principal with information
about the learning of students by class, or by grade level,

or by some other relevant subgroup?

NO

NO

YES

YES

5. Do you have, or want to develop, a minimum or standard set
of objectives that all, or identified subsets of, students NO 1 YES I

will achieve?

6. Do you have, or want to,develop, a cross-referenced system
that makes tests, texts, teaching time consistent with a set NO

of district-wide objectives?

YES

7. Do you have, or want to develop, a set of remediation
techniques -- e.g., materials, programs, teaching methods,
-- for students who are non-masters of particular objectives NO YES

or groups of objectives?

8. Do you have, or want to develop, poSitive teacher attitudes
and teacher skill in "teach-test-reteach" and "diagnostic/
prescriptive" teaching strategies?

261
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Criterion-referenced Tests

How To Develop a Criterion - referenced Testing System

1. Recognize that the development of such a system takes time -- many
districts have spent more than five years in devel:Ting a system.

2. Recognize that there are tradeoffs for any major decision, and that a
district's hest judgment combined with knowledge of the benefits and
costs is the best available method for making the decision.

3. Alloryte roles and responsibilities for developing the system.

4. Keep all relevant groups -- Board, unions, press, teaches, parents,
etc.., informed is appropriate.

5. Decide on a start-up development strategy, either 1) one subject (e.a.,

math, reading", language arts) for all grades; 2) major subjects for one
grade.

6. Compile a district curriculum scope and sequence by subject matter and
grade level, stated in terms of student outcomes, by any of the
following methods:

a. use available subject matter scope and sequenc_ done by text

publisher;

b. borrow another district's scope and sequence arl adopt or modify;

c. infer from teachers what is already being done by subject. by grade,

write it down and refine it in terms of student outcomes;

d. hire outside consultants to create sequence;

e. train teacher committees to write student outcomes by grade and

subject area.

7. Identify important end-ofsemester learning objectives, and develop item

clusters for each objective.

8. Identify important en-route objectives and develop item clusters for

each objective.

9. Have teachers/subject matter specialists view items or revise.

10. Try out items with students and revise.

11. Package items into test booklets.
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12. Develop administration procedures, e.g., timing and conditions of
testing, and orientation for teachers.

13. Develop scoring, and feedback procedures, e.g., turnaround time, format
for reviewing student, subgroup, class, grade achievement.

14. Develop remediation policies for non-mastery students at group, class,
grade, school, district level, as appropriate.

15. Develop procedure to identify and handle objectives and tasks that need
revision.
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Criterion-referenced Tests

How To Purchase a Criterion-referenced Test System

I. Locate the objectives that the test items have been written to measure.

2. Determine whechar tie tested objectives master district objectives; if

not, is the district willing to change instruction to match test's

objectives?

3. Determine whether written items match stated objectives, i.e., can you

infer objectives f om items?

4. Determine whether)dbjectives and the related test items are clustered in

the sequence in which your district teaches the objectives.

5. Examine the items. (Is the level of vocabulary, sentence structure,
format, appropriate.to the grade level and students you want tested?)

6. Determine whether test administration instructions are clear.

7. Determine whether the scoring of student answers to items is quick,

easy, easy for teachers to interpret.

8. Determine whether there are alternate items available for pre/post or

fetest purposes.

9. Ask teachers to examine specimen sets of items. (What problems

see? Can the problems be resolved?)

19. Find out about the services provided by the test company -- training,

scoring; interpretation, development of new items, tailoring of tests to

your needs, etc. -- and their costs.

11. Weigh costs of purchasing tests against costs of developing tests.

(Think about dollars for salaries and time, available personnel, level

of commitment, tradeoffs with other activities, length of time till

payoff, etc.)



Criterion-referenced Tests

How To Construct Your Own Criterion-referenced Tests

I. Specify the objectives the district wants tested. .(These may be end-
of-semester and/or en-route objectives.)

2. Describe the specifications for the items related to each objective --
that is, their content, the vocabulary, the types of distractors (for
multiple choice formats), the criteria used in grading (for essay or
short answer forniats), etc.

3. Develop item formats and sample items that describe a) instructions to
students; b) stimula limits; and c) response limits.

4. Write several items for each objective.

5. Review items for accuracy of content and instructional ambiguities as
well as their conformity to specifications.

6. Mix up the items and ask teachers to match items to objectives, or to
infer objective from item. Eliminate items that seem irrelevantto
objective.

7. Ask students to answer all items pertaining to one objective. Review
and revise items that seem to cause trouble, paying particular attention
to those items missed by students'who answered most items correctly.

8. Remember that you want a group of items, all of which measure the same
objective, that students who have mastered the objective will answer
correctly, and that.students who have not yet mastered the objective
will answer incorrectly. Ideally, you would like some multiple-choice
items so that student errors will provide you with clues what about the
non-mastery student has misunderstood or missed.

.

How To Determine Test Length

I. Recognize that test length is a tradeoff between getting an accurate
measure of students' knowledge and skills (the more items, the more
reliable the test), and other uses for the time spent do testing.

2. Three or four items per objective seems to be practical and feasible for
most situations. More items should be used when important decisions are
to be based on student test performance.

How To Determine Passing Scores

I. Recognize that passing sdores are arbitrary and that mistakes can be
made.

I-
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2. Set what appear to be reasonable cut-off points, e.g., 3 out of 4 items;

80 percent correct. Examine whether those students who "clearly pass"

and those who "clearly fail" would fall into the same categories if mea-

sured with some other criterion such as teacher judgment, classroom or

homework performance, etc. Readjust cut-off point or revise items that

do not seem to discriminate between "clear passes" and "clear failures."

3. Set up review' procedures for those students who fall between those who

"clearly pass" and those who "clearly fail."

4. Consider what remedies will be made available to non-passing students.



How To S IS
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Criterion-referenced Tests

ort an On-going Criterion-referenced Testing System

1. Recognize that the tests themselves, keyed to a consensus set of
objectives, are only one part of improving,instruction through
management of testing and evalution.

2. Key curricular objertives End the criterion-referenced tests to
materials /media.

3. Key curricular objectives and the criterion-referenced tests to
instructional time and methods.

4. Develop procedures to find and handle difficulties' with items, formats,
test administration, feedback to interc_ted audiences.

5. Sensitize groups to ways in which test data analyses can inform policy
making and administration in areas such as staff development, budgeting,
school planning, communication to public and media.

6. Remain aware of pOssibie undesirable side effects, among them

a. teaching t!re test items

b. narrowitqj 1,1;:,rucjon what is tested

c. neglc,ng hin achieving students

d. devotiy undue time to tenting

e. lwruction into measuble pieces,

7. ['wild in review of curricula, objectives and tests.
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Norm-referenced Tests

How To Decide is ou Should Consider a,Norm-referenced Testing Program

If most of )our answers are unboxed, you probably don't want an NRT

program. 1; most of your answers are in the boxes, you should
assume that an NRT system may be useful for your district.)

I. Do the tests that you now give -- either district-wide or by
teacher c' ice -- provide the teacher with information that I NO

helps hImir,er tailor instruction to student needs?

. 2. Do thi- tes.1.5 that you now give -- either district-wide or by
teacher c,:oice -- provide the teacher with information that
helps. Hm/ner commicate with parents, aides, other
teadoers, aNnit s4).dent needs?

INO

3. Du the tcst..; you now give -- either district-wide or by

teacher choir- orovide the principal,teacher or parent I NO

with informat:cn that helps him/her understand individual
student progress across grade levels?

4. Do the that you now give -- either district-wide or by
teackler choice -- provide the principal with information I NO

!tov*: the learning of students by class, or by grade level,

c; V some other relevant subgroup?

YES.

YES

YES

YES

5. Do you have, or want to develop, a minimum or standard set
of objectives that all, or identified subsets of, students NO YES

will achieve?

6. Do you have, or want to develop, a cross-referenced system
that makes tests, texts, teaching time consistent with a set

of district -wide objectives?

7. Do you have, or want to develop, a set of remediation
techniques -- e.g., materials, programs, teaching methods,
-- for students who are non - masters of particular objectives

or groups of objectives?

8. Do you have, or want to develop, positive teacher attitudes

and teacher skill in "teach-test-reteach" and "diagnostic/

prescriptive" teaching strategies?
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9. Do you need a test that will compare district students' per-
formance with others of similar background on particular
skill areas?

NO YES

10 Is a norm-referenced test required by law or regulation to
evaluate federal or state programs? NO [ YES

11. Do the Board, the public, the media, parents, colleges,
important others, insist on comparative data on a
nationally-known test?

NO

12. Can you locate a norm-referenced test which meets the mini-
mum requirements of validity for your district's student NO

population, curricular objectives?

269
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Norm-referenced Tests

How To Purchase a Norm-referenced Test System

I. Choose a test that is matched as closely as possible to district
curriculum objectives. To determine this:

a. classify the test items from the test form according to district
curricular objectives;

b. tally the number of district objectives for which there are one,
several, or many test items included the test;

c. tally the number of test items connected to those district
objectives taught to students prior to testing.

2.- Determine from the manual if the test is normed with students similar to
those in your district at the time of year you plan to give the test.
(If not, consider how this would affect your interpretion of the scores,

if you use this test.)

3. Review the test for negative factors such as

a. test bias in content, vocabulary, pictures, etc.

b. confusing test administration requirerents

c. confusing test format/instructiorts to students

d. higher than usual per-pupil costs (20 cents per pupil is low,

80 cents atthe high end)

4. Find out what services and score analyses are available from publishers.

5. Involve a variety of individuals in test selection procedures, e.g.,
curriculum and test specialists, administrators, teachers, parents, etc.

1-

6. Review as many relevant tests as possible. Get names from Buro's Mental
Measurements Yearbook, published by Gryphon Press, Highland Park, 11-7e

Jersey.



Norm-referenced Tests

How To Interpret Norm-referenced Test Scores

1. A student's percentile score includes the percentage of the norm group
whose raw scores falr below the student's raw score. For example,
performing at the 60th percentile means that a student's raw score was
higher than 60 percent of the students in the norm group. Test pub-
lishers should provide percentile scores for grades or schools as-they
cannot be obtained by averayfng individual percentiles.

2. A student's standard score indicates how far above or below the norm
'oup mean of raw scores that student's raw score fell.,

3. A student's stanine score also indicates how far a student's raw score
deviates from the norm group mean of raw scores. The raw scores are
divided into nine intervals containing a fixed percentage of the raw
scores. For example, 4 percent of the raw scores fall in stanine 1 and
in 9; 7 percent of the raw scores fall in stanine 2 and'in 8; 12 percent
in stanine 3 and in 7; 17 percent in stanine 4 and in;6; 20 percent
in stanine 5. IF a student has a stanine of 9, he/she has done better
than 96 percent of normed students.

4. A student's grade or age equivalent score tells wSere his/her raw score
falls with respect to the average performance of students at various
grades or age levels. There are many methodological problems with these
scores and many experts recommend they not be used.,

5. Consult with test publishers to determine most useful analyses for dis-
trict purposes, e.g., by individual, class, grade, school; by student
characteristics of instructional relevance, such as language, SES,

length of time in school, etc.; by subtests.
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Norm - referenced Tests

How To Use Norm-referenced Test Scores

1. To group or place students. Examine scores on particular content or
subject areas and group students with similar skill profiles or group
heterogeneously according to some 'instructional philosophy.

2. To diagnose student needs. Examine subtest results to determine Indi-

vdual pattern of achievement/deficiency. Look for surprises, that is,

students who do better or worse than expected on all or some subtests.

3. To evaluate instructional programs. Compare actual performance of

students with expected performance. Examine reasons for correspondence
discrepancy, e.g., is it in the test? the instructional program? or

the match between test and instructional program?

Or, compare students' gains from year to year to get gross estimates of

actual performance versus expected performance over time. Examine

reasons for correspondence or for discrepancy.--
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Tips and Techniques: Evaluations
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Evaluations (List of topics)

How to develop non -test evaluations of student achievement

How to develop non-test evaluations of instructional programs

O How to regularize collection of non -test evaluative data

o How to disseminate findings from non-test evaluative data

O How to insert evaluative data into policy and administrative decision
making



Tips and Techniques: Curriculum and Instruction
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Curriculum and Instruction (List of-topics)

o How to decide if you need a unifo-m set of curricular objectives

o How to develop curricular objectives by sub:,act areas, by grade
levels

o How to identify milestone objectives for which test items could be

developed

o How to index curricular objectives to text and other materials

o How to assess instructionai time/amount of practic, students receive

on curricular objectives



Tips and Techniques: School Site Planning and Assessment
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School Site Planning and Assessment: (List of topics)

o How to decide on the desirability of school site planning and
assessment

o How to initiate school site planning and assessment

o How to form, facilitate, train and support school site teams

o How to determine data needs of and data presentations to school site s

teams

o How to assess whether school site teams are cost effective
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District' Manament: (List of topics)

o How to identify :,:-'is for coordination among district operations such

as tes,.Ing, 41, curriculum, instruction, staff development

o How to select and i-p ement appropriate coordinating mechanisms among

district operations
N

o How to collect, analyze a ';seminate data useful in policy

derisions

o How collect, analyze a-. _= hate data useful in school

impr

o How to f ;act, analyze '-..emThat:. data useful in clusroom

o How to i
±pie school-lac:el suppcwts, supervision and training sa

that prfIcipalz and teachers use test and evaluative data to improve

instructfon
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Section 4

Initiating Action Planning: Discussion and Worksfieets
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Discussion

The six worksheets here are intended as guides or agendas for groups of

people assembled by district administrators for the purpose of initiating

planning to improve instruction through the management of testing and evalu-

ation activities.

It is anticipated that many of the conditions facilitating action

planning are present in the district before this process is begun. For

example:

1) an external environment which is supportive of
instructional improvement, and the use of test scores
and other evaluative data to report on student progress

2) idea champions and supporters within the district
who have the motivation, skills and power to move the

district in this direction

resources and time to consider alternative action plans

and to manage the implementation of decisions resulting

from that LTisideration

Worksheet #1 examines current practices. Its intended outcome is based

on understanding of constraints -- those that are fixed and those that are

alterable.

Worksheet #2 explores satisfaction and dissatisfaction of varjous indi-

viduals and groups with current practice.. Its intended outcome is identifi-

cation of agreed-upon troublesome areas or problems.

Worksheet #3 surfaces recent attempts or thoughts about change as will

as the supporting or opposing parties. Its intended outcome is arraying the

reasons why changes have or have not come about.

Worksheet #4 el:cits ideas and suggestions for action planning and iden-

tifies where support or resistance is likely to come from. Its intended

outcome is an informal identification of priorities.
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Worksheet '5 is a force field analysis for high priority areas. Its

intended outcome is b. detailed description of factors influencing action

planning.

Worksheet #6 is a further listing of factors influencing action

planning. Its intended outcome is the formation of an action plan.



1. WHAT IS THE DISTRICT NOW DOING IN THE AREAS CF TESTING, EVALUATION, CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION?

1. What tests is the district now using? For each of the tests, think about: 1) who/what influenced the selection of

that test; 2) who is now interested in having the test given; 3) who now sees the test scores; 4) what use, if

any, do various groups of people (e.g., parents, t 2rs, principals, central office, press) make of the scores;

5) what would happen if the test were not given?

2. What evaluations does the district now do? For each evaluation activity, think about: 1) why is the evaluation

done? 2) Who is interested in having the evaluation done? 3) What use, if any, do various groups of people

(e.g., parents, teachers, principals, central office, press) make of the findings? 4) What would happen if the

evaluations were not done?

3. What curriculum does the district now have? What are its characteristics (e.g., to what extent does it guide

teachers' choice of content, skills; to what extent is it consistent with texts, tests; to what extent is it

differentiated for subgroups of students)? What ould happen if the test were not given?

4. What instructional policies does the diStrict now have? To what extent are they implemented in the classrocm?

Who/What influenced the development of the policies? Who oversees their implementation? What would happen if the

instructional policies were changed?

ANALYSIS

What is now being done that must remain in place?

What changes could be made?

What factors must be considered when making changes?

5
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F2. HOW SATISFIED PRE VARIOUS GROUPS WITH WHAT THE DISTRICT IS MI DOING IN TESTING, EVALUATION, CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION'? 1

la. What are areas of satisfaction

with current tests?

2a. What are areas of satisfaction

with current evaluation activities?

3a. What are areas of satisfaction

with current curriculum activities?

4a. What are areas of satisfaction with

current instructional activity?

2E(

TESTS

Who holds

these views?

lb. What are areas of dissatisfaction

with current tests?

EVALUATION

Who holds

these views?

Who holds

these views?

2o. What are areas of dissatisfaction

with current evaluation activities?

CLPRICULUM

INSTRUCTION

Who holds

these views?

*at are areas of dissatisfaction

with current curriculum activities?

4b. What are areas of dissatisfaction

with current instructional activity?

Who holds

these views?

Who holds

these views?

Who holds

these vi cars?

Who holds

these views?

ANALYSIS

What are areas of consensus and development among various groups?

What are major areas of satisfaction? Major areas of dissatisfaction? 287





3. %HAT CHANGES HAVE BEEN RECENTLY CONSIDERED CR MADE IN TESTING, EVALUATION, CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION?

I. in the area gf testing: (e.g., eliminating, replacing, adding tests; changing dates; changing analysis; changing dissemination,

of results, etc.)

changes considered who suppported/why? who opposed/why? What happened?

-2. in the area of evaluation: (e.g., eliminating, modifying, adding evaluations; changing questions, design, instruaents,

analysis,-.dissemination of results, etc.)

change. considered who suppported/Wly? who opposed /wily? - what happened?

3 in the area of curriculum: (e.g., eliminating, revising,. redoing)

changes considered who 1-IPPPortediwte

4.'in the area' of instruction:

changes considered who suppported/why?

288,

,who opposed/Idnyyt what happened?

who opposed/why?

o

what happened?

ANALYSIS

What changes have been made and what were the reasons they were made?

Who were internal and external "idea champions "? Supporters?

HUN did they influegte the changes? 289



N4,4

The comffunity/press

would like

The school Board

would like

Centrral Office staff

wocA,ld like

e.g.

Principals would like

Teachers would'like

Students would like

Parents would like

090

'4. IN THE AREAS CF TESTING, EVALUATION, CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION

WHAT WOULD VARIOUS GROUPS LIKE TO HAPPEN?

ANALYSIS

What are areas of consehsus and disagreement among various groups?

Can desires be Categorized: Easy/Difficult; Inexpensive/Expqnsiye; Long-terri/Short-term?

What high priority areas for action planning can be identified?

\
03
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Strength

Hiji Med. Lod

. FOR EACH HIGH PRIORITY AREA LIST FACTORS FACILITATING/OPPOSIN.G CHANGE AND THEIR STRENGTHS 1

Factors Facilitating Chanae Factors Opposing Change

/

,CHANCE

.........

t

Can the factors facilitating Change be increased; factors opposing Change

ANALYSIS decreased? . 1

Among all the priority areas which seems the mostfeasible plan to begin?

292

Strength

'High Med. Low

..1.

293 ,



6.. FOR.THIS HIGH PRIORITY AREA, SHOULD THE DISTRICT BEGIN ACTION PLANNING?

1. State the explicit purpose for district action

Who shares them?

Who opposes then?

2. State the auxiliary payoffs desired ty the district

Wild wants them? .

Wno opposes them?

3. What are cost estimates for action?

4. What needed resources, e.g., skilled personnel,

materials, equipment, etc., are available?

5. What is a reasonable 'timeline for action?

6. What should the roles and responsibilities

of the Board be; if any?

7. What should the roles and responsibilities

of district adninistrators be, if any?

8. What should the roles and responsibilities

of principals be, if any?

9. What should the roles and responsiblities

of teachers be, if any?

10. What problems can be anticipated?

11. HOW will outcomes of the actions be assessed?

294
ANALYSIS 11 Is there sufficient clarity of.purpose, support, resources

role definition to move on this priority? 295
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